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SUMMARY
Families of gross Earth velocity and density models 
have been derived from various sets of published travel time, 
slowness and free oscillation data using Monte Carlo and 
linear programming inversion techniques.
Density models proposed by Haddon and Bullen, Press, 
and Wang satisfy similar data to similar confidence limits and 
yet differ markedly in the region of the upper mantle. An 
analysis of the effects of various constraints using the Monte 
Carlo inversion technique shows that these differences are 
due predominantly to differences in assumptions about the 
permissible range of values for shear velocity in the transition 
zone.
Non-uniqueness bounds for shear velocity in the 
transition zone and lower mantle have been derived by Monte 
Carlo inversion, with constraints imposed by the data of 
Nuttli, Robinson and Kovach, and Hales and Roberts. The depth 
to the lower major velocity discontinuity in the transition 
zone is estimated to be 690 + 25 km. Models proposed by 
Hales and Roberts and Robinson and Kovach fall within the 
bounds calculated for the lower mantle, but the Fairborn 
mean model is excluded for depths greater than 2200 km.
Extremal bounds for shear velocity and density have 
been obtained using the linear programming inversion technique, 
constrained by fundamental mode and overtone free oscillation 
data of Dziewonski and Gilbert and the group velocity data 
of Dziewonski, Mills and Bloch. No evidence for a high 
density flidT in the upper mantle is present on the basis of
iv
these data. An average density of 3.44 + 0.07 gm/cc has 
been calculated for the depth range 20 - 300 km. The 
uncertainty in this estimate is due, to a large extent, to 
errors resulting from linearization in the inversion procedure.
Density models of Haddon and Bullen, Wang, Dziewonski, 
and Gilbert and Jordan fall within the bounds deduced for the 
lower mantle, indicating that on the basis of presently 
available data the density gradient in the lower mantle is 
consistent with a homogeneous composition throughout that 
region.
Extremal models obtained under a variety of different 
initial conditions have similar variations of bulk-sound 
velocity with density. In particular, all show an abrupt 
change in (3C/3p) within the depth range 600 - 1000 km. On 
the basis of recent data, presented by Liebermann and Ringwood 
concerning velocity derivatives with respect to pressure and 
temperature for various substances and the velocity-density 
systematics of materials undergoing polymorphic phase 
transitions, it is concluded that an interpretation of the 
seismic data in terms of a change in mean atomic weight within 
the mantle is premature.
Results obtained for the core are in general agreement
with the results of other workers
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Density models of the Earth - A review
One of the major aims of seismology has been to obtain 
values of bulk modulus (k), rigidity ( y) and density (p) 
within the Earth by the use of seismic data. Values of 
compressional velocity and shear velocity obtained by the 
inversion of seismic travel time or dT/dA data,however, only 
provide estimates of the ratios k/p and y/p. Additional 
assumptions or constraints are required to determine the 
parameters k, y and pindependently.
Gross Earth compressional velocity and shear velocity 
models were first developed by Jeffreys (1939) on the basis of 
the Jeffreys and Bullen 1940 travel-time tables, and by 
Gutenberg (1959 and earlier). All gross Earth models published 
prior to 1965, with the exception of Birch I and Birch II, 
(Birch, 1964) incorporate either Gutenberg or Jeffreys 
velocities, but their density profiles are also dependent upon 
a variety of physical assumptions. By 1964, the existence of 
structural complexity and lateral inhomogeneity in the upper 
mantle had been recognized,and Birch (1964) chose P velocities 
for depths less than 400 km which were a smooth average of 
the sub-oceanic surface wave solutions of Dorman et al.
(1960) and the Canadian shield values of Brune and Dorman 
(1963). For S velocities, he chose the values of Dorman et al. 
(1960) and Kovach and Anderson (1964). However, below 400 km
2he also used the Jeffreys (1939) velocities.
Figure 1.1 shows most of the early solutions for 
density within the Earth. Bullen (1940, 1942), in the derivation 
of his model A, assumed a density of 3.32 gm/cc at the top of the 
mantle. He also initially assumed the mantle was chemically 
and physically homogeneous and that all density changes occur 
adiabatically due to self compression. However, the 
Adams-Williamson equation, legimately applied under those 
conditions, predicted a total distribution of Earth mass and 
moment of inertia such that the moment of inertia for the core 
exceeded the value for a uniform sphere. Since this would 
result from a decrease in core density with depth, a conclusion 
rejected for stability reasons, the solution was discarded and 
the assumptions questioned. Bullen defined a region C (413 
km - 1000 km) which coincided with a zone of high velocity 
gradient already proposed by Jeffreys (1939), and this was 
assumed to consist of inhomogeneous material. Consequently, 
the model A density profile consists of Adams-Williamson 
gradients above and below region C, joined by a quadratic 
curve„
The very slight change in k at the core-mantle boundary 
of model A, in contrast to the large change in j_i and p , 
prompted Bullen to propose the hypothesis that for pressures 
of the order of 10 atmospheres, k for ordinary materials is 
determined predominantly by pressure rather than composition.
In model B, (Bullen, 1950) k and dk/dP were required to be 
smoothly increasing for depths greater than 2700 km.
Bullard (1957) using the Gutenberg velocity profiles 
developed a series of extreme density models to demonstrate
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Figure 1.1 Mantle density models of McQueen et al. (1964), 
Bullard (1957), Bullen (1940), Landisman et al. 
(1965), Clark and Ringwood (1964) and Birch 
(1964).
4the uncertainty in the problem. Shown in Figure 1.1 is 
Bullard I, a solution that assumes there is no inhomogeneity 
in the mantle, varies linearly over this region, and satisfies 
total mass and moment of inertia.
Birch (1964) models I and II density profiles were 
obtained by relating V to p for the upper mantle and transition 
region in a linear manner, consistent with experimental studies 
of a wide range of rock types. For the lower mantle, he used 
the Adams»Williamson equation. Also shown in Figure 1.1 
is the density model of McQueen et al. (1964), obtained by 
using the lower mantle velocity values of Jeffreys (1959) 
with a Hugoniot equation of state, and the two density profiles 
of Clark and Ringwood (1964).
For the latter, densities in the mantle were calculated 
from known densities, thermal expansions and compressibilities 
of minerals inferred to be present on the independent 
assumptions of an overall pyrolite composition and an eclogitic 
composition. In the transition zone densities were assumed 
to increase linearly, and in the lower mantle were calculated 
using the Adams-Williamson equation.
Spectral peaks resulting from the free oscillations of 
the Earth were first identified after the magnitude 8.4 
Chilean earthquake in 1960. Because the frequency of the 
Earth vibrations is directly related to k, M and p, it became 
possible to obtain independent estimates of these parameters 
based entirely upon seismic data. Early work on the inversion 
of these data by Pekeris et al. (1961), Alsop etal. (1961),
Benioff et al. (1961) and Ness et al. (1961) showed that an
5Earth model with Gutenberg velocities and Bullen A density 
needed modification. McDonald and Ness (1961) (model not 
shown in Fig. 1.1) satisfied the early free oscillation data 
by decreasing the shear velocity distribution in the lower mantle. 
However, Landisman et al. (1965) have pointed out that the model of 
MacDonald and Ness would result in travel times for rays 
bottoming in the lower mantle with errors of up to 23 sec.
As a clear demonstration of the non-unique relation between 
shear velocity and density, later to be rigorously demonstrated 
by Dziewonski (1970), Landisman et al. found a solution to the 
problem by including a region of zero density gradient between 
1600 and 2800 km.
Pekeris (1966) compiled a set of 90 free oscillation 
periods (whose values do not differ in any major way from 
present estimates - see Figure 2.3) and showed the extent to 
which previous models had to be modified in order to satisfy 
these data to within their standard deviations. He obtained 
five density solutions shown in Figure 1.2 by starting with 
profiles shown in Figure 1.1 and minimising the sum of the 
squares of the residuals of the periods from the observed 
values using the linear prediction method (see section 1.5).
These models illustrate an important problem that faces all 
inversion attempts. With a pivotal point every 200 km and no 
constraint on density gradient, he obtained a wide scatter 
of density profiles in the lower mantle, a fact that is 
consistent with the discussion in section 1.5 on the nature 
of the uncertainty in the inverse problem. The density profile 
of Landiman et al. (1965) has been criticised on the physical
6Figure
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Model
km/sec
or
km/scc
^ST
km/sec
16 G -BDI 0 .009 0.043 0 .030
17 BIRCH I 0.01 1 0.062 0 .043
18 JM -BHI 0.012 0.039 0.028
19 G-BNA' 0.0  1 1 0 .045 0.032
m 3 g - lsim 0 .008 0.042 0.029
^OBS 0 .006 0.025 0.018
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1.2 Density models of Pekeris (1966).
Initial density distributions used were:
16 Bullard I (Bullard, 1957)
17 Birch II (Birch, 1964)
18 Birch I (Birch, 1964)
19 A 1 (Bullen, 1940, 1942)
m 3 (Landisman et al., 1965)
The table shows the standard deviation of
the theoretical phase velocities of
spheroidal (S) and torsional (T) 
oscillations from the data of Pekeris 
for the final models.
7grounds that it could only result from an unacceptably large 
super-adiabatic temperature gradient or major compositional 
changes or both. The problem is to choose some gradient­
smoothing criterion that leads to sensible results without 
prejudicing conclusions that might be forthcoming from the 
seismic data.
More recent models shown in Figure 1.3 have all been 
developed subject to constraints imposed by free oscillation 
data. These include HB1 (Haddon and Bullen 1969), Model 3 of 
Wang (1970), the 1972 model of Wang (1972), Model B1 Jordan 
(1972), 0C1 of Mizutani and Abe (1972), UTD124A» and UTD124BT 
of Dziewonski and Gilbert (1972), and the Monte Carlo 
non-uniqueness bounds of Press (1972) obtained using regional 
oceanic surface wave data. All these models will be discussed 
in later chapters.
With the rapid accumulation of more and increasingly 
accurate seismic data, the uncertainties inherent in the 
inversion problem have become more apparent. Velocity 
profiles have been required to conform to the fine structure 
of the upper mantle and transition zone, as resolved by 
travel time and dT/dA studies, but it has not been clear to 
what extent structural interpretations from such studies 
might conflict with other seismic data. The question of 
the effect of lateral inhomogeneity within the Earth and 
the consequent choice of confidence limits for all sets of 
data has become of great importance. In addition, the effect 
of the choice of the parametric representation of the Earth
has to be considered. All these factors are discussed in
8• j * r 1 * I * « » » r - - f  ■»!»I ■ ■ r p  I r I r r i
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Figure 1.3 Recent gross Earth models of shear velocity (upper curves) 
and density. Marked lines are the final upper and lower 
Monte Carlo bounds of Press (1972). Also shown are HB1 
(Haddon and Bullen, 1969), Model 3 of Wang (1970), the 
1972 model of Wang (1972), B1 (Jordan, 1972), OC1 
(Mizutani and Abe, 1972), UTD124A,/B’ (Dziewonski and 
Gilbert, 1972).
9later chapters. However, the point of departure for the work 
of this thesis was the consideration of the non-uniqueness 
bounds of Press (1970a)(essentially the same as those of his 
later work, shown in Figure 1.3) which were in conflict with 
other models published at the time. It is because the 
conclusions that can be drawn from an inversion procedure 
resulting in non-uniqueness bounds appear to be incontrovertible 
granted the validity of the method, that such methods should be 
and indeed are subjected to rigorous scrutiny.
1.2 Aim
The aim of the work in this thesis has been the study 
of the non-uniqueness in the seismic data which can be 
inverted to derive models for the elastic parameters within 
the Earth. The derivation of a single Earth model for 
parameters such as density and shear velocity is of limited 
value unless some statement is made about the associated 
non-uniqueness of the model. This is not to dismiss all single 
models that appear in the literature as irrelevant. Recent 
compressional and shear velocity models for the Earth have 
been derived from a careful assessment of the mutual 
compatability of travel time data, dT/dA data, amplitudes and 
polarisation angles. Non-uniqueness bounds obtained for such 
models using an inversion technique of the type described in 
this thesis would fall very close to the original solution 
if all constraints could be adequately programmed, if the 
data was assumed to be accurate, and if the model was required 
to vary smoothly for regions where the data was sparse and
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consequently its resolving power (see section 1.5) was low.
Thus, individual models are meaningful given certain initial 
assumptions.
Similarly, the work of Wang (1972) serves to prove that 
a simple smoothly varying Earth velocity/density model based 
upon certain physical and petrological theories is compatible 
with most recent free oscillation, surface wave, travel time 
and dT/d/\ data. However, given the ever increasing amount of 
laboratory data on the physical and petrological properties 
of materials of which the Earth is most likely to be composed, 
it is equally important to determine the class of models that 
are definitely incompatible with the seismic data. This 
involves a consideration of the poristic. nature of the 
inverse problem (i.e. finite data supports either no or 
infinitely many solutions). In short, firm conclusions about 
the composition of the interior of the Earth, using available 
data, can only be based upon non-uniqueness bounds associated 
with estimates of elastic parameters.
1.3 The Inverse Problem
Many inversion problems in geophysics can be formulated 
as a first kind non-linear integral equation
d. (t) = jb ki(t,s,y(s))-ds(i = 1,2. ..N) (1.3.1)
a
where the d^(t) denote the independent data sets (or data 
functionals), the y^(s) the corresponding unknown solution 
and k^(t,s,y^(s)) a known kernel. It is well known that
11
such formulations are often ill-posed. That is, in the 
sense of the original definition of well-posedness by Hadamard 
(1902), a problem is ill-posed if any of the following 
conditions apply:
(i) a solution may not exist
(ii) if a solution exists it may not be unique
(iii) if a unique solution exists, it may not 
depend continuously on the data, i.e., a small 
perturbation in d^(t) (equation 1.3.1) can 
lead to arbitrarily large perturbations in 
y±{s).
If condition (ii) holds, it is rarely clear to what extent 
conditions (ii) and (iii) can be considered separately, for 
they are closely related. Thus, it is usual to consider the 
ill-posed nature of the geophysical inverse problem in terms 
only of condition (ii).
Backus and Gilbert (1967) have shown that the problem 
of obtaining velocity-density models for the Earth from the 
inversion of seismic data is poristic. A unique solution 
can only be obtained if the number of data values is greater 
or equal to the number of parameters. Since the physical 
parameters to be estimated are continuous over some interval, 
it follows that any finite set of data will only support 
non-unique solutions to the inversion problem.
The simplest method of solution for an inverse problem 
is the method of trial and error. Assuming that theoretical 
estimates of data functionals can be obtained for any given 
Earth model, some systematic variation of the model parameters
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will eventually give rise to a set of data functionals that 
agree with the observed data to some required level of 
accuracy. Haddon and Bullen (1969) use such a method in the 
derivation of Model HB1. In addition, they argue that a 
sensible procedure to adopt is to always seek the simplest 
model that the data permits - what could be called the 
principle of maximum simplicity. However, such a solution 
is of only limited value when used for comparison with 
laboratory data. It is also profitable to consider what is 
the most complex model that the data will support, subject 
to some well defined constraints, and whether some (total) 
set of models from the simplest to the most complex preclude 
the possibility of, for example, density in the upper mantle 
of 3.3 gm/cc.
The Monte Carlo Inversion (MCI) procedure is the method 
of trial and error placed on a firm statistical basis.
Random models are generated and tested against available 
data so that the search over parameter space proceeds in an 
unbiased manner. Originally described in the geophysical 
context by Keilis-Borok and Yanovskraya (1967), it has since 
been applied to the determination of sets of Earth models 
by Press (1968, 1970a, 1970b, 1972), Wiggins (1969), Fairborn 
(1969) and Anderssen et al. (1972). The method is used 
extensively in this thesis and will be discussed in detail 
in Chapter II. However, it may be noted here that, unlike 
all other inversion methods described below, it allows full 
account to be taken of the non-linearity of the equations 
relating data functionals to Earth parameters. Its major
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disadvantage is its computational inefficiency, which is 
mainly due to the nature of the calculations of the free 
oscillation periods of the Earth. Therefore in practice it 
is necessary to introduce, in the interests of computational 
efficiency, a linear approximation for these calculations, 
the variational parameter technique (Wiggins, 1968). Thus 
the major advantage of the method over other contenders is 
removed.
The non-linear equations relating data functionals to 
the elastic parameters within the Earth can be linearized 
by expanding them as a Taylor series about some standard 
(starting) model (mQ) and assuming that terms of order 
higher than the first are negligible. Thus if G(raQ) (=g^...g^) 
are a finite set of gross Earth functions for Model raQ, then
M G(m )
G(mQ) - G(m) = £ --° (P - P^) + higher terras
i=l o. ix
In the variational parameter technique, values of data 
functionals for any model (m) are speedily obtained once 
the partial derivates for model mQ have been calculated.
In addition the linear prediction method, the general theory 
developed by Backus and Gilbert (1967, 1968, 1970), the 
modified Backus and Gilbert method of Jordan (1972) which 
incorporates the Stochastic inverse theory of Franklin (1970) 
and the Linear programming method of Johnson (1972) are all 
based on this linearization, A heuristic argument is 
presented in section 1.5 to show how all these methods are 
related to some simple statistical concepts, and in particular
14
how the trade-off curves of Backus and Gilbert are related 
to the non-uniqueness bounds obtained using the linear 
programming technique .
1.4 The Linear Programming Method
The concept of linear programming (LP) is not new. 
However, Johnson (1972) was the first to show how it could be 
applied to the problem of the inversion of seismic data.
As a result, it is now possible to obtain a set of 
non-uniqueness bounds for the elastic parameters within the 
Earth using a relatively small amount of computing time. The 
LP bounds are similar to those that would be obtained by a 
Monte Carlo Inversion which included the use of the 
variational parameter technique. However, whilst one is 
never entirely sure in an MCI inversion whether parameter 
space has been sampled sufficiently thoroughly, the LP bounds 
are those which could result from a linearized MCI procedure 
after infinite trials.
The formulation given below is identical to that of 
Johnson (1972) and is stated here only for the sake of 
completeness. Minor departures from Johnson’s technique 
will be discussed in Chapter 5.
The general form of a linear programming problem is 
as follows:
maximise the function z = c x (1.4.1)
subject to the condition that
15
A x < b, x  ^0
Each linear equation of the form
+ a . x < b . in n l
is a hyperplane in parameter space. If there exists a 
feasible solution to the problem, then the set of linear 
equations
define a convex closed polyhedron in parameter space and the 
region within this polyhedron is termed the feasible region.
For the present application, each hyperplane defines 
the constraint imposed by one gross Earth functional (Backus and 
Gilbert (1968)) of a free oscillation period total mass or 
moment of inertia. The vector x contains values of density, 
shear velocity and compressional velocity within the Earth 
defined on a fixed grid. The cost function, z, becomes
and we obtain the maximum and minimum values of x within 
the feasible region.
In order to express the gross Earth functionals in 
linear terms, they are expanded as previously described as 
a first order Taylor series about some reasonable Earth
A x = b (1.4.2)
z = + x
16
model defined on the same fixed grid. Thus
A
(1.4.3)
/\
where C . is the value of the 
3
A
.th
3 functional computed exactly
for the standard model, is the model parameter of the 
standard model (e.g. compressional velocity, shear velocity, 
density) and C.. and are the corresponding values for any 
other model that is ’near* to the standard model, 'near*
referring to the state where 2nd order terms in (P^-P^) can t>e 
neglected.
To obtain a set of linear constraints from expansions 
of the form equation (1.4.3), values of C. are required to 
satisfy the observed data, Q., to a given tolerance. Thus,
0 . - 0 . 4  C  . 4  0. +
3 3 3 aj
(1.4.4)
3
A .< o . + o .
CJ * (pi - Vl
3 3
*  °3 ~ °3
(1.4.5)
A
£ 3P^ P. 0. + o . -1 3 3
a£j -
Cg + 2 3P2 Pi (1.4.6)
C • ac,.£-5pJ Pi s °3 - aj - cj + Pi (1.4.7)
All terms on the RHS of equations (1.4.6) and (1.4.7) are 
constant and determine the b vector of equation (1.4.2).
The partial derivatives or variational parameters (Wiggins, 
1968) on the LHS make up the A matrix. Additional linear 
equations are introduced that constrain total mass and moment
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of inertia and velocity and density gradient.
A procedure, referred to as Stage 2, permits additional 
constraints to be imposed at an intermediate stage, and the 
bounds may consequently be refined. The formulation of Stage 
2 rests on the assumption that within a convex region, any 
model that falls on a line joining two models, defined by 
points in parameter space, is itself a successful model. Thus, 
a weighted average of successful models is also a successful 
model.
pi  = k \  pik Jk “k = '-o 0 < “ « 1 (1.4.8)
It follows that (Johnson 1972 p. 18)
k Ik = 1.0 0 < a <1 (1.4.9)
In terms of the linear programming procedure,
z = + k is maximised or minimised (1.4.10)
subject to the condition that
4 O. + a. 
J J
a * 0
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where is "tb6 parameter of the kth stage I model, C
"t his the j data functional of the k stage I model, 0. and 0 .
J J
are the observed data, and confidence limits. Data functionals 
introduced in Stage 2 are calculated exactly for the Stage 1 
models. Stage 2 bounds are obtained from the maximum and 
minimum values of z for all i.
1.5 A Comparison of Linear Inversion Procedures
In order that the results of this thesis may be compared 
with results obtained using other inversion methods, a 
heuristic explanation of the relation between all linear 
inverse procedures is presented.
Let
A j =  d (1.5.1)
define the mathematical formulation which connects available 
exact data d with the 1unique* geophysical solution 3 for 
a problem that is ill-posed. The data d are, in fact, 
inaccurate observations (d + n) where n denotes noise, and 
the solution of equation (1.5.1) is obtained as
b = A"1 (d + n) ~ A"1 A j$~ A”1 A £ = J  (1.5.2)
where the stabilised inverse A”"^ has been determined to cope 
with the ill-posed nature of the problem.
The aim of a minimum mean squared error procedure is 
the construction of A*-1 such that ^[(b-jS)2] is minimised,
where E denotes the expectation operator of elementary 
statistics, namely:
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E [(£-JJ2] = E jjb-E(b) + E(b) - Sr]
= E _[(b-E(b) )2 1 + E[(E(b)-0)2]
(1.5.3)
= e {variance of 
2
*  ^2 bias 'the estimator b)
If a problem is assumed to be well-posed, E(b) is equal to 3 
and the bias is zero. Then the problem reduces to one of 
minimising variance as in the linear prediction method 
(normally referred to as the method of least squares). However, 
in the present, context, the poristic nature of the formulation 
implies a non-zero bias.
Backus and Gilbert (1970) have determined a stabilised 
inverse A*"^ ( 9) which minimises
e2(0) = Cj^2 Cos 0 + e 22 Sin 0, 0 * 0 4^/2 (1.5.4)
where e and e ^  denote their definitions of variance and 
bias, (e ^2 and s of Gilbert (1972)). When 0 = 0 ,  e ±2 is
/s 2minimised and when 0 = 1, e 0 is minimised and 0 parameterises
2the trade-off curve e (0) of variance versus bias (or absolute 
error versus spread in the terms of Gilbert (1972)).
Jordan (1972) used the stochastic inverse of Franklin 
(1970). This is a minimum mean squared error filter (which 
can be derived using filtering theory). He showed that it 
corresponded to A ( /4) and defined the optimum point on the
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Backus and Gilbert trade-off curve«,
The relation of the LP method to the above formulation 
is as follows:
Firstly, the existence of a maximum value for bias, b ,
in a set of linear programming solutions is an immediate
consequence of the grid upon which the linear programming
method is solved. For a fixed number of constraints,
represented as hyperplanes in parameter space, the non-uniqueness
of the problem will tend to increase as the number of parameters
increase. Thus a fine grid spacing results in a large maximum
bias and vice versa. Secondly, the maximum variance, var ,max
is defined by the tolerance up to which the linear programming
results fit the data. Therefore, the linear programming
2 2solutions correspond to points ( ,  e^ ) which satisfy
0 « H  « v a r m ,
0 < e22 < bmax
(1.5.5) 
See Figure (1.4)
where at least one of the possible curves (on the given grid) 
which has this variance and bias can be regarded as a valid 
(approximate - because of the linearization) solution of
(1.5.1). Since the solutions which the LP method generates
2 2will have variance and bias such that
e
/s.
where £
2 e 2 * £2 
1 2
denotes the minimum mean squared error associated
with the given data and grid, it is clear that this region
ro
 >
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Backus-Gilbert type trade-off curve
Region in which points 
defining a given set 
of LP solutions must 
lie.
Figure 1.4 The relation between an LP trade-off 
sector and a corresponding Backus-Gilbert 
type trade-off curve.
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is bounded internally by the circle
2 2 /s2
h +e2 = E
and the shaded region in Figure 1.4 shall be referred to as 
the LP trade-off sector. It is clear from Figure 1.4 that 
the LP trade-off sector will always intersect its associated 
Backus and Gilbert trade-off curve and will contain the 
stochastic inverse solution of Jordan. However, for this to 
be true the LP bounds must approximately contain the starting 
solution,. If this is not the case, LP models will inevitably 
be G-far from the starting solution and the feasible region 
will be warped in some unpredictable manner. It should be 
noted that all LP (extremal) models may be, to a certain 
extent, G-far from any starting model. For it is the very 
nature of the LP procedure to produce models on the boundaries 
of the feasible region. These boundaries depend on the form 
of the data functional hyperplanes whose positioning involves 
linearization error. This is simply the manner in which the 
problem of linearization manifests itself in the LP procedure. 
But it is a problem, to be discussed again in later chapters, 
which affects all linearized inversion methods in different 
ways .
1.6 Summary of Chapters
The methodology of Monte Carlo Inversion (MCI) as outlined 
by Press (1968) has been criticised by Backus and Gilbert 
(1970) and Haddon and Bullen (1969). In Chapter 2 the MCI
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procedure developed for this thesis is described, and tested
and discussed in the light of these general criticisms. It is
concluded that, the major discrepancies between, in particular,
the density models of Haddon and Bullen and those of Press
cannot be attributed to such methodological differences in the
derivation of these models.
In Chapter 3 a partial resolution of the problem is
proposed. The MCI procedure described in Chapter 2 is used
to investigate the effect of various assumptions and constraints
imposed in the development of models HB1, Wang 1972 and those
of Press (1970). The effect of constraints of shear velocity
in the transition zone is shown to be of great importance,
*particularly with regard to upper mantle density. This had 
previously been suggested by Dziewonski (1970), but the validity 
of his criticism was subsequently rejected by Press (1972).
Having established the importance of the correct 
specification of shear velocity constraints, a Monte Carlo 
Inversion of shear wave, travel time and dT/dA data for the 
whole mantle was carried out and is described in Chapter 4 .
In this study, the full power of MCI was realised because no 
linear approximation was made in the calculation of theoretical 
data functionals. The data relating to the transition zone 
all represented the region beneath the Basin and Range Province 
and the Western U.S. Therefore, for this region at least, it 
is concluded that the depth to the lower major discontinuity 
in the transition zone is likely to be 690 + 25 km, a result 
that appears to be incompatible with results obtained for the
*
See page 25, A Note on Terminology.
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depth to the corresponding discontinuity in compressional 
velocity. Non-uniqueness bounds for the lower mantle are 
obtained which exclude the mean of the Fairborn (1969) models 
for depths greater than 2200 km. These bounds reflect the 
degree of non-uniqueness in the SLUTD-1 model of Hales and 
Roberts (1970b), since they are constructed on the basis of the 
Hales and Roberts estimate of the standard deviation of their 
data.
In Chapter 5 a gross Earth inversion of the free 
oscillation and group velocity data of Dziewonski and Gilbert 
(1972) and Dziewonski et al. (1972) using a linear programming 
technique is described. Three separate inversions were 
carried out in addition to some subsidiary tests to allow 
in some measure for the possibility that: results were biased 
due to linearization error, model parameterisation or any 
initial a priori const taints. Use is made of the results of 
Chapter 4 in these inversions. In general the bounds were 
consistent with the most recent models of other workers, in 
particular model B1 of .Jordan (1972), models UTD124A1 and 
UTD124Bf of Dziewonski and Gilbert (1972) and the model of 
Wang (1972). However, the density bounds of Press (1972) are 
shown to be too low in the deeper half of the lower mantle. 
The average density of the first 300 km of the upper mantle 
is shown to be 3.44 + 0.07 gm/cc, though this is probably a 
conservative estimate due to the linearization error in the 
inversion procedure.
In Chapter 6, these results are discussed in the light
of the most recent data on the physical and petrological
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properties of rocks and minerals of which the Earth is most 
likely to be composed. A major part of the discussion is 
concerned with the interpretation of the plots of bulk-sound 
velocity against density for the successful linear 
programming solutions. An offset in these C-p plots for 
depths of 600 - 1000 km may be interpreted, on the basis of 
conclusions of Wang (1968, 1969, 1970), as evidence for a 
change of mean atomic weight with depth within the mantle. 
Alternatively, the offset may be due to a breakdown of the 
linear C-p relation in a region of phase transformations as 
suggested by recent work of Liebermann and Ringwood (1973).
Three supporting papers to this thesis are included in 
Appendix D. Papers 1 and 2 include work that is presented in 
the body of the thesis. Paper 3 is the result of other work 
done during the course of the writerTs course of study at the 
A.N.U., and is not related to the topic of this thesis.
A Note on Terminology
Throughout this thesis, unless otherwise stated, the 
term upper mantle refers to the region of the Earth from the 
moho to a depth of 350 km. The transition zone (or region) 
refers to the depth range 350 km to approximately 700 km.
The lower mantle runs from 700 km to the core-mantle boundary. 
References to ’the mantle’ will concern some general comment 
about all three regions upper mantle, transition zone and
lower mantle.
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CHAPTER 2
THE MONTE CARLO INVERSION PROCEDURE 
2.1 Introduction
Monte Carlo inversion (MCI), as applied to the construction 
of velocity/depth and density/depth profiles for the Earth, 
consists of generating velocity and density models randomly 
and testing them against various data for which non-uniqueness 
bounds are available. A random model becomes an acceptable 
solution (model) if its calculated parameters lie between these 
bounds. After generating and testing a sufficiently large 
number of random models, a family of acceptable solutions is 
obtained, unbiased by any assumptions except those which are 
basic to the formulation of the velocity-density modelling 
problem.
The region defined by the family of all acceptable 
solutions represents a measure of the degree of non-uniqueness 
inherent in the data. (The existence of non-uniqueness is a 
direct consequence of the poristic nature of the velocity- 
density modelling problem (Backus and Gilbert, 1967).) In 
their analysis of the use of MCI as a means for delineating 
the degree of non-uniqueness, Anderssen and Seneta (1971) 
point to four factors upon which the success of Monte Carlo 
inversion of geophysical data depend. They are:
1) The procedure for generating random models.
2) The extent of the difference between the upper 
and lower bounds defining the degree of 
non-uniqueness in the unknowns.
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3) The number and precision of the independent 
tests by which randomly generated models are 
either accepted or rejected.
4) Some statistical estimation procedure which 
formalises the method for implementing and 
interpreting the results obtained.
Factor (2) simply means that the approach is useless if 
little or no refinement of some initial bounds is obtained. 
Factors (1), (3) and (4) will be discussed here in the light 
of recent criticisms of MCI, so that the conclusions of 
Chapters 3 and 4 are not obscured by questions of scientific 
method.
In addition an experiment to determine the degree of 
non-uniqueness in the HB2 model (Bullen and Haddon, 1970), 
which exemplifies some of the matters discussed in other 
sections, is described in section 2.5.
2.2 Random Model Generation
A common criticism of MCI is the complexity of many of 
the randomly generated acceptable solutions. Haddon and 
Bullen (1969) have claimed that a misleading predominance of 
complex models must result, as the probability of generating 
a parametrically simple random walk is very small. However, 
they make the tacit assumption that the points of the random 
model are generated sequentially. This does not occur in the 
method described below.
The requirement that models be randomly generated and 
at the same time physically plausible are in apparent conflict
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with each other. Following Anderssen and Seneta (1972), the
aim is to generate a set of random realistic solutions, f(x),
on a grid 0 ^ ^ x^ < ... x^< 1. To be truly random, the
values of f(x.) (i = 1,2, ... N) with f . (x.) ^f(x.) < f (x.)
where ^m-^n(x ) an<3 ^max^X  ^ define the lower and upper a priori
non-uniqueness bounds on physically plausible values for f(x),
must be chosen at random from a uniform distribution on the
interval f . (x.), f (x.) and be independent for each i. mm' l7 max' i 7 c
In addition, a model which oscillates wildly from the surface to 
the centre of the Earth is clearly not realistic. Therefore, 
the computer time required to generate a family of acceptable 
solutions from a purely random set would be prohibitively 
large.
As a consequence, the class of f(x) used is usually defined
relative to some realistic or justifiable constraints. The set 
of non-uniqueness bounds obtained from the application of MCI
in this case will depend on these constraints. For this 
reason, they must be chosen so as to minimise the introduction 
of unjustifiable tacit assumptions about the general structure 
of acceptable solutions.
Limitations on the structure of f(x) may be imposed by 
a gradient constraint or by a restricted specification of 
grid points. The choice of grid spacing imposes an upper 
bound on the bias (see section 1.5) inherent in the problem, 
and the gradient constraint limits the potentially acceptable 
region within parameter space. The final bounds obtained 
must be considered with these factors in mind. For example, 
the models in Figure 2.5 indicate a greater degree of
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uncertainty for density in the lower mantle than is suggested by 
the bounds of Press (1970a) even though shear velocity has been 
held constant. But this is entirely due to the weaker gradient 
constraint and finer grid spacing used in the generation of 
these models.
Apart from the a priori (upper and lower) density bounds 
which define the region of physical plausibility, the only 
physical constraints which are forced by the random model 
generating algorithm described here are:
(i) In the first 650 km, the models can have 
a maximum of two density reversals.
(ii) Below 650 kms, the models must increase 
smoothly except for a first order discontinuity 
at the core-mantle boundary.
The aim is to generate models which are random within these 
restrictions and yet are as simple as these conditions can permit. 
For this purpose, the following two-stage algorithm was adopted: 
STAGE 1: Generation of the Global Structure: Random densities
are generated between the a priori bounds at the following six 
grid points: 15 km, 650 km, 2878 km, 6371 km, and two at
random between 15 and 650 km. The last two points define 
the positions about which up to two possible density inversions 
may occur. Two density values are generated at the 2878 km 
grid point to allow for a discontinuity at the core mantle 
boundary. One density value is generated at each of the 
other five grid positions, and the surface density is taken 
to be 2 c 84 gms/cc, the commonly quoted value for average 
crustal density. In order to force constraint (ii), it is
30
m O X  (f ( X2i_1),fmjn ( X2j ) )
max
Figure 2rl Algorithm for the generation of random models.
Solid circles at the odd numbered grid positions 
represent the global structure. (x and x^ _ are 
positioned randomly between x^, 15 km, and x^, 
650 km) Open circles on the even numbered 
grid positions represent the first stage in the 
generation of the fine structure (see text).
Two possible upper mantle profiles are shown.
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only necessary to ensure at this stage that the density 
values below 650 km define a strictly monotone increasing 
sequence. Sometimes this will be an immediate consequence 
of the shape of the a priori density bounds; for example, 
see Figure 2.1.
STAGE 2: Generation of the Fine Structure: The fine structure
between the six global grid points of STAGE 1 is generated as 
follows:
(a) Random densities are generated at the mid-points 
of the five sub-intervals defined by the six global grid 
points of STAGE 1. At the mid-point x^ . between the grid 
points * 2± i anc* X2i+1’ a c^eTls^ "ty value is chosen at random 
from a uniform distribution defined on the interval 
[nax{f(x2 ._1), fmin(x2i)}, min{f(x2 .+1), fmax(2i»] . (See 
Figure 2.1).
(b) The subdivision and density evaluation procedure 
defined in (a) is applied to the successive sequence of 
subintervals generated until the maximum grid spacing at all 
depths is less than 100 km.
As a direct consequence of its definition, this two- 
stage process generates random models under the restrictions 
(i) and (ii). Since the probability of generating erratic 
models in this way is small, no additional assumptions have 
been used. Thus, the number of tacit assumptions underlying 
the structure of the random models have been minimised.
By generating random models in this manner, the above- 
mentioned criticism of Haddon and Bullen regarding MCI is 
circumvented. In addition, the method partly meets the
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objection of Backus and Gilbert (1970: Footnote, p. 126).
They noted that if the selection problem consisted merely of
picking one of three values for each parameter on a grid of
40 1940 positions, then 3 (10 ) different models would have to
be considered. They also pointed out that the use of the
variational parameter technique requires that all models 
*must be fG-nearf to the starting model (mQ) upon which the 
linearisation is based, and that consequently the existence 
of acceptable solutions fG-far’ from this model is not 
investigated. The procedure described above, which is based 
on generating the global structure before the fine, will 
tend to favour the generation of G-far rather than G-near 
random models. Thus the final bounds obtained from the set 
of acceptable models are unlikely to be too narrow as a result 
of testing only a limited number of the possible models. 
However, to completely overcome their objection it is necessary 
to show that the use of the variational parameter technique 
does not mask out the possible existence of classes of 
acceptable models TG-farf from the starting model, nor does it 
favour random realistic solutions with a structure similar to 
that of the starting model. These points will be considered 
below.
* For a finite set G(=g^...g^) of gross Earth functionals,
a model m is G-near to another model m if, for all g in
G, g(m) is calculable from g(m ) from First order
perturbation theory, the contribution from higher terms
in (m-m ) being negligible. If this is not the case, the
model m is G-far from m .o
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O  °
60.00 120.00 160.00D EP TH  KM *10 240.00 300.00
Figure 2.2 a and b. Randomly generated density models (mantle 
and core) used in the variational parameter test. 
Marked curve is the reference model from which 
variational parameters have been calculated.
3
990.00 990.00 450.00 510.00D E P T H  KM *10 570.00 990.00 990.00
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2.3 The Use of Variational Parameters
Testing the acceptability of a random realistic model 
against eigenperiod data involves the calculation of its 
theoretical eigenperiods for comparison with the observed 
values. As has been mentioned in section 1.3, the variational 
parameter technique of Wiggins (1968), which only takes a 
fraction of the time required by the standard method, is 
normally used.
Figure 2.2 shows five models used in a test to determine 
the maximum error that results from the use of the variational 
parameter technique. These models have only been constrained 
to satisfy total mass and moment of inertia of the Earth and 
therefore probably represent an extreme set of models G-far 
from each other and from the starting model. Errors in 
estimates of eigenperiods using the linear approximation 
as compared with the exact non-linear calculation were not 
in excess of 0.25%. Therefore, provided that calculated 
eigenperiod residuals are not required (as a condition of 
model acceptability) to be much smaller than these errors, 
it is unlikely that any class of acceptable models G-far from 
a Reasonable’ starting model would be missed. To be 
’reasonable1, a starting model should lie approximately at the 
centre of a set of models that satisfy the constraints of 
total mass and moment of inertia of the Earth. However, in 
a more general context the problem of testing for the 
existence of G-far solutions remains unresolved, and this 
point will be discussed again in Chapter 5.
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2.4 A Statistical Estimation Procedure
In the earliest application of MCI to the density-velocity 
modelling problem, Press (1968, 1970a) derived non-uniqueness 
bounds and used them to derive geophysical conclusions about 
the problem. However, he failed to make inferences about 
the reliability of these bounds and hence about the reliability 
of the conclusions deduced from them. Anderssen and Seneta 
(1971, 1972) examined this question, along with a formalism 
for the use of MCI as a method for the inversion of data.
They proposed a statistical estimation procedure for estimating 
the reliability of a given set of non-uniqueness bounds obtained 
from MCI. They assumed that the experimenter has obtained 
non-uniqueness bounds from an unspecified number of acceptable 
solutions and wishes to know how many more acceptable 
solutions he should generate that fall within these bounds 
before being confident that he has carried out a sufficient 
number of trials. They related the required number of these 
additional solutions, M, to two statistical parameters a and 
b which are a measure of the degree of confidence that the 
experimenter can place in his result:
M = (2.4.1)
where [x] denotes the integer part of x , and, if p is 
the fixed probability that an acceptable solution is
successful, then a and b denote the threshold probabilities
M M1) above which p must remain, viz p > a and
2) below which (1-p) {failure } must stay, viz (1-p) < b
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One can speculate on the likely a and b values for the 
bounds of Press (1970a), He states that he undertook a 
confirming run with regard to upper mantle density with no 
resulting enlargement of his bounds. If one assumes that the 
rate of generation of acceptable models to the number of trials 
(11 out of 365916) quoted by Press is an unbiased average 
for the duration of the experiment, then M is 120 for a 
confirming run of 4 x 10^ trials. In which case, from equation 
(2.4.1) a = 0.05 and b = 0.025 or alternatively, a = 0.01 and 
b = 0.05, which would normally be considered a satisfactorily 
high level of confidence, b represents the maximum 
probability that further testing would produce a model that 
fell outside the bounds and a represents the probability 
that the estimate of b is in error. Thus it is unlikely 
that the non-uniqueness bounds of Press are invalid as a 
result of insufficient trials.
2.5 The Degree of Non-uniqueness in Model HB2
The upper mantle density profile of model HB2 of Bullen and 
Haddon (1970) is constrained by the generalised Adams-Williamson 
equation (Bullen 1963), except in region C where it is 
constrained to a quadratic form. In Chapter 3, MCI will be used 
to examine the cause of the differences between the upper mantle 
density structures in the models of Bullen and Haddon (1970) 
and Press (1970a, 1970b, 1972). The argument here is 
restricted to a comparison of the 'parametric1 HB2 solution 
with MCI solutions which have only been constrained by the 
HB2 data, in order to obtain an estimate of the degree of
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TORS IQNRL OSCILLATIONS
2.3 Pekeris (1966) free oscillation data. The reference 
level is the data of Dziewonski and Gilbert (1972). 
The continuous line shows the residuals for model 
HB2,
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Figure 2.4 a-g. Spheroidal eigenperiod residuals for the
seven models, obtained by MCI, shown in 
Figure 2,5.
h. Spheroidal eigenperiod residuals for 
model HB2.
i. Torsional eigenperiod residuals for model 
HB2 and the seven MCI models.
Reference level is the data of Pekeris (1966).
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non-uniqueness inherent in the problem, the degree to which 
the shape of the HB2 profile is dependent on their non-seismic 
constraints, and the extent to which the use of the 
variational parameter technique favours solutions with a 
structure similar to the starting model.
Random density models were first tested against the mass 
and moment of inertia of the Earth. Successful profiles were 
then combined with the compressional and shear velocity values 
used in HB2, and calculated eigenperiods were compared with 
the data of Pekeris (1966) (see Figure 2.3). The calculated 
spheroidal eigenperiods were required to fit the Pekeris 
data to the same tolerances required in the development of 
HB2; i.e., that only seven periods should differ from the
Pekeris mean by more than 0.2%. From 700,000 models tested, 
seven satisfied this condition and their spheroidal eigenperiod 
residuals are shown in Figure 2.4 together with the residuals 
for HB2. Bounds for the torsional data are not critical 
because torsional oscillations depend (strongly) only on 
shear velocity, which has been held constant. Consequently, 
all torsional eigenperiod residuals were very similar to those 
of HB2. The Pekeris data with standard errors are shown in 
Figure 2.3, where the latest eigenperiod values compiled by 
Dziewonski and Gilbert (1972) are used as a reference level.
The successful models are shown in Figure 2.5. The 
variations in the models show the extent to which the HB2 
profile is dependent on the assumptions underlying the use 
of the Adams-Williamson equation when a fit to the data of 
0.2% is required. In addition, the variation shows that
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Figure 2,5 Mantle density profiles for seven models 
obtained by MCI, shown with model HB2.
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there is no cause for believing that solutions with structure 
similar to the starting model are favoured. This is only 
true, however, when a 0.2% fit to the data is being considered. 
As this figure is decreased below the level of error resulting 
from the use of variational parameters, the problem of classes 
of acceptable solutions G-far from, as opposed to G-near to, 
the starting model, becomes more critical (see Chapter 5).
In addition, it can be seen that the model-generating algorithm 
keeps the complexity of the models within reasonable limits,
2.6 Conclusions
The usefulness of MCI lies in its ability to specify 
the bounds within which physically realistic models can exist, 
without recourse to assumptions not required by the geophysical 
data. Once these bounds are specified, the effects of various 
assumptions such as those used by Bullen and Haddon can be 
tested within this framework of physical plausibility.
The conclusions of Press (1970a,b, 1972) particularly with 
regard to the density of the lithosphere have been criticised 
by some authors on various grounds. The possibilities have 
been discussed in this chapter that in Monte Carlo inversion 
sufficient models are rarely if ever tested, that spurious 
bias may be introduced as a result of the complexity of the 
models generated, and that the variational parameter technique 
introduces unacceptable error and consequently may be an 
additional source of bias.
It is concluded that none of these criticisms, which 
relate specifically to the inversion method, can be used 
against the results of Press. Consequently, an explanation
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of the differences of the density models HB2 of Bullen and 
Haddon (1970) (or HB1 of Haddon and Bullen, 1969) and the 
bounds of Press (1970a, 1970b, 1972) for the upper mantle 
must be sought elsewhere. This will be attempted in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
A COMPARISON OF RECENT EARTH DENSITY MODELS USING 
MONTE CARLO INVERSION
3.1 Introduction
Press (1970a, 1970b, 1972) has used a Monte Carlo 
Inversion (MCI) technique to obtain density and shear 
velocity distributions within the Earth which satisfy particular 
sets of body wave, surface wave and free oscillation data. His 
successful models, based on pure path oceanic, shield and 
tectonic data, lead to the important conclusion that the 
density of the mantle between depths of 70 and 150 kms cannot 
be less than 3.40 gm/cc and is more likely to be close to 
3.50 gm/cc. Other recently published models, notably the 
work of Haddon and Bullen (1969) and Wang (1970, 1972), 
appear to satisfy similar seismic data to a suitable degree 
of confidence and yet have lithosphere densities near to 
3.3 gm/cc. The latter conclusion is supported by the work 
of Ringwood and Green (1966) and Green and Ringwood (1967,
1972), who claim that petrological and geochemical constraints 
strongly suggest a peridotitic rather than an eclogitic 
composition of the upper mantle and that the maximum density 
near 100 km would be close to 3.35 gm/cc. The fact that 
peridotite can possess sufficient anisotropy to explain the 
observed anisotropy of velocity near mid-ocean ridges may 
be additional evidence for a predominantly peridotitic 
lithosphere (Hess, 1964; Keen and Tramontini, 1969; Morris, 
Raitt and Shor, 1969). Woollard (1962, 1970), in studies
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involving the expected isostatic compensation resulting from 
an upper mantle of various densities, also concluded that a 
lithosphere density between 3.3 gm/cc and 3.4 gm/cc is most 
likely.
The question therefore arises as to the cause of the 
disparity between the conclusions of Press and those of 
other workers. It is always difficult to compare models 
that have been developed using different methods, starting 
assumptions, and confidence limits on the data. Therefore 
an attempt is made here to resolve the conflict between 
models HB2 (Bullen and Haddon, 1970), Wang (1972) and Press 
(1970a, 1970b, 1972) by using MCI to investigate the effects 
of various assumptions and non-uniqueness bounds.
3,2 Method
The technique adopted is broadly similar to that of 
Press (1970a). Random density models were generated between 
a priori upper and lower bounds which were chosen to cover 
the region of physical plausibility, using the procedure 
described in the last chapter (section 2.2). The models 
were tested first against the mass and moment of inertia of 
the Earth and then, with values of compressional and shear 
velocity fixed, against the eigenperiod data. The theoretical 
eigenperiods were calculated using the variational parameter 
technique of Wiggins (1968).
Figure 3.1 shows a comparison of the Pekeris (1966) 
eigenperiod data with the travelling wave data of Kanamori 
(1970a), Models of Haddon and Bullen {1969) and Bullen and 
Haddon (1970) have been based on the former, whereas Press
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(1970b, 1972) used the latter. The reference level consists 
of periods compiled by Dziewonski and Gilbert (1972), which 
represent the average of all fundamental mode observations 
prior to 1972. The values are based on approximately five 
times more spheroidal data and twice as much torsional data 
than was used by Derr (1969) in his compilation. Consequently, 
it is assumed that they are the best estimates of eigenperiods 
of the Earth currently available. The Kanamori data are 
systematically positive with respect to Dziewonski and 
Gilbert for the torsional oscillations. Dziewonski etal. 
(1972) have suggested that this may be due to contamination 
from the higher torsional modes. However, the confidence 
limits ascribed to the Kanamori data are sufficiently large 
to include such deviations. On the other hand, the Pekeris 
torsional data have predominantly negative residuals, though 
again departures from the reference level do not exceed the 
standard errors quoted by Pekeris.
The question arises whether the systematic differences 
between the torsional eigenperiods of Pekeris (1966) and 
Kanamori (1970a) for orders greater than 35 are the cause of 
the conflict between the results obtained by Haddon and 
Bullen and Press. The requirement of Press that models 
should satisfy eigenperiod data for n >50 has been 
criticised on the grounds that the errors due to lateral 
inhomogeneity of the Earth are likely to be too large.
However, surface wave propagation has now been studied over 
many different great circle paths, and the use of suitably 
large confidence limits based on the average of all the
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eigenperiod data for n > 50 should result in valid additional 
constraints on models. Kanamori determines his confidence 
limits on the basis of 26 sets of data for Rayleigh waves and 
33 sets for Love waves. These limits also embrace values for 
Derr (1969), Dziewonski and Landisman (1970) and Abe et al.
(1970) . The assumption that eigenperiods that are predominantly 
affected by a laterally inhomogeneous region can be used to 
determine gross Earth models is valid in the present context 
but will be further examined in the discussion in Chapter 5.
The model chosen for examination from the work of Haddon 
and Bullen was HB2, (Haddon, 1971; Bullen and Haddon, 1970) 
since this represents the latest published development in 
their study. The model is very similar to the more familiar 
HB1, satisfies the Pekeris data to the same tolerances as 
HB1, and differs mainly in the structure of the core. The 
seismic P travel time data of Herrin (1968) for distances 
greater than 25° were used in its development. It may be 
noted at this stage that both the P and S travel-times for 
HB2 are within the prescribed bounds of Press (1973). The 
eigenperiod residual at qS2 for HB2 is large, but Haddon
(1971) has proposed various core structures which result in
an acceptably small qS2 residual without degrading the fit
at other periods. Wang encountered the same problem with
the model 3 (Wang, 1970) but brought the S_ residual wello 2
within the uncertainties in his latest model (Wang, 1972)
by allowing for rigidity in the inner core. Since this study
is not designed to investigate core rigidity, a large So 2
residual is accepted.
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T OR SIONAL O S C I L LA T IO NS
PEKERIS 1966
S P H E R O I D A L  O S C I L L A T I O N S
ORDER NUMBERT I ^  I I10 20 30 40 50
Figure 3.1 Free oscillation data of Pekeris (1966) compared with the 
surface wave data of Kanamori (1970a). Reference level 
is the data of Dziewonski and Gilbert (1972).
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3.3 The Effect of the Choice of Eigenperiod Data
Model HB2 was tested against the data and confidence 
limits of Kanamori (1970a) (cf. Tables 11 and 12, Kanamori, 
1970a)and, for modes graver than 20, the Dziewonski and Gilbert 
average free oscillation periods. For the torsional 
oscillations, although only periods of order 60 to 65 actually 
fell outside the confidence limits, all calculated periods for 
n > 50 were systematically low, as might be expected from 
Figure 3,1, However, the high order torsional oscillations 
are almost totally dependent on the shear velocity profile 
in the upper mantle and transition zone (Pekeris, 1965), and 
simply by decreasing the shear velocity of HB2 between depths 
60 and 350 km by 0.02 km/sec the torsional eigenperiod 
residuals were reduced to insignificance, with only slight 
degradation of the fit to the spheroidal eigenperiod data.
In effect, the upper mantle and transition zone shear velocity 
is constrained by the Love wave data,
MCI was then used to find a suite of density models 
(Figure 3.2) which when combined with the P and modified S 
velocity profiles of HB2 satisfies all the eigenperiod data 
to a high degree of confidence. The 10 solutions obtained 
after 200,000 trials satisfy all the Kanamori data within his 
confidence limits and the modes graver than 20, with the 
exception of S^, to within 0,4%. The non-uniqueness bounds 
shown in Figure 3.2 do not reflect the total degree of 
non-uniqueness in the density profile, because no variation 
of P and S velocity has been allowed. Figure 3.2 shows that 
models similar to HB2 satisfy the same free oscillation and 
travel time data used by Press (1970b, 1972) to a similar
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Figure 3,2 Non-uniqueness bounds for upper mantle density 
(see text) compared with model HB2.
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degree of confidence, without requiring the density to be 
greater than 3.4 gms/cc near 100 kras. In fact the models 
suggest a density in this region slightly lower than that of 
HB2. The differences between the density models derived by 
Press and Haddon and Bullen must therefore arise from 
differences in the compressional and/or shear velocity 
distributions,
3,4 The Effect of Constraints on Compressional Velocity
Press does not allow compressional velocity to vary in 
his 1970, 1972 studies. He states that this would serve no 
purpose because the compressional velocity is already highly 
constrained by travel time and dT/dAdata, and slight 
variations consistent with these data would have minimal 
effect on surface wave velocities and on free oscillation 
periods, Haddon and Bullen (1969) and also Haddon (1971) 
have suggested that this conclusion may be in error. They 
argue that with the shear velocity profile essentially fixed 
by the Love wave data and the compressional velocity held 
constant, the only quantity that can be varied to reduce the 
spheroidal oscillation period residuals for n > 30 is the 
density in the first 200 km. Therefore, a large change in 
compressional velocity in the first 200 km, where there is 
known to be considerable lateral inhomogeneity (Kanamori,
1970b), could have a small but significant effect on the 
density in the same region.
To test the above argument, the upper mantle compressional 
velocity values of Press (Johnson, 1969) were substituted for 
those of HB2 and the Monte Carlo density search was repeated.
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Figure 3,3 Upper mantle shear velocity profiles of models HB2 and
WANG 1972 are shown along with the initial upper and lower 
bounds of Press (1972). Also shown is the normalised 
cross-correlation coefficient between partials of shear 
velocity and density at 100 km from Dziewonski (1970,
Figure 5).
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The profiles of Johnson and HB2 differ over the first 200 km 
by approximately 2%. Nevertheless, no significant displacement 
of the density level resulted.
3.5 The Effect of Constraints on Shear Velocity
Dziewonski (1970) in his study on the correlation 
properties of free period partial derivatives has shown that 
a high correlation exists between shear velocity in the depth 
range 250 to 800 km and density between 33 and 200 km. He 
also suggested that the high density Tlid* obtained by Press 
for the upper mantle may at least in part be due to this 
effect. However, Press (1972) rejected this criticism on 
the grounds that any compensatory effect would be taken into 
account since both density and shear velocity were allowed to 
vary. For depths greater than 350 kms, the shear velocity 
models of Press (1972) were required to fall within 
relatively narrow bounds. The fact that within certain depth 
ranges (in particular 350 to 450 km) the region between these 
bounds is completely filled with solutions (Press, 1972, 
figure 14; Press, 1970b; figure 3) indicates that the 
eigenperiod data is less constraining than the bounds 
themselves. It is important to note that these bounds are 
not directly controlled by the travel time data but, as 
shown in Figure 3.4, merely contain most recent models which 
satisfy the travel time and dT/dA data (Press, 1972). Model 
HB2 satisfies the travel time and dT/dA data adequately, but 
its shear velocity profile falls outside Press1 bounds over 
the depth range in which the effect on derived values of 
upper mantle density is critical (cf. Figure 3.3).
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Robinson and Kovach(oceanic) 
Robinson and Kovach(cont) 
Ibrahim and Nuttli 1967 
Slutd 1 
Slutd 2
US26 Anderson and Julian
Depth km
Figure 3.4 Upper mantle shear velocity of some 
recent models shown with the initial 
upper and lower bounds of Press (1972).
' 43.
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To confirm that the difference between the density model
HB2 and those of Press is due entirely to their different
* *upper mantle shear velocity profiles, the upper mantle shear
velocity values of model 508M (Press 1970a, Kanamori 1970a)
were incorporated into model HB2 and a Monte Carlo density
search was repeated, otherwise using the same data as before.
In fact two density searches were attempted, one using the
HB2 upper mantle compressional velocity values and the other
using those of Johnson (1969), in order to confirm that the
effect of compressional velocity perturbations is of minor
importance. The solutions of the two searches are combined
to give the region of confidence shown in Figure 3.5.
Twenty acceptable models obtained after 350,000 trials make
up this non-uniqueness region. The absence of models with
densities less than 3.4 gm/cc near 100 kms is apparent.
It was mentioned earlier that some doubt has been thrown
on the validity of using eigenperiod data for n > 50. Six
solutions resulting from the same 350,000 trials make up the
non-uniqueness region in Figure 3.6. The condition for their
acceptability was that eigenperiod residuals for n <50 must
be less than 0.3%, whereas eigenperiods for n > 50 are not
considered. A predominance of solutions with a high density
lithosphere is still apparent.
The debate about the average density of the lithosphere
therefore hinges critically on the shear velocity models
*adopted for the upper mantle, and attention is now turned 
to the evidence on which these models are based.
* Upper mantle and transition zone.
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Figure 3,5 Non-uniqueness bounds for upper mantle 
density (see text) compared with model
HB2.
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Figure 3.6 Non-uniqueness bounds for upper mantle 
density (see text) compared with model
HB2.
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*3.6 Shear Velocity in the Upper Mantle
Shear wave travel time data for distances A < 20° have
been provided by Jeffreys and Bullen, Ibrahim and Nuttli
(1967), Nuttli (1969) and Robinson and Kovach (1972). There
is considerable scatter in these data and inevitably they
relate to continental-tectonic rather than oceanic regions.
Additional constraints are provided by surface wave
observations, and Ibrahim and Nuttli deduced an average shear
*velocity model for the upper mantle beneath the United States 
by taking the appropriate surface wave inversion models and 
perturbing them sufficiently to satisfy their travel time 
data. Nuttli (1969) showed that models considered by 
Ibrahim and Nuttli satisfied additional data from explosions. 
Anderson and Julian (1969) produced a somewhat different 
profile from the same data by introducing the additional 
constraint that compressional and shear velocity models 
should have a similar shape. Models SLUTD1 and SLUTD2 of 
Hales and Roberts (1970b)were also derived from the Ibrahim 
and Nuttli (1967) and Nuttli (1969) models, in order to 
match their lower mantle velocities.
The recent upper mantle shear velocity models are 
compared with Press1 bounds in Figure 3.4. All these models 
fall within the bounds throughout most of the range. The 
low velocity zone at 370 km postulated by Ibrahim and Nuttli 
(1967) is not widely accepted and is considered by Nuttli 
(1969) to be an unnecessary complication in terms of his 
explosion data. It should be noted, however, that both 
those models fall significantly below Press7 bounds around
700 km. In view of the non-uniqueness and the regional
* Upper mantle and transition zone.
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character of all these models, the question remains whether
-X-the HB2 upper mantle,shear velocity profile is acceptable 
as a world average model.
With the notable exception of models for pure shield 
paths, the results of surface wave studies have consistently 
suggested the existence of a low shear velocity layer in the 
upper mantle with a velocity minimum of about 4.30 km/sec. 
Dziewonski (1971) determined regional upper mantle models 
using world-average phase and group velocity data for Rayleigh 
and Love waves, and using a parameterization based on the 
average lengths of Backus and Gilbert (1968). He found that 
a low shear velocity zone near 150 km with a minimum velocity 
of less than 4.3 km/sec is demanded by all data except that 
from pure shield paths. Model HB2 does not satisfy this 
criterion. Kanamori (1970a) has shown that model HB2 fails 
to satisfy his world-average group velocity data. As 
previously mentioned, although all the phase velocity data 
is satisfied by our modified HB2 model, the calculated Love 
wave group velocities are still too high for periods less 
than 200 sec. (see Figure 3.7). As pointed out by Wiggins 
(1972), group velocity does not provide any information about 
the structure of the Earth fundamentally different from 
phase velocity data, to which it is related. However, it 
serves to improve the precision of the observations, and 
if determined independently from phase velocity is an 
additional check on the consistency of the results.
Having thus rejected model HB2 on these grounds, one
might then conclude that all recent seismic evidence still
* Upper mantle and transition zone.
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supports the narrow shear velocity bounds of Press and hence 
his conclusions concerning the average density for the 
lithosphere. However, such a conclusion is not warranted, as 
will be indicated in the following discussion of the model 
developed by Wang (1972).
3.7 The 1972 Model of Wang
The 1972 model of Wang has a density near 100 kms of 
3.36 km/sec, a low shear velocity zone which is consistent 
with surface wave phase velocity observations, and a shear 
velocity profile near 400 km which is only marginally outside 
Press1 limits. (See Figure 3.3). It also satisfies the 
Kanamori group velocity data (see Figure 3.7), the J.B 
travel time data to within (JB+8) secs for 20° < A < 90°, 
and other recent eigenperiod data, adequately (see Wang,
1972). The question of the validity of WangTs shear 
velocities around 400 km is crucial, for Dziewonski (1970) 
has shown that a change in shear velocity of as little as 
0.05 km/sec at this depth may result in a density perturbation 
of almost 0.2 gm/cc at a depth of 100 km.
A density search was attempted which was identical in 
all respects to the one that resulted in the non-uniqueness 
bounds of Figure 3.5, except that the Wang shear velocity 
values for the first 800 km of the mantle were substituted 
for the model 508M values. The result, obtained from 6 
solutions after 250,000 trials, is shown in Figure 3.8. All 
acceptable models now have lithospheric densities less than 
3.4 gm/cc. Indeed, the results suggest that the density of the
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Figure 3.8 Non-uniqueness bounds for upper mantle 
density (see text) compared with model 
WANG 1972.
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Wang model is a little high in this region. It would be 
necessary to undertake a much longer density search in order 
to confirm this statement. However, it is clear that the 
Wang lithosphere density has not been biased too low. In 
view of the lack of knowledge concerning S velocities 
particularly beneath oceanic regions, there seems to be no 
compelling reason, on the basis of the present discussion, 
why Wang (1972) could not be an acceptable model.
3.8 Additional Comments
Two further criticisms of Press’ results may be 
considered here. The first is that a shear velocity 
minimum should coincide with a density minimum and not a 
density high. However, Anderson and Spetzler (1970) have 
shown that there is no necessity for a density minimum to 
correspond with a low velocity zone, because an appropriate 
velocity decrease can be obtained from a 1.0% or even 0.1% 
melt, depending on the shape of the liquid inclusions, and 
the effect on density of such a fraction would be negligible. 
A mechanism proposed by Wang (1970) can account for the 
existence of a density reversal at depths greater than 200 
km without a corresponding shear velocity decrease.
The second objection relates to the models which have 
low densities near 300 km depth. Ringwood (personal 
communication) has suggested that a density of less than 
3.4 gm/cc below 200 km would indicate that the silicates 
in this region would contain very little FeO. From 
considerations of basalt genesis, mantle inclusions in the
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Kimbelite diamond pipes and the degree of convective 
Tstirring’ in the upper mantle required by modern theories 
of plate tectonics, Ringwood considers this implication to be 
very improbable. It should be noted that the imposition of 
the condition that density should not fall below 3.4 gm/cc 
below 200 km would eliminate some of Press1 models but 
would not alter his conclusions concerning the density of the 
lithosphere. This point will be discussed again in detail 
in Chapter 5.
No estimates of the reliability have been quoted for 
the non-uniqueness bounds shown in Figures 3.2, 3.5, 3.6, 
and 3.8. The regions would possibly expand if many more 
models were to be generated. However, the conclusions would 
not be invalidated by a slight increase in the non-uniqueness 
region. The experiment has been more concerned with showing 
the relative effect of one assumption or non-uniqueness bound 
on another, and it has been assumed that Press confirmed his 
conclusions with a sufficient number of trials (cf. Chapter 
2 ).
3.9 Conclusions
The aim of this chapter has been to analyse the reasons 
for the large differences in upper mantle density found by 
various investigators. It is apparent that the solution 
hinges on the shear velocity distribution in the upper mantle 
and transition zone, as foreshadowed in the work of 
Dziewonski (1970).
The Haddon and Bullen model fails in this respect 
because their shear velocity profile does not conform to the
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results of Love wave group velocity observations. The same 
criticism cannot be levelled at Press: his shear velocity
bounds (at least above 650 km) are in concurrence with all the 
available seismological evidence prior to 1972, Nevertheless, 
the lack of knowledge about S velocity distribution in the 
oceanic upper mantle is sufficient to cast doubt on the 
validity of an initial lower bound which is just sufficient 
to contain models derived for other regions,
A careful assessment is required of limits within which 
the available S data can be considered to represent world 
averages. Once these limits have been ascertained, they can 
be applied in conjunction with surface wave phase and group 
velocity and free oscillation data as constraints in a gross 
Earth inversion. Such a study is described in the next 
chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
SHEAR VELOCITY IN THE MANTLE
4.1 Introduction
The overall purpose of the work described in this 
chapter is the determination of bounds for shear velocity 
in the mantle. These bounds are of use in the gross Earth 
inversion that is the subject of Chapter 5, particularly as 
they suggest a different structure than has been proposed 
by other workers for the lower half of the lower mantle and 
for the transition zone. No reliable upper mantle shear 
velocity data are available for oceanic regions, and the 
problem of deriving reliable gross Earth density models 
cannot be completely resolved until these are obtained. On 
the other hand, upper mantle shear velocity profiles for the 
continental U.S. have been derived from S wave travel times 
by Ibrahim and Nuttli (1967) and Nuttli (1969) and from 
dT/dA data by Robinson and Kovach (1972). The data from 
these authors are used as constraints in the inversion 
procedure now to be described.
4.2 Methodology
Johnson and Gilbert (1972) have approached the problem 
of non-uniqueness in the inversion of seismic body wave 
data using the methods of Backus and Gilbert (1967, 1968, 
1970). Muller and Alsop (1972) and Wiggins et al. (1973) 
have pointed out the limitations of such methods, which
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depend upon the equations relating travel times and travel 
time gradients to velocity within the Earth being expressed in 
linear terms. They recommend that when inverting travel time 
data, methods should be used that take full account of 
non-linearity in the inversion equations.
In the present experiment, the Monte Carlo Inversion 
(MCI) technique is used to obtain a set of shear velocity 
models for the upper and lower mantle, based upon travel time 
and dT/dA data. No linear approximation is invoked when 
calculating travel times and travel time gradients for the 
random models. However, as was pointed out in Chapter 2, the 
success of the method depends largely upon the manner in 
which random models are generated between chosen a priori 
bounds for shear velocity. It is necessary in the interests 
of computational efficiency to restrict the production of 
physically unrealistic models without introducing a bias in 
the search over parameter space. The two-stage algorithm 
described in Chapter 2 is used with some modification to 
generate the random velocity models. The justifications for 
its use are equally applicable to this study.
4.3 Travel Time Data
S wave travel time data for distances within the range 
0° to 100° have been tabulated by Ibrahim and Nuttli (1967), 
Nuttli (1969), Doyle and Hales (1967), Hales and Roberts 
(1970a), Fairborn (1969) and Randall (1970). Only the data 
of Ibrahim and Nuttli and Nuttli adequately cover the upper 
mantle. Upper mantle and transition zone models derived here
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are constrained with the Nuttli (1969) data since these are 
based on times from nuclear explosions and consequently no 
errors of origin time and location are involved. The existence 
of later arrival branches extending to a distance of 40°, 
which will be referred to as the CDE branches (see Figure 4.1), 
is a powerful constraint in the inversion procedure, and it 
should be noted that Ibrahim and Nuttli (1967) and Nuttli 
(1969) clearly observed the prograde and retrograde portions 
CD and DE.
For distances greater than 40°, the data of Hales and 
Roberts (1970a) is used. These authors used the times of 
Nuttli (1969) to define the baseline for their data.
Consequently, times calculated from their equation 2, which 
is a quadratic fitted to their observations, are also 
appropriate for this study.
S travel time residuals abstracted from Tonto Forest 
Seismic Observatory (TFSO) seismic bulletins by Robinson and 
Kovach (1972) show an abrupt jump of about 7 seconds near 40°.
In order to account for this, they have postulated significant 
lateral inhomogeneity between pceanic and continental regions 
down to depths of at least 1000 km. On the other hand, no 
such break has been observed in any of the S travel time 
studies listed above. In particular, no break occurs in the 
LASA S travel time data of Fairborn although there is a 
change from continental to oceanic paths at about 50°. It 
is possible that the TFSO data may be due to large negative 
S source residuals at distances beyond about 40° for events 
occurring in the subduction zones of South America and the
Figure 4.1 A comparison of the model of Nuttli (1969) 
and REDDOG-2 (tectonic-continental) of 
Robinson and Kovach (1972). Slowness data 
is from Robinson and Kovach, travel time 
data from Nuttli. The broken lines in the 
region of the A cusp are the time and 
distance bounds referred to in the text. 
Also shown is the confidence limit for
travel times
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western Pacific margin (cf. the large negative P residuals 
found for these regions by Cleary and Hales, 1966). Therefore 
no further note is taken of this result of Robinson and Kovach 
although it obviously warrants further investigation.
4.4 dT/dA Data
dT/dA data for shear waves is provided by Fairborn 
(1969) and Robinson and Kovach (1972). Figure 4.2 shows the 
mean straight line fitted to the Robinson and Kovach data for 
distances greater than 34°, along with the 2a acceptability 
bounds for this line (defined by (7) of Appendix A) obtained 
by least squares. (These acceptability bounds shall be 
referred to as 2Q bounds.) This line is almost identical to 
the mean line of Hales and Roberts (1970a) which was fitted 
to the first derivative of their travel time data. The 
Fairborn data is low compared with these other two sets of 
data for distances greater than 60 degrees, although most 
points fall within the 2a bounds. Hales and Roberts have 
noted a reduced slope in their dT/dA data at distances of 
25° to 35°, and this is also observable in the Robinson and 
Kovach data and to a lesser extent in the Fairborn data.
The data of Hales and Roberts and Robinson and Kovach 
together represent a wide lateral region of the lower mantle. 
Because of the excellent agreement between the means of these 
data for distances greater than 34°, it is concluded that 
there is a systematic error in the data of Fairborn (1969), 
and lower mantle dT/dA constraints for this study are based
on the mean of the Robinson and Kovach data
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Figure 4.2 dT/dA data of Robinson and Kovach (1972), 
compared with the data of Fairborn (1969) 
and the equations 2 of Hales and Roberts 
(1970a)c The solid line is the least 
squares mean of the Robinson and Kovach 
data for distances from 34 to 95 . The 
broken lines are the 2<r bounds (i.e. 95% 
confidence interval estimates) obtained 
by the method of least squares.
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dT/dA data for the upper mantle is provided only by 
Robinson and Kovach (1972). In order to constrain the upper 
mantle models with these data in conjunction with the travel 
time data of Nuttli, it is assumed that there is no significant 
lateral inhomogeneity in structure beneath the Basin and Range 
province and the Central U.S. below a depth of approximately 
300 km. This assumption is supported by the findings of 
Wiggins and Helmberger (1973), Green and Hales (1968), and 
Masse et al., (1972). Figure 4.1 shows a comparison of the 
models and data of Robinson and Kovach (1972) and Nuttli (1969). 
The suite of models derived in this study satisfy both sets 
of data within specified confidence limits. Because the 
dT/dA data is sparse, the possibility that some arrivals may 
have gone undetected is allowed for in a manner described in 
the next section.
4.5 Experimental Procedure
Having determined the travel time and dT/dA values for 
a random model lying between initial a priori shear velocity 
bounds using the theory of Bullen (1961), it is necessary to 
define acceptability regions about the given travel time and 
dT/dA data before the acceptability of this model can be 
tested. The choice of acceptability regions is particularly 
difficult for the dT/dA data for distances less than 34°, 
where the data are few and triplication of the slowness 
curve is expected. Since a long dT/dA branch with very small 
slope represents arrivals of very low amplitude, the presence 
or absence of such branches may be difficult to determine.
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This problem is avoided by specifying upper and lower limits 
for dT/dA at the distances of each observed data point. Any 
acceptable dT/dA curve is then required only to pass between 
these bounds at the specified distances at least once in 
either the prograde or retrograde direction. At distances 
less than 34° the curves are controlled by the Robinson and 
Kovach data points. At distances greater than 34°, control 
points are taken at 2 degree intervals along the mean line 
shown in Figure 4.2, and upper and lower bounds for dT/dA 
are the 2g limits calculated for this mean line using (7) of 
Appendix A„ For distances less than 34° there is a paucity 
of data and no function on which to base least squares 
modelling is known. Therefore, the bounds are estimated 
using (6) of Appendix A. A full rationale for the use of these 
bounds is given in the Appendix.
The random model-generating algorithm described in 
Chapter 2, was slightly modified to suit the present problem.
A 35 km crust with a velocity of 3.5 km/sec was assumed.
A low velocity zone (LVZ) was required beneath the crust.
The 5lid* could extend from the *moho* to a depth of 175 km 
and have a velocity of between 4.45 and 4.70 km/sec. The 
shape of the LVZ was controlled only by the requirement that 
the first rays from below the LVZ should have a cusp that 
falls within the time and distance bounds shown in Figure 
4.1. With the exception of the velocity within the LVZ, 
which was not permitted to be less than 4.0 km/sec, no 
values of the final solutions were constrained by the initial 
a priori bounds.
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Only one region of negative gradient was permitted to 
occur below the LVZ and above 800 km. However, the possible 
extent of negative gradients was greatly limited by the 
requirement that data points should not fall within a shadow 
zone. Anderson and Julian (1969) proposed that arrivals on 
the CDE branches (see Figure 4.1) observed by Ibrahim and 
Nuttli (1967) could result from diffracted energy. This 
would appear to be improbable, because amplitudes for arrivals 
on this branch observed by Nuttli (1969) do not show any 
systematic decrease with distance and are consistently greater 
than the amplitudes of the corresponding first arrivals. Two 
of the models shown in Figure 4.3a have narrow low velocity 
zones between 650 and 700 km. These give rise to a shadow 
zone between 40° and 45° on the CDE branch and there is 
therefore no reason to eliminate them.
Other conditions imposed as criteria for an acceptable 
solution were:
(1) dT/dA constraints as described above were 
required to be satisfied at all points.
(2) 2a limits (derived using (7) of the Appendix) 
were obtained for the Nuttli first arrival travel time data 
by fitting three straight lines over the distance ranges
0° to 20°, 20° to 26° and 26° to 40°. At distances less 
than 40° theoretical times were not permitted to deviate 
from these lines by more than 2a (=6 seconds).
(3) A later arrival (CDE) branch was required
that fell within the 2a limits at 39° as shown in Figure 4.1. 
However, models with this branch extending to distances
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greater than 50° were discarded.
(4) Models with an AB branch extending to distances 
greater than 35° were discarded.
The grid spacing in the upper mantle was 25 km. The 
spacing in the lower mantle is shown in Figure 4.7.
4.6 Results and Discussion
Figure 4 c3a shows the set of twenty-two derived models 
obtained after approximately 1 million trials, which satisfy 
the conditions described in the previous section. The 
solutions are unconstrained by travel times of later arrivals 
other than those on the CDE branch, and this is reflected in 
the wide spread of models at depths less than 400 km. No 
model has a negative gradient immediately above the velocity 
discontinuity near 400 km because the dT/dA points between 21 
and 23 secs deg”  ^ will not be satisfied by a diffracted branch.
The later arrival travel time data of Nuttli (1969) to 
which the AB and BC branches of his model are fitted take no 
part in constraining the models in Figure 4.3a. Consequently, 
the travel time curves for some of these models bear no 
relation at all to these data. It is difficult to quantify 
what might be considered a satisfactory fit to these data. 
However, their distribution does at least define an approximate 
trend that a triplication resulting from a discontinuity near 
400 km should follow. The nine models shown in Figure 4.3b 
(and Appendix B) are chosen from the models of Figure 4.3a 
because they are in reasonable agreement with this trend.
All models discarded bear no relation to these later arrival
data
Figure 4.3 (a) Upper mantle Monte Carlo models that
satisfy all the initial conditions 
described in the text.
(b) Models that have been selected for 
their fit to all the later arrival
travel time data.
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Bounds defined by the models of Figure 4.3b are shown 
in Figure 4,4 along with the Nuttli (1969) model, REDD0G2 
(Tectonic-Continental) of Robinson and Kovach (1972) and 
US26 (Anderson and Julian, 1969). As a result of the smoothing 
effect of the dT/dA constraint on the Nuttli profile, the 
bounds provided by this study show the velocity discontinuity 
in the depth range 300-500 km to change gradually over 
approximately 150 km0 This appears to be reasonable because 
Masse et al., (1972) found two discontinuities in velocity
between depths of 300 and 450 km beneath the Basin and Range 
province and the Central U.S., and Simpson et al., (1973) 
strongly favours a broad and probably complex region of 
increasing velocity in this depth range, rather than one 
obvious discontinuity. This is in agreement with geochemical 
evidence (Ringwood 1970) that over a depth range of 
approximately 380-420 km magnesium-rich olivine would first 
form a solid solution of olivine and spinel components before 
transforming to the beta spinel phase and that these two 
phase transformations would be preceded at a lower pressure 
by the pyroxene-garnet transformation.
The depth to the deeper velocity discontinuity in the 
transition region is estimated to be 690 + 25 km. If it is 
placed any deeper, the dT/dA constraints near 16 secs deg“1 
are violated (see Figure 4.1). If it is placed shallower, 
the CDE branch travel times cease to be satisfied. It is 
highly improbable that the Monte Carlo procedure would not 
have exhausted the possibility that the discontinuity might 
be brought to a shallower depth by varying the structure 
above it. On the other hand, an equivalent estimate of this
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Figure 4.4 Monte Carlo S velocity bounds compared with the P bounds
of McMechan and Wiggins (1972), the P models HWNE 
(Helmberger and Wiggins, 1971) and the model of Johnson 
(1969), US26 (Anderson and Julian, 1969), the model of 
Nuttli (1969) and REDDOG-2 (continental-tectonic) 
(Robinson and Kovach, 1972).
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DISTANCE (DEG)
----- WRA-UM2
-----McMECHAN & WIGGINS BOUNDS
4 0 0
DEPTH (KM)
F i g u r e  4 . 5  C o m p a r i s o n  o f  t h e  d a t a  o f  S i m p s o n  e t a l .  ( 1 9 7 3 )  
( s q u a r e s  i n d i c a t e  f i r s t  a r r i v a l s )  an d  J o h n s o n  
( 1 9 6 9 )  and  t h e  b o u n d s  o f  McMechan a n d  W i g g i n s  
( 1 9 7 2 ) .  A l s o  a c o m p a r i s o n  o f  t h e  c o m p r e s s i o n a l  
v e l o c i t y  m o d e l  WRA-UM2 ( S i m p s o n  e t  a l . ,  ( 1 9 7 3 )  
and  t h e  e x t r e m a l  b o u n d s  o f  McMechan a n d  W i g g i n s  
( 1 9 7 2 ) .
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depth for compressional velocity is 650 + 25 km (McMechan 
and Wiggins, 1972). Recent models for Vg and Vp are compared 
in Figure 4.4 to demonstrate this apparent incompatibility.
It is unlikely that lateral inhomogeneity can be an
inexplanation for this ^compatibility of the P and S wave 
discontinuities. All the models shown in Figure 4.4 are 
based on data representing the mantle below the Basin and 
Range province or the Central U.S. and references have 
already been cited concerning the apparent similarity of 
these regions. An obvious possibility is that either the 
inversion in this study or the McMechan and Wiggins P extremal 
inversion has been over-constrained by the CDE branch travel 
times points. Unless there is good reason to reject these 
data, the lower discontinuity for S cannot be made any 
shallower. On the other hand, Simpson et al. (1973) have 
presented a P model with a depth of 680-695 km for the lower 
discontinuity, based on data from the Warramunga array in 
Australia which agree well with the Tonto Forest data of 
Johnson (1969) in the region of his C, D and E branches (see 
Figure 4.5). The dT/dA bounds of McMechan and Wiggins 
(following Johnson*s interpretation) constrain the Johnson 
slowness observations of about 10 s/deg from 24° to 28° to 
lie on the retrograde branch D. This interpretation is 
different to that given by Helmberger and Wiggins (1971), 
who chose to confine these Johnson data to the C branch, 
and is in conflict with Simpson et al*s interpretation of 
their own data. Thus, the McMechan and Wiggins bounds for 
P may be over-constrained in this region.
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It should be noted that there is an order of magnitude 
difference in wavelength between the compressional and shear 
wave data referenced above. The possibility that simple ray 
theory is not wholly applicable for waves of approximately 
100 km wavelength in the upper mantle warrants further 
investigation.
For the lower mantle, the bounds on first arrival 
travel times are defined by:
+ 2 a„ = + 2(y 2 + G 2)2 S v o '
where a Q is the root mean square deviation of the Hales and 
Roberts data and y is the uncertainty of the baseline for 
this data. The mean line to the Nuttli data is required to 
coincide with the quadratic equation (2) of Hales and Roberts 
(1970a). There is an uncertainty of approximately one 
second in the positioning of the quadratic function relative 
to the Nuttli mean line at distances between 30° and 40°.
This results in a value of 1„45 seconds for 0g. The travel 
time and dT/dA curves of the acceptable models are shown in 
Figure 4.6C The existence of triplications is limited only 
by the choice of grid spacing and the requirement that the 
velocity should increase monotonically with depth.
Hales and Roberts (1970b) have pointed out the extent 
to which the Fairborn models fail to satisfy either their 
or his own travel time data. The bounds obtained in this 
study shown in Figure 4.7, serve to demonstrate the degree 
of non-uniqueness associated with the Hales and Roberts model
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Figure 4.6 Travel time and slowness curves of the 25 lower mantle 
models. Also shown are the confidence limits of time 
and slowness.
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(SLUTD-1) (subject to the conditions stated above) and confirm 
that the Fairborn average model is not compatible with the 
Hales and Roberts data for distances greater than 60°.
However, there is no conflict between the data and models of 
Robinson and Kovach and Hales and Roberts„
DEPTH
(km)
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1600
1800
2000
2200
2400
2600
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TABLE 4.1
Shear velocity non-uniqueness bounds
LOWER BOUND 
(km/sec)
4.60
4.67
4.88
5.10
5.23
5.26
5.30
5.30 
5.32 
6.00
6.07 
6.17
6.30
6.35 
6.42 
6.45 
6.54 
6.65 
6.78 
6.87 
6.99 
7.05
7.08
UPPER BOUND 
(km/sec)
4.75
4.88
5.13
5.35 
5.42 
5.46
5.50
5.50 
6.17 
6.25
6.30
6.35 
6.49 
6.54 
6.61 
6.68 
6.72 
6.82 
6.93 
7.00 
7.10 
7.16 
7.24
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CHAPTER 5
LINEAR PROGRAMMING INVERSION
5.1 Introduction
The determination of Earth models based on the complete 
set of seismic data presently available will now be considered. 
Recent acquisitions of data include the identification of 
higher mode free oscillations up to order eight for spheroidal 
modes and order two for torsional modes (Dziewonski and 
Gilbert, 1972), and the determination of group velocities for 
order numbers between and (Dziewonski et al., 1972).
Dziewonski (1970), Dziewonski and Gilbert (1972) and Wiggins 
(1972) have demonstrated that the resolving power of free 
oscillation data is substantially increased by the introduction 
of higher mode data, and group velocity observations add 
precision to the phase velocity data to which they are related. 
The errors in these data are now discussed.
5.2 Errors in Data
SEvery spheroidal and toroidal eigenfrequency and
T of a spherically symmetrical, non-rotating, elastic,
*isotropic (SNREI) Earth model is (2£ + 1) degenerate. Dahlen 
(1968) has shown that the effect of asphericity, ellipticity 
and rotation is to remove this degeneracy. Members of the 
multiplet are split apart asymmetrically and the central
Nomenclature by Dahlen (1968)
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member (m = 0, where -C < m 4 L ) is shifted in frequency.
Deviations from the SNREI Earth also cause coupling of 
spheroidal and toroidal mode multiplets. All these effects 
can lead to misidentification of the eigenfrequencies of 
oscillation of the Earths normal modes. In addition, Press 
(1967) has investigated the manner in which the presence of 
an aftershock sequence, in particular the Alaskan sequence 
in 1964, can affect the measurement of the eigenfrequency and 
has concluded that an error of about 0.1% may result.
Most travel time and dT/dA data is adequately explained 
using the assumption that spherical symmetry exists in the 
Earth below approximately 400 km if the known complexity and 
lateral inhomogeneity in the upper mantle is taken into 
account. Since the strength of the Earth is much less than 
the hydrostatic pressure throughout most of the interior, 
its state of stress is very nearly hydrostatic, and a 
self-gravitating fluid in its equilibrium configuration would 
have a symmetrical density, and therefore velocity distribution, 
about its centre of mass.
Thus, given the present state of knowledge, the 
determination of an average, spherically symmetrical structure 
for the Earth is an obvious goal. However, data used in an 
inversion must be free from any systematic bias resulting 
from the complexities mentioned above. The implications of 
an averaging theorem by Gilbert (1971) allow one to use the 
data of Dziewonski and Gilbert (1972) with confidence.
Gilbert has shown that to first order in 6Vp , < 5 and 5p 
the arithmetic average of singlet eigenfrequencies in a mode 
multiplet split by lateral heterogeneities is the degenerate
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multiplet eigenfrequency of a spherically symmetrical Earth.
Thus the eigenfrequencies and corresponding standard deviations 
of the Dziewonski and Gilbert data which are obtained from 
the average of many observed spectral peaks following the 
1964 Alaskan earthquake can be considered to be an unbiased 
estimate of the eigenfrequencies belonging to a spherically 
symmetrical average Earth. However, the conclusion of Press 
(1967) of a 0.1% error still holds.
Press (1970b, 1972), Johnson (1972), Dziewonski (1971b) 
and Mizutani and Abe (1972) have obtained Earth models with 
upper mantle portions that represent specific lateral regions 
of the Earth by using a combination of free oscillation data 
of order graver than 25 and regionalised phase velocity data 
obtained by either Dziewonski (1971a) or Kanamori (1970a).
The assumption involved in obtaining these regionalised 
(oceanic, shield, tectonic) data is that the phase velocity 
of waves over a mixed great circle path is a linear sum of 
the products of the path fraction and 'pure path* phase 
velocity. This assumption has been questioned by Madariaga 
and Aki (1972) on the grounds that interference can occur with 
waves propagating along other directions and that this effect 
will depend upon the lateral heterogeneity of structure near 
the epicentre and its antipode, where waves are arriving from 
all directions and leaving in all directions. They point to 
the differences in the results of Dziewonski (1971a) and 
Kanamori (1970a)as possible evidence of such an effect, 
though it should be noted that Wu (1972) suggests that these 
differences may be reconciled by subdividing the tectonic region 
into ’ridge* and ’arc* regions. In addition to the uncertainties
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in the regionalised data, it is not clear whether they should 
be used in conjunction with average Earth higher mode free 
oscillation data or the group velocity data of Dziewonski 
etal., (1972) which is partly dependent upon upper mantle 
structure. For these reasons, only average Earth models 
are considered here and results concerning the upper mantle 
are treated with caution.
Independent estimates of toroidal data for n > 15 show 
systematic differences of up to 0.4%. It is possible that 
this might be due to interference between higher Love modes 
and the fundamental mode (Thatcher and Brune, 1969; Boore, 
1969; James, 1971). As a consequence, Dziewonski and 
Gilbert (1972) suggest that their data for these periods 
should be considered to have an error of 0.3%.
5.3 Recent Models
Comparison of recent models (shown in Figure 1.3) with 
the higher mode free oscillation data (see Table 5.1) shows 
that only models B1 (Jordan, 1972) and UTD124A’/B’ (Dziewonski 
and Gilbert, 1972) are wholly satisfactory in this respect 
as representations of the average Earth. These three models 
are intercompared in Figure 5.1.
It will be recalled from Section 1.5 that the model B1 
of Jordan (1972) is produced using the stochastic inverse of 
Franklin (1970), which results in an optimal solution in the 
sense that the solution is ’down at the corner'1 (Gilbert,
1972) of the Backus and Gilbert ’trade-off’ curve. Jordan 
emphasises that the final form of a stochastic inverse model 
such as B1 is very dependent on the starting model and that
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Figure 5.1 A comparison of the mantle shear velocity (upper curves) 
and density profiles of models UTD124AI/Bt (Dziewonski 
and Gilbert. 1972) and B1 (Jordan, 1972). The profiles 
of model B1 are marked. Resolving length at 177Ckm for 
density is shown (see text).
his inversion algorithm produces the minimum deviation from
the starting model that is necessary to fit the data. This
relates to the problems of linearization, which are
particularly crucial in Jordan*s case since he incorporates
travel time constraints in his linear procedure (see Section
4.2). No claim is made by Jordan that B1 is in any way a
unique model. It is not even, necessarily, an optimal model,
since the conditions that define its supposed optimality
are themselves subject to linearization error. The lower
mantle shear velocity and density profiles are constrained
to vary smoothly due to the stabilisation terms incorporated
in the stochastic inverse. The resolution of velocity and
density structure in the mantle necessitates the estimation
of density or shear velocity to a better accuracy than the
magnitude of any velocity or density change. The resolving
length shown in Figure 5.1 is the half«width of the averaging
kernel for density at 1770 km taken from Jordan (1972), which
corresponds to the accuracy associated with his model Al.
Changes that occur over a shorter depth range than this
average length are unlikely to be resolved. However, subject
to the condition of a smoothly varying gradient, the data are
quite constraining. Consequently, the models of Press (1972)
*and the model 0C1 of Mizutani and Abe (1972) appear to have 
unacceptably low density gradients in the lower half of the 
lower mantle on the basis of the higher mode data, and this 
is confirmed later in the Chapter.
* For the lower mantle, Mizutani and Abe simply used one of the 
solutions of Press (1970a).
TABLE 5.2
Subset of the free oscillation data used
in the L.P . inversions
Mode Period
(sec)
Tolerance 
(sec)
Mode Period 
(sec)
Tolerance
(sec)
OSO 1227 „65 1.40 3S9 339.14 .34
ISO 613.57 .61 4SI 505.82 .51
2S0 398.54 .40 4S3 460.78 .46
3S0 305.84 .32 4S4 420.10 „42
4S0 243.59 .24 4S5 369.72 „37
OS 2 3233.30 3.20 4S6 332.11 .33
OS 3 2133.56 2.10 4S7 303.97 .30
OS 5 1190.12 1.20 5S2 397.36 .40
OS 6 968.17 .96 5S3 353.52 .42
OS 7 811.45 .81 6S1 348.41 .35
OS 8 707.64 .71 6S4 293.19 .29
OS 9 633.95 .63 6S5 273.52 .27
OS 12 502.18 .50 7S3 281.37 .28
OS 15 426.24 .43 0T3 1705.83 5.47
OS 18 373.89 .37 0T4 1305.45 1.90
OS 12 336.00 „34 0T5 1075.97 1.70
OS25 297.71 „30 0T6 925.83 1.10
0S30 262.15 .26 0T8 736.86 „68
OS37 225.16 „23 0T10 618.98 „62
0S45 194.03 .19 0T11 574.62 .96
0S50 178.35 „18 0T13 504.94 „84
1S2 1470.85 2.60 0T16 429.19 1.30
1S4 852.68 „85 0T21 345.82 1.00
Continued
TABLE 5.2 (Continued)
Mode Period 
(sec)
Tolerance 
(sec)
Mode Period 
(sec)
Tolerance 
(sec)
1S7 603.93 .63 0T23 321.21 .96
1S8 555.83 .56 0T25 299.51 .90
IS 10 465.45 .63 0T29 264.53 1.10
1S14 337.00 .34 0T35 224.93 .86
2S1 1058.09 2.10 0T41 195.88 1.20
2S2 904.23 1.00 0T46 176.85 1.90
2S6 594.71 .59 1T2 756.57 2.30
2S8 488.02 .49 1T4 629.98 1.90
2S10 415.67 .42 1T6 519.09 1.60
2S12 365.12 .40 IT 8 438.50 1.30
2S13 344.88 .44 IT 10 381.58 1.10
2S15 309.20 .31 2T4 421.81 1.30
3S4 439.18 1.00 2T7 363.66 1.10
3S8 354.57 .35 2T8 343.46 1.00
NOTE: Periods for 0S2, OS3 and 0T2
are those given by Derr (1969).
Models UTD124A’ and UTD124B’ further emphasise this 
point. Their lower mantle density gradients are constrained 
to be one-third of the compressional velocity gradient, 
following the relationship of Birch (1961). The discontinuity 
in density at 2500 km, incorporated on the basis of some evidence 
of structure from travel time and dT/dA data (Hales and Herrin, 
1972), cannot be resolved by the free oscillation data. In the 
upper mantle and transition zone, UTD124A' and UTD124B’ are a 
simple sequence of average lengths. They probably represent 
the simplest profiles that the free oscillation data will 
allow, although this has never been proved in a completely 
rigorous manner.
5.4 Experimental Procedure
The aim of the inversion attempt described here was to 
obtain upper and lower non-uniqueness bounds for velocity and 
density within the Earth under a variety of initial conditions, 
using the linear programming technique as described in Section 
1.4. The fullest set of presently available gross Earth data 
that the size of available computing facilities would allow 
was used in the determination of these bounds. The subset of 
the free oscillation data of Dziewonski and Gilbert that was 
required to be satisfied in Stage 1 is listed in Table 5.2 
along with the confidence limits. These data are required 
to be satisfied to within their 95% confidence limits unless 
this value fell below 0.1%, in which case 0.1% was specified.
For torsional modes of orders greater than 15, the minimum 
error limit was fixed at 0.3%, for reasons that were given in
97
Section 5.2C
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In practice, the extremal models generated by the LP 
procedure did not satisfy the data to this accuracy because, 
as explained in Section 1.5 they are subject to the maximum 
linearization error that is present in the problem. LP models 
that were tested by recalculating their eigenperiods exactly 
had some eigenperiods with an error of up to 0.3% although they 
had appeared to satisfy the data to within 0.1% during 
the LP inversion. However, the LP bounds obtained can be 
considered to be simply a conservative estimate of the 
non-uniqueness of the problem rather than a biased estimate, 
because the experiment was performed twice with different 
starting models and in general consistent results were obtained 
from the two runs.
In terms of the LP procedure defined in Section 1.4, the 
details of the actual calculations are as follows:
STAGE 1
RUN ONE: Initial constraints and construction of the starting
model
It is necessary that the starting model should be 
relatively G-near to the ’exact1 solution of the average Earth 
or at least G-near to a solution (or solutions) known to 
satisfy the data to a sufficient level of confidence. If 
this is not the case, the LP feasible region may be warped 
in some unpredictable manner and consequently the velocity and 
density bounds obtained will be systematically in error.
Therefore, the Wang 1972 model (interpolated onto the 
linear programming grid) was used as a starting model.
Although this model has minor shortcomings with respect to
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its compatability with the data m > 4, its shape does not
vary significantly from other models in Table 5.1 (and Figure 
5.1) which satisfy the data slightly better. In addition, its 
upper mantle and transition zone density and velocity profiles 
are simple and smoothly varying.
The parameterisation is shown by ticks in Figure 5.2.
A wide grid spacing was chosen for the lower mantle as a means 
of stabilising the solutions in this region. Consequently, 
bounds obtained for this region reflect the fact that maximum 
bias has been limited, as explained in Section 1.5.
In addition, the following constraints and starting 
assumptions were imposed:
1) Compressional velocity in the mantle was not 
allowed to vary. This condition was imposed partly because 
of the necessity to restrict the size of the LP matrix.
However, free oscillation data are much less sensitive to 
compressional velocity perturbations than changes in either 
shear velocity or density; and in the lower mantle, at least, 
the velocity structure is known with considerable certainty.
A test described in Section 3.4 supports the validity of fixing 
P velocity in the upper mantle. In addition, Run 2 uses an 
entirely different P velocity model and all major conclusions 
are based upon the combined results of both runs.
2) P velocity in the core was allowed to vary within 
upper and lower bounds of 8.3 - 8.0 km/sec at the core-mantle 
boundary, 9.06 - 8.90 km/sec at 3471 km, 9.6 - 9.4 km/sec at 
3971 km, 10.1 - 9.8 km/sec at 4671 km, and 10.45 - 10.00 
km/sec at 5156 km. At this depth a first order discontinuity
100
was assumed and the bounds were 11.4 - 11.0 km/sec throughout 
the inner core.
3) Crustal thickness and crustal density and velocity
were fixed at the values specified by Jordan (1972): a
thickness of 21 km, a P velocity of 6.2 km/sec, an S velocity 
of 3.4 km/sec and a density of 2.79 gm/cc.
4) Density and shear velocity in the upper mantle
(21 - 350 km) were allowed to vary without gradient constraint 
within the a priori bounds shown in Figure 5.3. However, the 
choice of parameterisation permitted only one inversion.
5) In the transition zone (350 - 700 km) density and 
shear velocity were required to increase monotonically.
However, between 450 - 600 km the gradient could not exceed
an average gradient specified for this region. An 'average' for 
velocity is defined by the maximum gradient permitted by the 
bounds defined in Chapter 4. The requirement for a monotone 
increase is also based on the conclusions of Chapter 4.
'Average' for density was defined by the slope of model 
A1 (Jordan, 1972) which wassmoothly varying over this region. 
Between 350 and 450 km, and 600 and 700 km, no upper limit 
of gradient was imposed.
The purpose of these constraints was to restrict the 
depths where major discontinuities in density and shear velocity 
could occur to near 400 km and 650 km, while allowing for the 
possibility of a smoothly varying gradient throughout the 
region.
6) Shear velocity in the lower mantle was allowed 
to vary within the bounds of Chapter 4. (See Table 4.1)
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7) Lower mantle density was only required to increase 
monotonically.
8) Shear velocity in the outer core was assumed to be 
zero, and could vary between 2.8 km/sec and 3 C6 km/sec in the 
inner core. Density gradient in the core was permitted to 
vary by approximately 15% about the Adams-Williams on gradient.
9) Core radius was fixed at the value of the starting
model.
10) Total mass and moment of inertia of the Earth were 
required to be satisfied to within the limits quoted by 
Jeffreys (1970). These are
M = 5.977 + 0.0006 x 102? gm
I = 8.026 + .005 x 1044 gm.cm2,
assuming an average Earth radius of 6371 km.
RUN TWO: Starting model
The inversion procedure was repeated with a different 
starting model in order to test the following possibilities:
(i) the final solutions (bounds) are biased 
because the starting solution is G-far 
from the ’correct’ solution for the average 
Earth „
(ii) The final solutions are underconstrained 
because compressional velocity in the mantle 
was not allowed to vary.
(iii) The final solutions are significantly 
dependent upon the choice of parameterisation.
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In the upper mantle, the starting model for Run 2 was 
maintained as the Wang (1972) model. The transition zone was 
parameterised on the basis of the results of Chapter 4. That 
is, the deeper region where no upper limit on gradient was 
applied was moved from 600 - 700 km to 650 - 750 km. The 
transition zone P velocity profile was that of Simpson et al., 
(1973), which also has a depth for the lower major discontinuity 
of 680 - 695 km. In the lower mantle, the P velocity was 
that of Hales and Herrin (1972). (See Figure 5.2)
The shear velocity profile for the transition zone and 
lower mantle was one of the solutions which define the bounds 
given in Chapter 4. (See Table 5.3 and Appendix B for 
tabulation.) The density starting model was obtained from 
the P velocity profile using the Birch relation (Birch, 1961) 
in the transition zone, and from the P and S velocity profiles 
in the lower mantle using the bulk-sound velocity/density 
relation of Wang (1968). In the core, model B1 of Jordan 
(1972) was used for P velocity, S velocity and density.
Core radius for this run was fixed at the value of 
3485 km given by Jordan (1972) instead of 3481 km (for Run 1) 
as used in the model of Wang (1972). Recent evidence 
suggests that the radius of the core is close to these 
estimates. All recent free oscillation inversion studies 
have indicated that the core radius should be greater than 
the Jeffreys value of 3473 km. Hales and Roberts (1970b) 
have deduced values of 3489.92 + 4.66 km and 3486.10 + 4.59 
km for their models SLUTD-1 and SLUTD-2 from observations 
of the travel time differences T(ScS) - T(S). Taggart and 
Engdahl (1968) derived a core radius of 3477 + 2 km from
Figure 5.2 Starting models for the linear programming 
inversions. Ticks on the density profiles 
show the different grid spacing in the 
lower mantle for Runs 1 and 2. The curves 
of the starting model of Run 2 are marked 
at the grid positions. Grid positions in 
the upper mantle, transition zone and core
are the same for the two models
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TABLE 5.3
Starting Model for Run 2
Depth P Velocity S Velocity Density
(km) (km/sec) (km/sec) (gm/cc)
6371. 11.20 3.500 12.58
5156. 11.22 3.500 12.28
5156. 10.14 0 .0 0 0 12.11
4671 10.07 0 . 0 0 0 11.87
3971 9.55 0 . 0 0 0 11.30
3471. 8.96 0 .0 0 0 10.76
2886. 8.02 0 . 0 0 0 9.90
2886. 13.67 7.270 5.36
2500. 13.39 7.168 5.22
2000, 12.82 6.932 4.96
1500. 12.21 6.712 4.76
1000. 11.48 6.410 4.46
750. 11.04 6.091 4.24
700. 10.95 5.921 4.21
650. 10.28 5.390 3.98
600. 10.21 5.404 3.96
550. 10.09 5.309 3.92
500. 9.81 5.260 3.84
450. 9.52 5.128 3.74
400. 9.31 5.021 3.66
350. 8.68 4.610 3.52
300. 8.54 4.580 3.49
250. 8.44 4.570 3.46
200. 7.94 4.200 3.41
150. 7.85 4.200 3.38
100. 8.06 4.560 3.36
21. 8.21 4.760 3.36
21. 6.20 3.400 2.79
• 6.20 3.400 2.79
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observations of PcP, based on the Herrin (1968) P velocity 
model. However, Jordan obtained his estimate of 3485 km using 
the differential travel times T(PcP) - T(P). This method is 
likely to be more accurate, as it eliminates systematic errors 
due to the effect of uncertainties in upper mantle structure. 
Muirhead and Cleary (1969) have proposed that if a negative 
gradient in the shear velocity profile is introduced at the 
base of the mantle, as suggested by Cleary (1969), then a 
core radius of approximately 3478 km may be compatible with 
the free oscillation data. Jordan introduced such a structure 
into his model B2 and showed that a solution could still be 
found that fitted the free oscillation data to a high degree 
of accuracy with the core radius still at 3485 km. However, 
he chose to increase the density at the base of the mantle 
over the same depth range that shear velocity increased. This 
would have the effect of compensating for the effect of the 
change of shear velocity on the free oscillation periods. On 
the assumption that this decrease in shear velocity is due to 
the partially molten, iron enriched state of the mantle adjacent 
to the core, an increase in density seems likely.. Dziewonski 
and Gilbert (1972) and Johnson (1972) also favour a core 
radius of 3482 km and 3481.4 km respectively, on the basis 
of the most recent free oscillation data.
As an additional precaution against the uncertain 
effects of parameterisation and constraints, the positioning 
of grid points was changed in the lower mantle, and the 
upper mantle a priori bounds for shear velocity were slightly 
enlarged (see Figure 5.4). Starting models of Runs 1 and 2 
are compared in Figure 5.2.
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RUN THREE
An important feature of the model of Simpson e t a l .,
(1973) is a third major discontinuity at a depth of approximately 
500 km. This conclusion is supported by the model HWNE of 
Helmberger and Wiggins (1971) and Whitcomb and Anderson (1970). 
There is no evidence of such a feature in the data for shear 
velocity discussed in Chapter 4. However, the data are 
rather limited and it is possible that a discontinuity at 
500 km may turn out to be a world wide feature.
If this is so, the transition zone models of Runs 1 
and 2 are over-constrained. Run 3 was a repeat of Run 2 but 
with the additional constraint that a discontinuity in shear 
velocity must exist between depths of 450 and 550 km. The 
depth range for the shallower discontinuity was then moved to 
300 - 400 km. An additional degree of freedom was introduced 
into the density solutions, since they were permitted to 
increase without restriction of gradient over an additional 
depth range.
The minimum gradient permitted for shear velocity 
between 450 and 550 km was calculated by taking an upper limit 
for Poisson's ratio (assumed to be 0.31, giving a Vp/Vg ratio 
of 1.9) in the transition zone and calculating the change in 
Vg corresponding to the change in Vp of the model of Simpson 
etal. This gradient is approximately the same as the 
maximum gradient between 450 and 650 km imposed in Run 2.
STAGE 2
The group velocity data of Dziewonski and Gilbert 
(1972) were incorporated into the inversion using the Stage 2
TABLE 5.4
Subset of the group velocity data used in
the L.P. inversions
Mode Group Velocity 
(km/sec)
OS 12 5.011
0S15 4.535
OS 18 4.186
0S21 3.929
0S25 3.725
0S30 3.609
OS 3 7 3.573
0S45 3.602
0T10 5.072
OT13 4.759
OT16 4.579
0T21 4.456
0T25 4.426
OT29 4.423
0T35 4.426
0T41 4.422
0T46 4.420
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procedure as described in Section 1.4. The theoretical group 
velocities for all the Stage 1 models were calculated exactly. 
These values made up the matrix C of equation 1.4.10. The 
subset of the Dziewonski et al. data that was used is shown 
in Table 5.4.
5.5 Results
The mantle extremal bounds for the three runs are shown 
in Figures 5.3, 5.4a and 5.4b. Solid lines represent the bounds 
resulting from Stage 1. Broken lines represent the bounds of 
Stage 2, Bounds for density in the core, shown in Figure 5.5, 
are the combined results of Runs 1 and 2.
One obvious feature of the bounds in Figures 5.3, 5.4a 
and 5.4b is the apparent sensitivity of the Run 2, Stage 1 
models to constraints imposed by the group velocity data, as 
compared with the lack of constraining power of these data in 
Runs 1 and 3. No bounded LP solution could be obtained for 
Stage 2, Runs 1 and 2 when the level to which the spheroidal 
mode group velocity data was required to be satisfied was 
reduced below + 0.025 km/sec. The error quoted by Dziewonski 
et al. , (1972) for these data is 0.015 km/sec. A fit of only 
+ 0.1 km/sec to the torsional mode group velocity data was 
required because of the uncertain effects of interference 
as already mentioned. For Run 3, the spheroidal mode data 
could not be satisfied to better than + 0.040 km/sec.
It is possible to interpret these results as evidence 
that the parameterisation of Run 2 is most favoured by the 
group velocity data. Given the minimal non-seismic constraints 
imposed in the Run 2 inversion, it is encouraging that the free
109
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Figure 5.3 Extremal L.P. bounds for mantle shear velocity (upper 
curves) and density from Run 1. Here and in Figure 
5.4(a) dots represent Stage 1 bounds, solid lines the 
bounds of Stage 2. Also shown are the initial bounds 
for the upper mantle.
NOTE: Shear velocity in the deepest 200 km of the mantle
(the D T' layer) was found to be highly dependent upon 
core radius. The velocity increase for this region in 
the bounds of Run 1 does not occur when the core radius 
is increased by 4 km to 3485 km. However, an equivalent 
effect is not observed when the starting model of Run 2 
is used with the Run 1 parameterisation. It is 
concluded that the present inversion procedure is not 
suitable for resolving structure in the DT1 layer because 
of linearization error and the apparently highly 
ill-posed nature of the modelling problem with respect 
to changes in core radius.
bounds from Run 3.
Figure 5.4(a) Extremal L.P. bounds 
from Run 2.
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oscillation and group velocity data should give rise to the 
same average value for shear velocity in the middle of the 
transition zone of 5.4 km/sec that was estimated from 
travel time and dT/dA data for the region beneath the Basin 
and Range province and Western U.S. (see Figure 5.6a). 
However, results obtained using the Stage 2 procedure should 
be treated with caution. The Stage 1 models are, in part, 
dependent on the starting model but will (as mentioned in 
Section 1.5) almost inevitably be slightly G-far from it. 
Stage 2 bounds then result from a weighted average of models 
G-far from a starting model. The assumption is also made 
that the gross Earth functionals of the Stage 1 models are a 
linear average of the gross Earth functionals of a Stage 2 
extremal model. If the functionals are non-linear, as is the 
case for group velocity, this is likely to be a valid 
approximation only when the Stage 1 models are G-near to one 
another, and this condition may not be fulfilled.
Figure 5.6b shows the lower mantle bounds of Runs 1 and 
2 compared with models UTD124AI/Bf and Bl. The bounds from 
the two runs are consistent, in spite of the significantly 
low lower mantle density profile of the Run 2 starting model 
(see Figure 5.2). Therefore it can be concluded with some 
confidence that the bounds of Figure 5.6b represent the 
degree of non-uniqueness in the estimate of JLower mantle 
density, given the degree of stabilisation that is introduced 
by fixing the maximum permissible bias with a grid spacing 
of 400 km. The solutions of Press (1970a, 1970b, 1972), 
which were not constrained by the full set of higher mode
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Figure 5.6(a) Run 2 shear velocity bounds (solid lines) in the 
transition zone compared with the Monte Carlo 
bounds of Figure 4.4.
(b) L.P. density bounds for the lower mantle compared 
with models B1 (Jordan, 1972) and UTD124AI/B' 
(Dziewonski and Gilbert).
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free oscillation data, fall below these bounds for depths 
greater than approximately 2000 km. This conclusion has 
already been stated by Johnson (1972) and the present work 
serves to confirm his result. The character of the bounds 
between 700 and 1000 km is due to the fact that the density 
gradient of the LP solutions is only constrained to be 
monotonically increasing. Consequently, some solutions exist 
that have no rapid jump in density near 700 km but rather a 
more gradual increase between 600 km and 1000 km.
5.6 The Upper Mantle
As expected, all runs show evidence of a low shear 
velocity zone in the upper mantle. However, there is no 
evidence of any structure in the upper mantle density 
solutions resulting from the parameterisation, data set and 
initial constraints used in the present inversions. Under 
these conditions, it is more profitable to determine an 
average density for the region.
The averaging kernel for density at 170 km obtained 
by Jordan (1972) has a half-width of approximately 250 km.
The average value for density of 3.41 gm/cc between 0 and 
380 km obtained by Dziewonski (1971b) and Dziewonski and 
Gilbert (1972) represents an approach to a unique value. In 
an attempt to confirm this, Runs 1 and 2 were repeated for 
the upper mantle extremal solutions, but with the gradient 
constraints in the transition zone described in Section 5.4 
removed and the density gradient between 20 and 350 km 
constrained to be zero. For both runs, the LP solutions 
were unbounded, which is simply a reflection of the limitations
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of the LP algorithm when the feasible region becomes small 
enough for rounding error to be significant.
However, on reducing the average length to 300 km, 
bounded solutions of 3.51 - 3.40 gm/cc and 3.49 - 3.37 gm/cc 
or 3.46 + 0.06 gm/cc and 3.43 + 0.06 gm/cc were obtained 
for the two runs.
If the averaging length at these depths is indeed 300 km, 
then the error of + 0.06 gm/cc reflects the extent to which the 
LP bounds are conservative due to linearization error. However, 
estimates of resolving length are equally subject to 
linearization error.
In the next chapter, the results presented above are 
considered in more detail and discussed in the light of present 
knowledge about the physical and petrological properties of 
likely mantle and core materials.
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CHAPTER 6
INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION 
6.1 Introduction
Given our present understanding of how the elastic 
constants of materials depend upon structural and atomic 
parameters, it is possible to deduce a likely composition for 
the interior regions of the Earth from the results of Chapter 
5. Although there is considerable uncertainty about the 
physical and petrological properties of materials at the 
pressures and temperatures found within the Earth as well as 
uncertainty in the compressional velocity, shear velocity and 
density values deduced from seismology, certain general 
features of the constitution of the interior of the Earth 
appear to be close to being resolved. These include the 
average composition of the upper mantle and the extent to 
which chemical composition changes with depth within the 
Earth. The latter point in particular has very significant 
geophysical implications. It has a direct bearing on 
hypotheses of Earth formation and differentiation of the 
Earth into core and mantle, and the hypothesis of mantle 
convection as a mechanism for the movement of lithospheric 
plates.
The Earth is considered to have been formed by the 
accretion of a cold dust-gas cloud of solar composition, 
with the solid portion of this cloud in a highly oxidised 
state (Latimer, 1950; Urey, 1952). The chemical composition
of this cloud can be estimated from elemental abundances
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in the sun, from nucleosynthetic arguments and from the 
composition of type 1 carbonaceous chondrites, which have a 
more primitive chemical composition than any other type of 
meteorite.
Any accretion theory for the Earth must be able to 
explain the known properties of the core. The comparison of 
densities of various metals and silicates at high pressures 
obtained from shock-wave experiments, with core densities from 
seismic investigations, suggests a core composition 
predominently of nickel-iron with a small proportion of some 
lighter element, which may be sulphur or silicon (Ringwood, 
1966). This is also in accord with cosmic elemental abundances 
and the most favoured theories on the origin of the 
geomagnetic field.
Murhhy and Hall (1970) have pointed out that the 
presence of sulphur or silicon in the core would be dependent 
on chemical and physical conditions during or soon after 
accretion of the Earth, and that the conditions which favour 
the presence either of sulphur or silicon in the core are 
radically different. In a hot accretion mechanism, favoured 
by Ringwood (1966), heating and reduction to metal of the 
oxidised primitive material with carbon as the reducing agent, 
the loss of volatile elements, melting, differentiation and 
the formation of the core all occur simultaneously as a 
result of the primary accretion process. Under these 
conditions, a massive CO atmosphere must be blown off the 
Earth soon after the accretion, and sulphur and some other 
volatile elements would be expected to be lost at the same 
time. In addition, the whole of the mantle is assumed to
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have been at least partially molten at some time and convective 
stirring as the core differentiates under these conditions 
would be expected to result in a mantle of essentially 
homogeneous composition.
An alternative hypothesis is that the reduction of 
metal oxides in the primitive material and the loss of some 
volatile elements occurred at a pre-terrestrial stage.
Following a cold accretion process, radioactive heating caused 
temperatures to rise within the Earth, which led to partial 
melting and gradual differentiation of the mantle material. 
Additional heating resulted from the loss of gravitational 
energy as the core formed. Under these conditions the mantle 
would become chemically zoned. The problem of the formation 
of the core is made easier by a consideration of the Fe-FeS 
eutectic melt. Formation could occur at a temperature some 
600°C lower than would be required to initiate melting in 
pure iron.
Homogeneity as opposed to chemical zoning of the mantle
stands out as a clear difference in the consequences of the
two theories although other considerations such as the
* * *abundances of volatile, siderophile or chalcophile elements 
within the mantle are equally important.
The existence of a chemically inhomogeneous mantle 
also has profound implications with respect to likely
* Elements characterised by ready solubility in molten iron.
* * Elements that show a strong affinity for sulphur and which 
are readily soluble in FeS.
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mechanisms for motions of lithospheric plates. Ringwood (1969) 
has suggested that the generation, motion and consumption of 
lithospheric plates is primarily a manifestation of 
irreversible chemical and petrological differentiation of the 
mantle. He has argued (Ringwood, 1971) that on the basis of 
the present known rate of motion and thickness of the 
lithosphere, half of the mantle would have passed through an
9irreversible differentiation cycle in 3.5 x 10 years. If so, 
plates must descend to considerably deeper than 700 km. 
Concentration of FeO relative to MgO at depth, as suggested by 
Anderson (1968), Anderson and Jordan (1970) and Anderson et al. 
(1972), is stabilizing with respect to convection, and the 
possibility of mantle-wide convection is reduced.
6.2 The Upper Mantle
The results of Section 5.6 support the conclusion that 
a unique average value for upper mantle density may be obtained 
from the free oscillation data for a depth range of approximately 
350 km. The average density values between 10 and 370 km for 
the gross Earth models UTD124AT and UTD124B' of Dziewonski and 
Gilbert (1972) are 3.425 and 3.409 gm/cc respectively, and 
3.41 gm/cc for the oceanic upper mantle model of Dziewonski 
(1971b).
The question of whether the lithosphere has a 
predominantly eclogitic or pyrolitic composition has already 
been raised in Sections 3.1 and 3.8. The average densities 
of pyrolite and eclogite over the depth range 20 - 400 km are 
3.414 - 3.430 gm/cc and 3.630 gm/cc respectively (Clark and
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Ringwood, 1964). The range in the estimate for pyrolite is due 
to the uncertainty in the thermal expansion of olivine (Ringwood, 
personal communication). On the assumption that density is 
likely to increase with depth below the moho, an average value 
of approximately 3.41 gm/cc for the upper mantle precludes 
the possibility of a lithospheric density greater than 3.4 gm/cc. 
In addition (disregarding the assumption of increasing p) if, 
as mentioned in Section 3.8, the density is not permitted to 
fall below 3.4 gm/cc at depths greater than approximately 200 
km on account of the likely FeO content of the upper mantle, 
the same conclusion concerning lithosphere density applies.
However, Press (1969) and Ito and Kennedy (1970), in 
propounding the concept of a ’heavy’ lithosphere over a 
Tlighter1 asthenosphere, maintain that the lithosphere is 
laterally zoned with gabbro near the ridges, which transforms 
to the denser eclogite with increasing distance from the ridges. 
It is not clear whether an average density over a laterally 
inhomogeneous and complex depth range, estimated using gross 
or even broadly regional Earth data, truly reflects the linear 
average of density within that depth range. Finally, although 
a density of less than 3.4 gm/cc below the lithosphere may 
be unlikely to result from a compositional change, it can occur 
for a homogeneous material given a sufficiently large 
temperature gradient. Robinson and Kovach (1972) have 
estimated (using a theory suggested by Wang, 1970) that 5°C/km 
is sufficient to explain a density reversal from 3.56 gm/cc 
at 80 km to 3.31 gm/cc at 400 km in their model REDDOG-2.
Our present knowledge of upper mantle structure is 
limited by these various uncertainties. It is likely that
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further regional seismic data will be most effective in 
resolving the problem. The work of Dziewonski (1971b) and 
Dziewonski and Gilbert (1972) and the results presented in 
Chapters 3 and 5 indicate that there is no compelling evidence 
at present for the existence of a high density lid.
6.3 Velocity-Density Systematics and the Mean Atomic Weight
of the Mantle
Birch (1961) has shown that the compressional velocities 
of most rocks and minerals is linearly related to their 
densities and mean atomic weights, and that other parameters 
such as crystal structure or compositional details are of 
secondary importance. For rocks and minerals with a mean 
atomic weight of approximately 21, for which the most data 
were available, he obtained by least squares analysis the 
relation
Vp = 3.05 P - 1.87 (6.3.1)
(Birch 1961; Table 15, Solution 2)
Birch noticed that the extent to which other substances 
departed from this main sequence on the velocity-density plot 
was roughly related to their iron content. Iron-free common 
silicate minerals have mean atomic weights of approximately 
20, and the only relatively abundant elements that produce 
appreciable deviations from this number in common minerals 
are calcium, titanium and iron. Thus the mean atomic 
weights of most rocks and minerals are a crude measure of
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their iron content. Accordingly, other lines could be 
constructed through his data with approximately the same 
gradient as in 6.3.1 but with intercept values which were a 
function of mean atomic weight.
Along lines of constant mean atomic weight (M), density 
changes only because of changes in the mean volume per atom. 
Birch therefore speculated that, for a given substance, 
changes of density due to compression would occur in a manner 
similar to those observed to take place due to changes in 
structure and composition. On this assumption, densities and 
velocities of minerals at pressures found in the deep interior 
of the Earth could be deduced from Birch*s linear law.
Since that time, considerable ultrasonic data have been 
obtained on the elastic properties of materials as a function 
of pressure and temperature (e.g. Anderson et al., 1968). 
Anderson et al. (1971) subsequently deduced a Birch relation 
Vp = -1.24 + 3.08 P for minerals of mean atomic weight of 
approximately 20 and showed (see Figure 6.1) that, at least 
for compressional velocity, changes of pressure and temperature 
moved the data points approximately parallel to the Birch line. 
The arrows in Figure 6.1 are the temperature and pressure 
trajectories of the different materials calculated from 
finite strain theory and the temperature and pressure 
derivatives listed in Anderson et al. (1968). The shear 
velocity-density systematics, however, are not so regular, 
and Anderson et al. (1971) have supposed that structural 
effects may be more important for shear waves than for
compressional waves
12 123P
/ / M g A I 204 29 36 ^
Mg Or \  ° ^ -M a n t!e  (1600 °C) JV/
Coesite
20.03
\ 33.49
P (ß /c m 3 )
-M a n t le  (20 °C)
Mantle (1600 °C)
Figure 6.1 Velocity versus density for various oxides and 
silicates. The dark circles are minerals with 
M ~ 20. The light dashed lines show the effects 
of a pressure change, solid lines with arrows 
the effects of 1000 C rise in temperature. 
(Figure from Anderson e t a l ., 1970)
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McQueen etal, (1964) proposed and made use of a linear 
relation between bulk-sound velocity (C) and density. Wang 
(1968, 1969, 1970) has developed this concept, and shown that 
C- p systematics are likely to be more regular than Vp p or 
Vs p. That is, changes in density due to changes in pressure 
and temperature will occur according to the linear C-P 
relation deduced from rocks and minerals at close to atmospheric 
temperatures and pressures. Wang (1968) deduced the relations 
C = 2.32 + 2.59 p for rocks and minerals of mean atomic weight 
20.0 - 20.9 and C = -1.75 + 2.36p for M = 20.2 - 22.2. In 
addition, Wang (1968, 1969) used available shock wave data 
to show that for Periclase and Twin Sisters dunite a linear 
relation between density and bulk-sound velocity existed for 
the range of pressures found throughout the mantle.
Press (1970a, 1970b, 1972) and Johnson (1972) have used 
these C-p relations in the interpretation of their velocity 
and density values for the Earth, obtained using Monte Carlo 
Inversion and linear programming techniques. They inferred 
that the mean atomic weight changed between the transition 
zone and lower mantle by one to two units. Anderson (1968), 
Anderson and Jordan (1970) and Anderson et al. (1968, 1972) 
have also reached this conclusion. In particular, Press 
showed that a very distinct off-set in his C-p plots existed 
in the vicinity of the transition zone/lower mantle boundary.
The results of the present study may be considered in a 
similar light.
Figures 6.2 - 6.7 show the compressional velocity and 
bulk-sound velocity of extremal models of Runs 1, 2 and 3
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Figure 6.2 Compressional velocity versus density for the 
extremal models of Run 1. Solid straight line 
is the relation of Birch (1961) jequation 6.3.1 
in text |. Spacing between the solid and the 
broken lines represents a change in mean atomic 
weight of 2 units. For explanation of arrows, 
see text.
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in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.5 Bulk sound velocity versus density for the
extremal models of Run 1. The middle of the 
three straight lines is a relation of Wang 
(1968) (see text). Spacing between the 
lines represents a change in mean atomic 
weight of 2 units.
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Figure 6.6 Bulk sound velocity versus density for 
the extremal models of Run 2. Straight 
lines as in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.7 Bulk sound velocity versus density for 
the extremal models of Run 3. Straight 
lines as in Figure 6.5.
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plotted against density. Also shown are the lines of constant 
mean atomic weight according to the relations 6.3.1 of Birch 
and Wang (1968, Table 3, Solution 2). The relative 
displacement of the lines corresponding to AM = 2 are obtained 
from a consideration of the systematics of iron-rich and 
magnesium-rich phases of olivine (see Figure 6.1).
There is no evidence for any mean atomic weight change 
within the lower mantle. Although the gradient of the -p 
plots might possibly reflect some change if a power law relating 
Vp to p were more appropriate for densities greater than 4 gm/cc 
as has been suggested by Anderson and Soga (1967) and Chung 
(1972). Perturbations in the C-p plot of Run 1 (Figure 6.5) for 
values around 11.0 km/sec of bulk-sound velocity simply reflect 
the slightly eccentric behaviour of near the core-mantle 
boundary obtained in this inversion.
An obvious feature in all the figures is an offset in 
the plots over a depth range of 600 - 1000 km. In addition,
9 V p / 3 p  and 9C/ 9p appear to be greater than the Wang and Birch 
gradients in the transition zone. The reality of this offset, 
which is least obvious in the V p -p plot of Run 1, may be 
emphasised by the following test:
Values of the function ( 9 p / 9 V p ) at all grid positions 
from the core/mantle boundary to 350 km were treated as Earth 
functionals within a Stage 2 inversion procedure. That is, 
for every Run 1, Stage 1, extremal model, (9p/9vp )^  was 
evaluated for the grid positions mentioned, and these values 
make up the C. matric of equation (1.4.10). A bounded LP
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solution was then sought that gave the minimum tolerance,
a, (equation 1.4.10) about a constant value of (9p/9Vp) of 
3 -1 -10.33 km.cm .sec .gm . No bounded solution could be obtained
-1 3 -1for a value of a of less than 0.25 km.sec .cm .gm . The 
arrows in the corner of Figure 6.2 show this tolerance. The
point is simply made that although the precise depth at which
the discontinuity in the Vp-p plot occurs is not well
determined by the seismic data, an offset is nevertheless a
feature demanded by the data. The data will not permit 
anything approaching a mean line for Vp-p throughout the 
transition zone and lower mantle.
Another feature of the plots, but one which cannot be 
said to be unique, is the existence of higher values of 
(9C/9p) and (9Vp/9p) of the models in the transition zone 
compared to the Birch and Wang lines. This is to a lesser 
extent Reflected in the model of Wang (1972) and model B1 of 
Jordan•(1972) (see Figure 6.8), although the effect in the 
latter model is probably due at least in part to a shear
velocity inversion between 420 and 670 km, and the models in
>•this study have not been permitted to have such a structure. 
Nevertheless, the three models shown in Figure 6.8.- including, 
surprisingly, that of Wang (1972) - show an offset corresponding 
to a change in mean atomic weight of about one unit on the 
basis of the Wang C-p relation.
To this point the interpretation of the results have 
been on familiar lines. If the linear relationship between 
bulk-sound velocity and density deduced by Wang is applicable 
throughout the whole mantle, an unavoidable conclusion of the
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present results is that the mean atomic weight, and hence the 
composition of the Earth, varies with depth. However, recent 
work by Liebermann and Ringwood (1973) has cast some doubt 
on the Birch and Wang assumption that there exists a unique 
relation between density and velocity at constant mean atomic 
weight regardless of whether the density change was the result 
of pressure, temperature or change in crystallographic 
structure (see data in Tables 6.1 and 6.2). The temperature 
and pressure derivatives of compressional velocity in Table 
6.1 are in reasonable agreement with the value of 3.05 for 
(3Vp/3p) deduced by Birch (1961) for materials with M ~ 20 - 
21. However, the derivatives of bulk-sound velocity are 
consistently higher than Wang*s value of 2,36 for (3C/3p) in 
the mantle (Wang 1970, 1972); for open-packed silicates and 
oxides, values of 3C/9p = 3.0 - 3.5 are more likely. Pressure 
and temperature trajectories corresponding to the values in 
Table 6.1 are shown in Figure 6.9. It is possible that the 
steeper gradient of the C-p plot throughout the transition 
zone in Figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 is due in part to this 
deviation from Wang’s value of 9C/9p.
It may be noted in passing that the upper mantle of the 
starting model of the Wang (1972) study, which differs in 
only a small degree from the final model, was constructed 
using the same data as shown in Table 6.1. Thus although 
Wang initially specified the zero pressure density pyrolite 
model for the upper mantle, his corrections for pressure and 
temperature probably resulted in the type of C-p systematics 
shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8 Bulk sound velocity versus density for
models UTD124Ar (Dziewonski and Gilbert, 
1972), B1 (Jordan, 1972) and the model 
of Wang (1972). Straight line as in 
Figure 6.5.
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TABLE 6.1
Velocity-Density Systematics due to Isothermal 
Compression or Isobaric Expansion
Material
M © x tc
A12°3 20.1 3.3 3.0 5.6 2.4
MgO 20.2 3.2 2.7 5.9 2.5
Mg0.2.6Al 03 
(spinel) 20.4 2.7 3.3 5.3 3.1
M g 2S i 0 4 20.1 4.2 4.3 6.0 3.6
M^90.93Fe0.07^2Sl°4 20.8 4.0 3.9 6.0 3.7
a-Si02 20.0 1.9 3.8 2.8 4.5
a-Fe2Si04 29.1 2.4 3.0 3.6 2.2
Ge02-rutile 34.9 2.3 2.6 4.7 4.3
Ti02-rutile
a (3Vp /3p)x = (KT /p)(3Vp /3P)T k t = isothermal bulk. modulus
b fcC / 9p)x = ( c / 2 p ) ( K s »-l) Kg' = (9KS /9P) T
(9 9 p) p = -(aVp)_ 1 0  V p /3T) cty = volume thermal expans ion
d ^C / 9p)p = ( C / 2 p ) ( 6 s -l) 6S 1 0  k s /3T)p
(References to these data in Liebermann and Ringwood 
(1973))
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Figure 6.9 Bulk sound velocity versus density for various 
oxides and silicates. Dashed arrows are the 
trajectories for isothermal compression ( P )  and 
isobaric expansion (T) calculated from the 
derivatives of Table 6.1. Solid lines connect 
materials undergoing polymorphic phase 
transformations. Also shown is the relation of 
Wang (1968) and the gradients B = 3.4 and 2.5.
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With regard to the lower mantle solutions, for which 
C = -1.75 + 2 e36p (Wang, 1968) appears to be satisfactory, 
it is noteworthy that (3C/3p) due to pressure and temperature 
changes is approximately 2 „5 for MgO and 2.7 for Al^O^ (Tat>^ e 
6.1)o These close-packed oxides are likely to be more 
representative of the lower mantle than minerals such as 
quartz and olivine. Wang (1968, 1969) has also shown that the 
shock-wave data for MgO and the high pressure phase of Twin 
Sisters dunite exhibit ( 3C/ 3 p) values of 2.5 - 2.6 at pressures 
corresponding to the lower mantle.
Liebermann and Ringwood (1973) also present data on the 
effects of polymorphic phase transformations on compressional 
and bulk-sound velocities (Table 6.2). For Vp , they observe 
that (AVp/Ap) is not, in general, equal to 3.0 - 3.2 as in 
the Birch relation (6,3.1). For some transitions, AVp/Ap 
is <2. If, as suggested above, the value of (3c/3p) in the 
transition region is taken to be 3.0 - 3.5, then values of 
this function in Table 6.2 are systematically low with 
respect to the data of Table 6.1. This would mean that at a 
phase transition a C-p curve would tend to return to the Wang 
line. Unfortunately, experimental data for the major phase 
changes believed to occur at 600 - 700 km do not exist.
However, it is at least possible that some of the offset in 
the C-p plots may be due to changes of phase.
Finally, the parameter (3Ks/3P) is worthy of 
consideration. Ahrens et al. (1969) have shown that 
(SK^/gP) has a general tendency to decrease with density, 
with compression, and by means of phase changes, to closer
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TABLE 6.2
Compresstonal (V ) and Bulk Sound (C) Velocity across 
Polymorphic Phase Transformations with Density increase Ap
Phase Transformation 
(Compound)
AVp/ Ap A c/Ap
Quartz-Coesite (SiCLj 5.7 7.4
Quartz-Rutile (SiO^) 3.0 3.2
Coesite-Rutile (SiOQ) 2.5 2.4
Quartz-Rutile (Ge09) 2.2 1.8
Olivine-Spinel (Mg GeO )
^  rt
3.9 3.2
Olivine-Spinel (Fe^SiO ) 3.0 2.7
Olivine-Spinel (Ni^SiO^) - 2.4
Olivine-Spinel (Fe^GeO^) 2.1 2.3
Olivine-Beta (Mn^GeO^) 2.4 1.5
Pyroxene-Ilmenite (MgGeO^) 1.9
Pyroxene-Ilmenite (MnGeO^) 1.0
"Pyroxene"-Garnet (CaGeO^) 2.1
’’Pyroxene”-Garnet (CdGeO^) (1.2-1.7)
Ilmenite-Perovskit.e (CdTiO )
3
1.9
(References to these data in Liebermann and Ringwood (1973))
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packed structures0 Although Davies and Anderson (1971) have 
shown that some of the lower estimates of Ahrens et al. for 
this parameter are in error, the conclusion of a consistent 
decrease still holds0 Since
r, C  C  9  ^  c
T ' 2P [-7P -
sca decrease in between the transition zone and lower mantle
is to be expected on these grounds.
The foregoing discussion does not lead to a definite 
conclusion concerning the change in mean atomic weight within 
the mantle. Rather, it attempts to suggest that any such 
conclusion on the basis of our present understanding of the 
physical properties of materials is premature,
6,4 The Core
The results obtained for the core are in general 
agreement with those of other workers. The requirement that 
density gradient in the outer core should fall within 
approximately + 15% of the Adams-Williamson gradient, and 
the specification of a limited number of grid points, leads 
to narrow density bounds (see Figure 5.4). A density jump 
at the inner/outer core boundary of at least 0.2 gm/cc 
appears to be required by the data. A disturbing feature of 
these results is that the model B1 of Jordan (1972) falls 
below these LP bounds throughout the inner core. Bounds 
throughout the core are, however, in good agreement with 
models UTD124AVB® (Dziewonski and Gilbert, 1972).
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Figure 6,10 Extremal density models for the core from 
Runs 1 and 2 compared with densities 
predicted from shock wave data on Nl, Fe 
and (Fe + Si ) .
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Shear velocity in the inner core fell within the range 
3.42 - 3.59 km/sec, which is compatible with the values of 
3.534, 3.517 and 3.46 - 3.50 km/sec for models UTD124A*, 
UTD124B7 and B1 respectively. For these velocities, travel 
times for the phase PKJKP would be very similar to that of 
the high amplitude phase PKKP, and would therefore probably 
be difficult to detect. Julian et al. (1972) observed a 
phase arriving 1 to 2 minutes before PKKP at distances of 
230° - 290°. If, as they proposed, this was PKJKP, the shear 
velocity in the inner core is 2.95 + .1 km/sec. However, the 
weight of evidence would seem to be against this being the 
correct interpretation of their data.
Figure 6.10 is the now familiar plot, after the work of 
Press (1970a, 1970b, 1972) and Johnson (1972), where core 
density models are plotted against pressure and compared with 
the available shock wave data for iron-nickel and iron-silicon 
alloys (McQueen and Marsh, 1966; Balchan and Cowen, 1966).
The results are consistent with a mixture of iron and 10 - 15% 
silicon. The relevant data for Fe-FeS are not available.
6.5 Future Work
Much of the discussion in this thesis has been concerned 
with pointing out the limitations and uncertainties of the 
results and conclusions of other workers. The positive role 
of such a study lies in the degree to which the crucial 
factors that will lead to the eventual solution of a problem 
can be isolated. These concluding remarks, therefore, are 
the writer’s views on which seismological experiments may be
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most likely to resolve the problems discussed in previous 
sections 0
The problem of linearization error in most of the 
inversion procedures in current use is of paramount 
importance0 As data become more accurate, the possible 
existence of acceptable models G-far from any starting model 
used in the linearization becomes a more significant 
uncertainty„ Without doubt, given unlimited computing time 
the Monte Carlo Inversion procedure without linear 
approximations gives the most unbiased and certain result.
It seems most unlikely that acceptable G-far solutions exist 
outside the suite of models and bounds discussed in Chapter 
5. It may therefore be possible to limit a Monte Carlo 
search to a relatively restricted region, possibly finer 
than the bounds of Chapter 5, so that computing time would 
not be exorbitant even when a selected subset of the 
eigenperiods were calculated exactly for each test. 
Alternatively, some combination of the methods now available, 
such as an unbiased Monte Carlo search for a starting model 
followed by the solution of the stochastic inverse with 
respect to that model, may be feasible.
The structure of the transition zone is of great 
significance to most of the problems that, have been discussed. 
Once tight constraints can be imposed upon the shape of 
velocity profiles within this region, on the basis of 
travel-time and dT/dA studies of a type described in Chapter 
4 for data from all regions of the Earth, much more detailed 
results of velocity-density systematics will result from a 
free oscillation inversion. The imposition of travel-time
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and dT/dA constraints by upper and lower velocity bounds is, 
of course, only a convenient half measure. Ideally, the 
travel time inversion should be incorporated, with no linear 
approximations, in a gross Earth inversion which includes 
other seismic data.
Further travel time and dT/dA studies will doubtless 
bring to light, further refinements in lower mantle velocity 
structure, but the free oscillation data will be unable to 
resolve equivalent structure in the density profile. However, 
present knowledge of the shear velocity structure in the 
upper mantle and transition zone is very limited. Resolution 
of the problem will involve the application of sophisticated 
filtering techniques to digital long period S data.
Theoretical studies are required in order to fully understand 
the propagation properties of body waves when the wavelength 
is of the same order as a reflecting and refracting body.
The question of the existence of a CD branch for compressional 
waves out to a distance of 40° also requires investigation.
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APPENDIX A
ACCEPTABILITY REGIONS FOR TRAVEL TIME AND dT/d A DATA
(Work in this appendix is due to R.Se Anderssen)
The following discussion relates to the use of the Monte 
Carlo Inversion technique to obtain non-uniqueness bounds for 
velocity within the Earth from travel time and dT/dA data.
Having determined, for a random model lying between 
given a priori bounds, its corresponding travel time and 
dT/dA values, acceptability regions are required for the given 
travel time and dT/dA data, before the acceptability of this 
random model can be tested. The method of solution is based 
on the following statistical problem which summarizes the 
situation:
Consider the data y^ = {y^; i = 1,2,...,M+n } defined 
on the grid G = {x^ ; i = 1,2,...,M+n ) where
(i) the observational errors { }  in {y_^ } are
independent and randomly distributed with
2mean zero and constant variance 0
(homoscedastic); or more briefly, the
2observational errors { £ ^ } are N(0; Cf );
(ii) the data { y_^ } can be partitioned into the
data sets {g . } and { f .} such thatl l
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= { 9i = y±; i = 1,2,...,m >,
{fi } = {fi = yM+i; i = 1,2, —  ,N};
(iii) a linear model f(x) for the {f^  } is known, 
viz.
K
f(x) = Z 0^  (^(x) (1)
with the (|^ (x) (k = 1,2,...,K) linearly 
independent; and
(iv) a model for the {g^} is unknown.
Letting a = [0^ , , . . . ,aR]T and f = [f1, f2,...,f^)T ,
we can estimate the in (1) using least squares to obtain 
the estimates
a = (XTX)'Vf, [x] k j = (2)
and thus, the least squares solution
* K
f (x) = £ 6L <t>,(x) ; (3)
k=l K K
and thereby, can construct as the acceptability limits for 
the data {f_^ } the corresponding (1-3) 100% confidence intervals
fi t Sj.K (e) t 6 2[x(xTx)-1 xTJ ±  ^. P  (4)
where [a ]^   ^denotes the i-th diagonal element of the square
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m a t r i x  A,
2 1 T t  - 1  T
9  = j f ‘  ( I  -  X(X*X) X x ) f ,  ( 5 )
and t  T, (ß ) i s  t h e  t w o - t a i l e d  3 - p o i n t  o f  t h e  t - d i s t r i b u t i o n  N-K K
w i t h  N-K d e g r e e s  o f  f r e e d o m .  In  o r d e r  t o  o b t a i n  a c c u r a t e  
r e s u l t s ,  t h e  e v a l u a t i o n  o f  t h e s e  e s t i m a t e s  m u s t  b e  b a s e d  on 
e i t h e r  o r t h o g o n a l  f a c t o r i z a t i o n  o r  m o d i f i e d  G r a m - S c h m id t  
t e c h n i q u e s  { s e e ,  f o r  e x a m p l e ,  A n d e r s s e n  ( 1 9 6 9 )  an d  W i l k i n s o n  
and R e i n s c h  ( 1 9 7 1 ) } .
T h i s  a p p r o a c h  i s  n o t  p o s s i b l e  f o r  t h e  d a t a  { g ^ } , s i n c e
2
a m o d e l  f o r  i t  i s  n o t  k n o w n .  H o w e v e r ,  t h e  v a l u e  o f  6“
d e t e r m i n e d  f o r  t h e  d a t a  { f^  }, v i z .  ( 5 ) ,  c a n  b e  r e g a r d e d  a s
2
an e s t i m a t e  f o r  G . S i n c e  we a s s u m e  t h a t  t h e  e r r o r s  { }
h a v e  mean z e r o ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  t h e  d a t a  {y^ } i s  d i s t r i b u t e d
2
n o r m a l l y  w i t h  mean ( e x p e c t a t i o n )  E ( y ^ ) ,  and  v a r i a n c e  a .
We c a n  t h e r e f o r e  r e g a r d  t h e  { g ^ }  a s  s i n g l e  e s t i m a t e s  o f  t h e  
mean E ( g ^ ) ,  an d  t h e r e b y ,  c a n  c o n s t r u c t  t h e  a c c e p t a b i l i t y  
l i m i t s  f o r  e a c h  g^ o f  t h e  d a t a  {g^ } a s  t h e  ( 1- ß )  100%
2
c o n f i d e n c e  i n t e r v a l s  f o r  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  N ( E ( g ^ ) ;  a ) ,  v i z .
9 ± + P (3 ) G (6)
2
w i t h  p ( 3) d e f i n e d  f o r  N ( E ( g ^ ) ;  G ) b y  t h e  c o n d i t i o n  
P r o b a b i l i t y  [ g ^  -  p( 3) G < E ( g i ) < 9 i  + p( 3) aJ = 1 -  3 .
F o r  e x a m p l e ,  when 3 = 0 . 0 5 ,  p( 3) = 1 * 9 6  ^ 2 . 0  { s e e  K e n d a l
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and Stuart (1967), Chapter 20 . It should be noted at this
stage, that (6) is valid only when the sample size N is so
2large that the estimate a may for practical purposes be
2taken as coincident with o .
We can also use these acceptability limits for the 
{f^ } except that in this case we have a better estimate at 
of E(x^) than f^; viz. f^. Thus, the corresponding 
acceptability limits for the data {f^ } become
f ± + p (3 ) a . (7)
APPENDIX B
Tabulation of the shear velocity models 
shown in Figure 4.3b that define the 
non-uniqueness bounds of Figure 4.4.
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APPENDIX C
Tabulation of extremal linear programming 
bounds shown in Figures 5.3, 5.4a, 5.4b 
and 5.5.
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RUN THREE 
STAGE ONE
Density (gm/cc) Shear Velocity (km/sec)
Depth Lower Upper Lower Upper
(km) Bound Bound Bound Bound
20. 3.200 3.450 4.419 4.800
100. 3.200 3.700 4.541 4.800
150 . 3.200 3.677 4.251 4.611
200 . 3.200 3.677 4.251 4.611
250. 3.200 3.700 4.150 4.656
300. 3.200 3.700 4.150 4.656
350. 3.490 3.925 4.570 5.106
400. 3.490 3.925 4.659 5.154
450. 3.490 3.925 4.694 5.154
500. 3.561 4.125 4.844 5.304
550. 3.657 4.189 5.324 5.798
600. 3.676 4.189 5.324 5.839
650. 3.684 4.189 5.324 5.839
700. 3.708 4.484 5.749 6.250
750. 3.823 4.620 6.115 6.250
1000. 4.583 4.890 6.300 6.490
CORE BOUNDS
Radius
(km)
STAGE ONE, RUNS ONE AND TWO
Density (gm/cc)
Lower
Bound
Upper
Bound
0 . 12.67 13.712
1215 . 12.50 13.358
1215. 12.241 12.330
1700. 11.890 11.980
2400 11.810 11.400
2900. 10.720 10.810
3485./3481. 9.808 10.014
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Summary 
Monte Carlo inversion of geophysical data provides a method of specify-
ing the Earth's density distribution within the uncertainties present in the 
data. It is possible to estimate the reliability of non-uniqueness bounds 
defined by a family of randomly generated models by means of a statistical 
procedure proposed by Anderssen & Seneta. 
We have devised a technique by which physically realistic models are 
generated without violating the condition of randomness, to counter the 
criticism that the method is inherently biased towards complex models. 
We have also examined a further criticism that the use of variational 
parameters to calculate theoretical eigenperiods favours the acceptance 
of CD-near (as opposed to CD-far) solutions. The objection is valid in 
principle, but may be circumvented by the adoption of suitably con-
servative acceptability criteria for the eigenperiod residuals. 
Our Monte Carlo technique was used to invert the seismic data from 
which the model HB2 is derived. The suite of models thus obtained 
provide a measure of the non-uniqueness inherent in the HB2 data, whilst 
confirming that the parametric constraints imposed on the density 
gradient by Bullen & Haddon are entirely compatible with their data. 
We conclude that major discrepancies between the density models of 
Bullen & Haddon and those of Press cannot be attributed to methodo-
logical differences in the derivation of these models. 
1. Introduction 
Monte Carlo inversion (MCI), as applied to the construction of velocity/depth 
and density/depth profiles for the Earth, consists of generating velocity and density 
models randomly and testing them against various data for which non-uniqueness 
bounds are available. A random model becomes an acceptable solution (model) if 
its calculated parameters lie between these bounds. After generating and testing a 
sufficiently large number of random models, a family of acceptable solutions is 
obtained, unbiased by any assumptions except those which are basic to the formula-
tion of the velocity-density modelling problem. Such assumptions include the 
procedures by which parameters are calculated for a given random model, but 
exclude the tacit assumptions inherent in equations of state since such equations are 
not required for the implementation of the Monte Carlo technique. 
The region defined by the family of all acceptable solutions represents a measure 
of the degree of non-uniqueness inherent in the data. The existence of non-
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uniqueness is a direct consequence of the poristic nature of the velocity-density 
modelling problem (Backus & Gilbert 1967). In their analysis of the use of MCI as 
a means for delineating the degree of non-uniqueness, Anderssen & Seneta (1971) 
point to four factors upon which the success of Monte Carlo inversion of geophysical 
data depends. They are: 
(1) The procedure for generating random models. 
(2) The extent of the difference between the upper and lower bounds defining 
the degree of non-uniqueness in the unknowns. 
(3) The number and precision of the independent tests by which randomly 
generated models are either accepted or rejected. 
(4) Some statistical estimation procedure which formalizes the method for 
implementing and interpreting the results obtained. 
The factors (2) and (3) require little comment. Clearly the approach is useless if 
little or no refinement of some initial bounds is obtained. The precision of various 
independent tests will be examined in Paper II, in which MCI is used to determine 
the effects of various data, non-uniqueness bounds, boundary conditions and 
starting assumptions that have been applied in some recent inversion studies. How-
ever, it is first necessary to justify the use of the method itself in the light of recent 
criticisms. So that the discussions in Paper II are not obscured by questions of 
scientific method, this is attempted here within the framework of (1) and (4). 
2. Random model generation 
A common criticism of MCI is the complexity of many of the randomly generated 
acceptable solutions. Haddon & Bullen (1969) have claimed that a misleading 
predominance of complex models must result, as the probability of generating a 
parametrically simple random walk is very small. However, they make the tacit 
assumption that the points of the random model are generated sequentially. This 
does not occur in the method described below. 
The requirements that models be randomly generated and at the same time 
physically plausible are in apparent conflict with each other. Following Anderssen 
& Seneta (1972), the aim is to generate a set of random realistic solutions, f (x), on a 
grid 0 ~ x 1 ~ x2 < ... xN ~ 1. To be truly random, the values of f (xi) 
(i = 1, 2, .. . ,N) withfmin(xi) ~f(xi) ~fmax(xi), wherefmin(x) andfmax(x) define the 
lower and upper a priori non-uniqueness bounds on physically plausible values for 
f (x), must be chosen at random from a uniform distribution on the interval 
Umin(xi)Jmax(xi)] and be independent for each i . In addition, a model which 
oscillates wildly from the surface to the centre of the Earth is clearly not realistic. 
Therefore, the computer time required to generate a family of acceptable solutions 
from a purely random set would be prohibitively large. 
As a consequence, the class of f (x) used is usually defined relative to some 
realistic or justifiable constraints. The set of non-uniqueness bounds obtained from 
the application of MCI in this case will depend on these constraints. For this 
reason, they must be chosen so as to minimize the introduction of unjustifiable tacit 
assumptions about the general structure of acceptable solutions. 
For example, a simple and monotone density model can be obtained by restricting 
the number of grid points and applying a tight control on the gradient of the models. 
The resulting non-uniqueness bounds are likely to be relatively narrow, giving the 
impression that the average density over a particular region is well specified. How-
ever, if oscillations in the profile are permitted, the non-uniqueness bounds will be 
larger, because quite complex models can be found which satisfy the eigenperiod 
data up to the level of accuracy required. 
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As Fig. 5 indicates, the final bounds which we obtain for density in the lower 
mantle are wider than those of Press (1970), even though we do not permit shear 
velocity to vary. This is entirely due to our weaker constraints in this region. There-
fore, before eigenperiod data can help to determine the composition of the lower 
mantle by providing information about the density gradient, assumptions must be 
made about physically acceptable perturbations in the density profile. It is likely that 
such assumptions will have to be justified on theoretical rather than experimental 
grounds. 
Apart from the a priori (upper and lower) density bounds which define the region 
of physical plausibility, the only physical constraints which are forced by our random 
model generating algorithm are: 
(i) In the first 650 km, the models can have a maximum of two density 
reversals. 
(ii) Below 650 km, the models must increase smoothly except for a discontinuity 
at the core-mantle boundary. 
The aim is to generate models which are random within these restrictions and 
yet are as simple as these conditions can permit. For this purpose, the following 
two-stage algorithm was adopted. 
Stage 1: Generation of the global structure. Random densities are generated 
between the a priori bounds at the following six grid points: 15 km, 650 km, 2878 km, 
6371 km, and two at random between 15 and 650 km. The last two points define the 
positions about which up to two possible density inversions may occur. Two density 
values are generated at the 2878 km grid point to allow for a discontinuity at the 
core- mantle boundary. One density value is generated at each of the other five grid 
positions, and the surface density is taken to be 2 · 84 g cm - 3, the commonly quoted 
value for average crustal density. In order to force constraint (ii), it is only necessary 
to ensure at this stage that the density values below 650 km define a strictly monotone 
increasing sequence. Sometimes tills will be an immediate consequence of the 
shape of the a priori density bounds; for example, see Fig. 1. 
max (f ( X2;_1J,fmin ( x2;)) 
min (f ( X2;.1J.fmax(X2; )) 
Fm. 1. Algorithm for the generation of random models. Solid circles at the odd 
numbered grid positions represent the global structure. (x3 and x5 are positioned 
randomly between xi. 15 km, and x7 , 650 km.) Open circles on the even numbered 
grid positions represent the first stage in the generation of the fine structure (see 
text). Two possible upper mantle profiles are shown. 
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Stage 2: Generation of the fine structure. The fine structure between the six global 
grid points of Stage 1 is generated as follows: 
(a) Random densities are generated at the mid-points of the five sub-intervals 
defined by the six global grid points of Stage 1. At the mid-point x2 i between the grid 
points x 2 ;-i and x2 i+ i· a density value is chosen at random from a uniform distribu-
tion defined on the interval 
(See Fig. 1.) 
(b) The subdivision and density evaluation procedure defined in (a) is applied to 
the successive sequence of subintervals generated until the maximum grid spacing 
at all depths is less than 100 km. 
As a direct consequence of its definition, this two stage process generates random 
models under the restrictions (i) and (ii). Since the probability of generating erratic 
models in this way is small, no additional assumptions have been used. We have thus 
minimized the number of tacit assumptions underlying the structure of our random 
models. 
Note. By generating random models in this manner we circumvent the above-
mentioned criticism of Haddon and Bullen regarding MCI. In addition, the method 
partly meets Backus & Gilbert's (1970; footnote, p. 126) objection to the use of MCI, 
since any procedure based on generating the global structure before the fine will 
tend to favour the generation of <f>-far rather than <f>-near random models. To 
completely overcome their objection, however, it is necessary to show that the use of 
a variational parameter technique to test the acceptability of random models does not 
favour a particular class of <f>-near acceptable solutions and thus mask out the 
possible existence of {}}-far acceptable solutions. This will be discussed in detail 
below. 
A statistical estimation procedure 
In the earliest application of MCI to the density-velocity modelling problem, 
Press (1970, 1971) derived non-uniqueness bounds and used them to derive geo-
physical conclusions about the problem. However, he failed to make inferences about 
the reliability of these bounds, and hence, about the reliability of the conclusions 
deduced from them. Since geophysical inferences can be based on structure 
delineated by these bounds, it is important to have some measure of their reliability. 
Recently, Anderssen & Seneta (1971, 1972) examined this question, along with a 
formalism for the use of MCI as a method for the inversion of data. For estimating 
the reliability of a given set of non-uniqueness bounds, they proposed a statistical 
estimation procedure which we shall now review. 
After the initial use of MCI to generate a family of acceptable solutions, let the 
region between the non-uniqueness bounds drawn to contain this family be denoted 
by Ai, and call an acceptable solution successful if it falls in Ai. The aim is to 
confirm the hypothesis 9i that 'all acceptable solutions lie in Ai ' by finding, on 
recommencing the MCI, M successive acceptable solutions which are successful. If 
an acceptable solution which is non-successful is discovered before the required M 
is found, the new non-uniqueness bounds are drawn defining the region A 2 and the 
process of confirming the hypothesis 92 is commenced. The procedure continues 
inductively until either some 9i is confirmed or the non-uniqueness bounds coincide 
with the a priori bounds. 
Consequently, the aim is to choose M so that the experimenter will be satisfied 
that a given A; must contain (virtually) all acceptable solutions once he obtains M 
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successive successful acceptable solutions. Using two independent probabilistic 
arguments, Anderssen & Seneta (1971) derived the following estimate for M: 
M = [log a/log (1-b)], 
where [x] denotes the integer part of x, and, if p is the fixed probability that an 
acceptable solution is successful, then a and b denote the threshold probabilities 
(1) above which pM must remain, viz. pM >a and 
(2) below which (1-p) {failure} must stay, viz. (1-p) < b. 
Thus to determine M, the experimenter must first specify a and b. 
Even for values of a and b for which M is small (for example a = 0·05 and 
b = 0· 1 implying that M = 29 (see Brooks (1958) for a table of values), the 
confirming procedure defined above will involve the testing of many random 
realistic solutions for acceptability, and hence success, even when A1 is confirmed 
without contradiction. Because of this, Anderssen & Seneta (1972) subsequently 
examined the question of efficiency, and showed that it can be improved if a certain 
inherent redundancy within the confirming procedure is removed. 
Efficiency and the Hosiasson-Lindenbaum weights 
Let 9t denote the set of all possible random models which can be generated by 
the above two-stage procedure. Further, let the models r E 9t which satisfy the given 
mass and moment of inertia of the Earth (the precise tests) define the class of random 
realistic models 9\0 • And let {Ai} denote the (refined) non-uniqueness bounds on 
the free oscillation data (the non-precise tests) along with the refined non-
uniqueness bounds for density and velocity. Then from Anderssen & Seneta's (1972) 
formulation for the statistical estimation procedure, it follows that there are three 
possibilities which can occur for any r E 9\0 when testing the hypothesis f)i that ' all 
acceptable solutions lie in {A;}': 
p 1 : An acceptable solution falls in {Ai}, and thus is successful. 
p2 : An acceptable solution does not fall in {Ai}, and thus is non-successful. 
p3 : A non-acceptable solution, which is automatically non-successful. 
It is clear that confirming evidence for f)i is contained in the occurrence of models 
which satisfy p1 • In addition, it can be argued that the occurrence .of models which 
satisfy p3 also represent support for f)i, since p1 and p3 are logically equivalent. 
However, the use of this additional confirming evidence involves a manifestation of 
Hempel's paradox which can be resolved only if the occurrences of p3 and p1 are 
counted, using the procedure of Hosiasson-Lindenbaum (1940) as explained in 
Anderssen & Seneta (1972): if the rate of occurrence of p1 is less than that of p3 , 
then the occurrences of p3 can be counted along with the occurrences of p1, but 
with a weight (to be called the Hosiasson-Lindenbaum weight) equal to the propor-
tional occurrence of p1 relative to p3 for all r E 9\0 • 
An estimate C£(p3 ; p1) of the Hosiasson-Lindenbaum weight can be derived during 
the application of MCI; viz. 
<£(p3; P1) = N/(N101-N) 
where, at any stage of the MCI, N101 equals the total number of random realistic 
models tested and N the number of acceptable solutions found among these N101 
models. 
If all acceptable successful solutions are counted with weight 1 and all non-
successful, non-acceptable solutions with weight C£(p3 ; p1), then the confirmation of 
f)i will be speeded up by a factor of approximately two. Thus, the use of the con-
5 
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firming evidence contained in p3 , in association with the Hosiasson-Lindenbaum 
weight, allows a major improvement to be made in the efficiency of the procedure for 
confirming ~ 1 (up to the levels specified by the parameters a and b). Overall, the use 
of the Anderssen and Seneta procedure provides a counter to a common criticism of 
MCI that it is never known whether sufficiently many models have been tested. 
The results of Press (1970) may be re-examined in the light of the above discussion. 
Since important conclusions in that study were based on the absence of models within 
a particular density/depth region, it is an advantage to be able to attach some specific 
level of confidence to these results. The refined bounds in Fig. 7 of Press (1970) 
resulted from the testing of millions of models against the mass and moment of inertia 
of the Earth, compressional, shear wave and free oscillation data. Over one period 
of the experiment, 11 acceptable solutions were found after testing 365,916 random 
realistic solutions (defined here as models which passed the alpha test, beta test 
and mass and moment of inertia test). We assume (by extrapolation) that approxi-
mately 60 acceptable solutions were found after testing two million models, and that 
a subsequent two million models tested would constitute a confirming run, although 
Press never specifically formulated his experiment in this manner. In association with 
the use of the Hosiasson-Lindenbaum weight, this would be equivalent to 120 
confirming solutions. Thus, at the very least, in terms of the parameters a and b 
(see Brooks 1958) Press' conclusions are valid to a confidence level of a= 0·05 and 
b = 0·025 or a = 0·01 and b = 0·05, within the framework of his initial assumptions. 
Therefore the explanation for the dichotomy between the results of different authors 
for the density distribution within the Earth must be sought elsewhere. 
As pointed out by Backus & Gilbert (1970), a partial explanation might lie in the 
use of slick computational techniques for the rapid implementation of the tests of 
acceptability. Thus, it is necessary to justify their use by showing that they do not 
favour a particular class of acceptable solutions over all possible acceptable solu-
tions. In particular, to justify the use of variational parameters, it is necessary to 
show that they do not favour random realistic solutions with a structure similar to 
that used to generate the variational parameters. This is examined in detail in the 
next section. 
The use of variational parameters 
Testing the acceptability of a random realistic model against eigenperiod data 
involves the calculation of its theoretical eigenperiods for comparison with the 
observed values. As this is a lengthy computation, the variational parameter tech-
nique of Wiggins (1968), which only takes a fraction of the time required by the 
standard method, is normally used. In Wiggins' technique it is assumed that, if 
F(m0) represents a finite set of parameters (f1,f2 , . . .,fn) which define a model m0 , 
then F(m) for a model m can be calculated from F(m0 ) using first-order perturbation 
theory, neglecting the contribution from higher order terms in (m - m0 ) . 
Fig. 2 and Table 1 show the results of a test in which the magnitude of the errors 
resulting from the variational parameter technique are compared with the experi-
mental errors in the eigenperiod data. 
The random realistic though unacceptable profiles in Fig. 2 represent the most 
{!.i-far solutions that are likely to be tested. They have all passed a mass and moment 
of inertia of the Earth (precise) test. This condition applied to the random profiles 
acts as a filter eliminating any extreme {!.i-far models from further testing. Conse-
quently the errors in Table 1 are as large as are likely to be encountered, and they are 
not insignificant. However, they are acceptable provided that calculated eigenperiod 
residuals are not required (as a condition for model acceptability) to be smaller than 
these errors. However, in a more general context, the problem of testing for the 
existence of {!.i-far solutions remains unresolved. 
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It is clear from the definition of the variational parameter technique and Backus 
& Gilbert's (1970) definition of <£>-far, that there is a conflict between them. The 
use of the variational parameter technique will tend to bias MCI away from some 
of the extreme <£>-far solutions. However, the above result shows that it will not 
bias away from all acceptable solutions <£>-far from acceptable solutions <fi-near to 
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in the models of Haddon & Bullen (1969) and Press (1970). We restrict ourselves here 
to a comparison of the 'parametric' HB2 solution with MCI solutions which have 
only been constrained by the HB2 data, in order to determine the non-uniqueness 
inherent in the problem and the degree to which the shape of the HB2 profile is 
dependent on their non-seismic constraints. 
Random density models were first tested against the mass and moment of inertia 
of the Earth. Successful profiles were then combined with the compressional and 
shear velocity values used in HB2, and calculated eigenperiods were compared with 
the data of Pekeris (1966). We required that the calculated spheroidal eigenperiods 
should fit the Pekeris data to the same tolerances required in the development of 
HB2; that is, that only seven periods should differ from the Pekeris mean by more 
than 0·2 per cent. From 700 000 models tested, seven satisfied this condition and 
their spheroidal eigenperiod residuals are shown in Fig. 4 together with the residuals 
for HB2. Bounds for the torsional data are not critical because torsional oscillations 
depend (strongly) only on shear velocity, which has been held constant. Conse-
quently, all torsional eigenperiod residuals were very similar to those of HB2. A 
requirement for a fit to better than 0·2 per cent does not seem warranted when one 
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Flo. 4. (a)-{g) Spheroidal eigenperiod residuals for the seven models obtained by 
MCI, shown in Fig. 5. (h) Spheroidal eigenperiod residuals for model HB2. 
(i) Torsional eigenperiod residuals for model HB2 and the seven MCI models. 
Reference level is the data of Pekeris (1966). 
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considers the errors due to the Earth's rotation and ellipticity (Dahlen 1968, 1969) 
and experimental error. The Pekeris data with standard errors is shown in Fig. 3 
where the latest eigenperiod values compiled by Dziewonski & Gilbert (1972) are 
used as a reference level. 
The successful models are shown in Fig. 5. The variations in the models show the 
extent to which the HB2 profile is dependent on the assumptions underlying the use 
of the Adams-Williamson equation. Interestingly, one of the randomly generated 
models approximates quite closely to the HB2 solution within the upper mantle. This 
has two interpretations: 
(a) The parametric constraints on the density gradient imposed by Bullen & 
Haddon are entirely compatible with the HB2 seismic data. 
(b) Haddon & Bullen's argument that the random generation of density profiles 
will not in general yield physically meaningful models is countered. In 
summary, the results indicate that: 
(i) Even when using variational parameters, MCI does not favour only 
ffi-near solutions. 
(ii) The HB2 data appears to support ffi-far type solutions. Thus, HB2 
depends heavily on the assumptions underlying the use of the generalized 
Adams-Williamson equation and the quadratic form used in region C. 
(iii) The merit in generating the random solutions using the above two-stage 
procedure is illustrated. 
3. Conclusions 
The usefulness of MCI lies in its ability to specify the bounds within which 
physically realistic models can exist, without recourse to assumptions not required 
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by the geophysical data. Once these bounds are specified, the effects of various 
assumptions such as those used by Bullen & Haddon can be tested within this frame-
work of physical plausibility. 
The conclusions of Press (1970) particularly with regard to the density of the 
lithosphere have been criticized on various grounds. We have discussed the possi-
bility that, in Monte Carlo inversion, sufficient models are rarely if ever tested, that 
spurious bias may be introduced as a result of the complexity of the models 
generated, and that the variational parameter technique introduces unacceptable 
error. 
We conclude that none of these criticisms, which relate specifically to the inversion 
method, can be used against the results of Press (1970). Consequently, an explanation 
of the differences of the density models of Haddon & Bullen (1969) and Press (1970) 
for the upper mantle must be sought elsewhere. This will be attempted in Paper II. 
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Summary 
Density models for the Earth have been proposed by Haddon & Bullen, 
Press, and Wang which satisfy similar data to similar confidence limits 
and yet differ markedly in the region of the upper mantle. An analysis of 
the effects of various constraints by Monte Carlo inversion techniques 
shows that these differences are due predominantly to differences in 
assumptions about the permissible range of values for upper mantle shear 
velocity. A final solution of the problem depends on better knowledge of 
upper mantle shear velocities in oceanic regions. However, some improve-
ment could result from a reassessment of the non-uniqueness bounds of 
the presently available data. 
1. Introduction 
Press (1970a, 1971) has used a Monte Carlo Inversion (MCI) technique to obtain 
density and shear velocity distributions within the Earth which satisfy body wave, 
surface wave and free oscillation data. His successful models based on pure path 
oceanic, shield and tectonic data lead to the important conclusion that the density 
of the mantle between depths of70 and 150km cannot be less than 3·40gcm- 3 and 
is more likely to be close to 3·50gcm- 3 • Other recently published models, notably 
the work of Haddon & Bullen (1969) and Wang (1970, 1972), appear to satisfy 
similar seismic data to a suitable degree of confidence and yet have lithosphere 
densities near to 3 · 3 g cm - 3 • The latter conclusion is supported by the work of 
Ringwood & Green (1966) and Green & Ringwood (1967, 1972), who claim that 
petrological and geochemical constraints strongly suggest a peridotitic rather than 
an eclogitic composition of the upper mantle and that the maximum density near 
100 km would be 3·35 g cm- 3 • The fact that peridotite can possess sufficient 
anisotropy to explain the observed anisotropy of velocity near mid-ocean ridges 
may be additional evidence for a predominantly peridotitic lithosphere (Hess 
1964; Keen & Tramontini 1970; Morris, Raitt & Shor 1969). Woollard (1962, 1970), 
in studies involving the expected isostatic compensation resulting from an upper 
mantle of various densities, also concluded that a lithosphere density between 3·3 
and 3·4gcm- 3 is most likely. 
It has been claimed (Backus & Gilbert 1970; Haddon & Bullen 1969) that Press's 
methodology may be at fault and that his results are consequently invalid. We 
have shown in Paper I (Anderssen, Worthington & Cleary 1972), however, that 
MCI is a valid and appropriate technique for the inversion of geophysical data. 
It is difficult to compare models that have been developed using different methods, 
445 
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starting assumptions, and confidence limits on the data. Therefore we have 
attempted to resolve the conflict between models HB2 (Bullen & Haddon 1970), 
Wang (1972) and Press (1970a, 1971) by using MCI to investigate the effects of 
various assumptions and non-uniqueness bounds. 
2. Method 
The technique adopted is broadly similar to that of Press (1970a). Random 
density models were generated between a priori upper and lower bounds which were 
chosen to cover the region of physical plausibility. The models were tested first 
against the mass and moment of inertia of the Earth and then, with values of compres-
sional and shear velocity fixed, against the eigenperiod data. The theoretical eigen-
periods were calculated using the variational parameter technique of Wiggins (1968). 
In Paper I, it was shown that biasing away from G-far solutions by the use of this 
technique is slight. The use of variational parameters is an essential feature of the 
method, for without it computing time would be exorbitant. 
Our method differs from that of Press in the manner by which random models 
are generated. Details are discussed in Paper I. A maximum of two density reversals 
were permitted in the first 650 km of the mantle. Otherwise density was required 
to increase monotonically. The aim has been to produce models that are as simple 
and smoothly varying as possible whilst satisfying the requirement of random 
generation, and without constraints on the rate of change of density gradient. 
Fig. I shows a comparison of the Pekeris (1966) eigenperiod data with the 
travelling wave data of Kanamori (1970a). Models of Haddon & Bullen (1969) and 
Bullen & Haddon (1970) have been based on the former, whereas Press (1970b, 1971) 
used the latter. The reference level consists of periods compiled by Dziewonski & 
Gilbert (1972) which represent the average of all fundamental mode observations prior 
to 1972. The values are based on approximately five times more spheroidal data and 
twice as much torsional data than was used by Derr (1969) in his compilation. Con-
sequently, we assume them to be the best estimates of eigenperiods of the Earth 
currently available. The Kanamori data are systematically positive with respect to 
Dziewonski & Gilbert for the torsional oscillations. Dziewonski, Mills & Bloch (1972) 
have suggested that this may be due to contamination from the higher torsional modes. 
However, the confidence limits ascribed to the Kanamori data are sufficiently large to 
include such deviations. On the other hand, the Pekeris torsional data have pre-
dominantly negative residuals, though again departures from the reference level do 
not exceed the standard errors quoted by Pekeris. 
The question arises whether the systematic differences between the torsional 
eigenperiods of Pekeris (1966) and Kanamori (1970a) for orders greater than 35 are 
the cause of the conflict between the results obtained by Haddon & Bullen and Press. 
The requirement of Press that models should satisfy eigenperiod data for n > 50 has 
been criticized on the grounds that the errors due to lateral inhomogeneity of the 
Earth are likely to be too large. However, surface wave propagation has now been 
studied over many different great circle paths, and the use of suitably large confidence 
limits based on the average of all the eigenperiod data for n > 50 should result in 
valid additional constraints on models. Kanamori determined his confidence limits 
on the basis of 26 sets of data for Rayleigh waves and 33 sets for Love waves. 
These limits also embrace values from Derr (1969), Dziewonski & Landisman (1970), 
Abe, Sato & Prez (1970). 
As a result of station distribution, all surface wave studies have a high proportion 
of ray paths which cross the ocean approximately at right angles to the mid-ocean 
ridge systems. If a degree of P and S wave anisotropy similar to that found for P n by 
Raitt, Shor, Francis and Morris (1969) and Morris, Raitt & Shor (1969) exists through-
out the oceanic lithosphere, it is conceivable that this could produce bias in the observed 
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phase velocities. No significant anisotropic effect has ever been detected for surface 
waves, though we know of only one regionalized study of oceanic data, that of 
Santo (1963). Whitmarsh (1971) found no evidence for Pn anisotropy in a region 
near the Reykjanes Ridge, which suggests that the phenomenon may not be 
universal. We consider that any bias introduced as a result of anisotropy is probably 
small compared to the standard errors of the data. 
The model chosen for examination from the work of Haddon & Bullen was 
HB2 (Haddon 1971; Bullen & Haddon 1970) since this represents the latest pub-
lished development in their study. The model is very similar to the more familiar, HBl, 
satisfies the Pekeris data to the same tolerances as HBl, and differs mainly in the 
structure of the core. The seismic P travel-time data of Herrin (1968) for distances 
greater than 25° were used in its development. It may be noted at this stage that both 
the P and S travel-times for HB2 are within the prescribed bounds of Press (1971). 
The eigenperiod residual at 0 S2 for HB2 is large, but Haddon (1971) has proposed 
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various core structures which result in an acceptably small 0 S2 residual without 
degrading the fit at other periods. Wang encountered the same problem with his model 
3 (Wang 1970) but brought the 0S2 residual well within the uncertainties in his latest 
model (Wang 1972) by allowing for rigidity in the inner core. Since our study is not 
designed to investigate core rigidity, we accept a large 0S2 residual. 
The effect of the choice of eigenperiod data 
Model HB2 was tested against the data and confidence limits of Kanamori 
(1970a) (cf. Tables 11 and 12, Kanamori 1970a) and, for modes graver than 20, the 
Dziewonski & Gilbert average free oscillation periods. For the torsional oscillations, 
although only periods of order 61 to 65 actually fell outside the confidence limits, aU 
calculated periods for n > 50 were systematically low, as might be expected from Fig. 1. 
However, the high order torsional oscillations are almost totally dependent on the 
shear velocity profile in the upper mantle (Pekeris 1965) and by simply decreasing 
the shear velocity of HB2 between depths 60 and 350 km by 0·02 km s - 1 , the 
torsional eigenperiod residuals were reduced to insignificance, with only slight 
degradation of the fit to the spheroidal eigenperiod data. In effect, the upper mantle 
shear velocity is constrained by the Love wave data. 
We then used MCI to find a suite of density models (Fig. 2) which when combined 
with the P and modified S velocity profiles of HB2 satisfies all the eigenperiod data 
to a high degree of confidence. The 10 solutions obtained after 200 000 trials satisfy 
aU the Kanamori data within his confidence limits and the modes graver than 20, 
with the exception of 0S2 , to within 0·4 per cent. The non-uniqueness bounds shown 
in Fig. 2 do not reflect the total degree of non-uniqueness in the density profile, 
because no variation of P and S velocity has been allowed. Fig. 2 shows that models 
similar to HB2 satisfy the same free oscillation and travel-time data used by Press 
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(1970b, 1971) to a similar degree of confidence, without requiring the density to be 
greater than 3·4 g cm - 3 near 100 km. In fact the models suggest a density in this 
region slightly lower than that of HB2. The differences between the density models 
derived by Press and Haddon & Bullen must therefore arise from differences in the 
compressional and/or shear velocity distributions. 
The effect of constraints on compressional velocity 
Press does not allow compressional velocity to vary in his 1970, 1971 studies. 
He states that this would serve no purpose because the compressional velocity is 
already highly constrained by travel-time and dT /dll data, and slight variations 
consistent with these data would have minimal effect on surface wave velocities and 
on free oscillation periods. Haddon & Bullen (1969) and also Haddon (1971) have 
suggested that this conclusion may be in error. They argue that with the shear velocity 
profile essentially fixed by the Love wave data and the compressional velocity held 
constant, the only quantity that can be varied to reduce the spheroidal oscillation 
period residuals for n > 30 is the density in the first 200 km. Therefore, a large 
change in compressional velocity in the first 200 km, where there is known to be 
considerable lateral inhomogeneity (Kanamori 1970b), could have a small but 
significant effect on the density in the same region. 
To test the above argument, we substituted upper mantle compressional velocity 
values of Press (Johnson 1969) for those of HB2 and repeated our Monte Carlo density 
search. The profiles of Johnson and HB2 differ over the first 200 km by approximately 
2 per cent. Nevertheless, no significant displacement of the density level resulted. 
The effect of constraints on shear velocity 
Dziewonski (1970) in his study of the correlation properties of free period partial 
derivatives has shown that a high correlation exists between shear velocity in the 
depth range 250-800 km and density between 33 and 200 km. For depths greater 
than 350 km, the shear velocity models of Press (1971) were required to fall within 
relatively narrow bounds. The fact that within certain depth ranges (in particular 
350-450 km) the region between these bounds is completely filled with solutions 
(Press 1971, Fig. 14; Press 1970b, Fig. 3) indicates that the eigenperiod data is less 
constraining than the bounds themselves. It is important to note that these bounds 
are not directly controlled by the travel-time data, but as shown in Fig. 4, merely 
contain most recent models which satisfy the travel-time and dT/dA data (Press 1971). 
Model HB2 satisfies the travel-time and dT/dA data adequately, but its shear velocity 
profile falls outside Press's bounds over the depth range in which the effect on derived 
values of upper mantle density is critical (cf. Fig. 3). 
To confirm that the difference between the density model HB2 and those of 
Press is due entirely to their different upper mantle shear velocity profiles, we 
incorporated the upper mantle shear velocity values of model 508M (Press 1970a; 
Kanamori 1970a) into model HB2 and again repeated our Monte Carlo density 
search, otherwise using the same data as before. In fact two density searches were 
attempted, one using the HB2 upper mantle compressional velocity values and the 
other using those of Johnson (1969) in order to confirm that the effect of compres-
sional velocity perturbations is of minor importance. The solutions of the two 
searches are combined to give the region of confidence shown in Fig. 5. Twenty 
acceptable models obtained after 350 000 trials make up this non-uniqueness region. 
The absence of models with densities less than 3·4gcm- 3 near lOOkm is apparent. 
It was mentioned earlier that some doubt has been thrown on the validity of using 
eigenperiod data for n > 50. Six solutions resulting from the same 350 000 trials make 
up the non-uniqueness region in Fig. 6. The conditions for their acceptability are that 
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is the normalized cross-correlation coefficient between partials of shear velocity 
and density at 100 km from Dziewonski (1970, Fig. 5). 
eigenperiod residuals for n < 50 must now be less than O· 3 per cent, whereas eigen-
periods for n > 50 are not considered. A predominance of solutions with a high 
density lithosphere is still apparent. 
The debate about the average density of the lithosphere therefore hinges critically 
on the shear velocity models adopted for the upper mantle, and we turn our attention 
now to the evidence on which these models are based. 
Shear velocity in the upper mantle 
Shear wave travel-time data for distances A ~ 20° have been provided by 
Jeffreys and Bullen (1967), Ibrahim & Nuttli (1967), Nuttli (1969) and Robinson & 
Kovach (1972). There is considerable scatter in these data and inevitably they relate 
to continental-tectonic rather than oceanic regions. Additional constraints are 
provided by surface wave observations, and Ibrahim & Nuttli deduced an average 
shear velocity model for the upper mantle beneath the United States by taking the 
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appropriate surface wave inversion models and perturbing them sufficiently to satisfy 
their travel-time data. Nuttli (1969) modified this model in order to satisfy additional 
data from explosions. Anderson & Julian (1969) produced a somewhat different 
profile from the same data by introducing the additional constraint that compressional 
and shear velocity models should have a similar shape. Models SLUTDl and 
SLUTD2 of Hales & Roberts (1970) were also modified from the Ibrahim & Nuttli 
(1967) and Nuttli (1969) models, in order to match their lower mantle velocities. 
The conclusions of Robinson & Kovach (1972) are particularly significant to this 
discussion. Their data refer to a sub-oceanic structure for distances greater than 40° 
and to 'Basin and Range' structure for distances less than 40°. Travel times for 
distances less than 14° were not observed at the extended Tonto Forest seismic array. 
They were unable to obtain a single model which would satisfy all the data, and 
concluded that there is a significant difference between sub-oceanic and sub-
continental structure, extending to a depth of at least 1000 km. The upper mantle 
shear velocities for their oceanic model are based on the model 508M derived from 
surface wave data by Kanamori (1970a), because of the lack of appropriate travel-
time data. 
The recent upper mantle shear velocity models are compared with Press's bounds 
in Fig. 4. All these models fall within the bounds throughout most of the range. 
The low velocity zone at 370 km postulated by Ibrahim & Nuttli (1967) is not widely 
accepted and indeed has been removed in Nuttli (1969). We note, however, that 
both those models fall significantly below Press's bounds around 700 km. In view of 
the non-uniqueness and the regional character of all these models, the question 
remains whether the HB2 upper mantle shear velocity profile is acceptable as a world 
average model. 
With the notable exception of models for pure shield paths, the results of surface 
wave studies have consistently suggested the existence of a low shear velocity layer 
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in the upper mantle with a velocity minimum of about 4· 30 km s- 1. Using the formalism 
of Backus & Gilbert (1968) with world-average phase and group velocity data for 
Rayleigh and Love waves, Dziewonski (1971) found that a low shear velocity zone 
near 150 km with a minimum velocity of less than 4· 3 km s- 1 is demanded by all data 
except that from pure shield paths. Model HB2 does not satisfy this criterion. 
Kanamori (1970a) has shown that model HB2 fails to satisfy world average phase 
and group velocity data. As previously mentioned, although all the phase velocity 
data is satisfied by our modified HB2 model, the calculated Love wave group veloci-
ties are still too high for periods less than 200 s (see Fig. 7). The introduction of group 
velocity criteria into the MCI procedure could provide a useful additional constraint. 
Having thus rejected HB2 on these grounds, one might then conclude that all 
recent seismic evidence still supports the narrow shear velocity bounds of Press 
and hence his conclusions concerning the average density for the lithosphere. 
However, such a conclusion is not warranted, as will be indicated in the following 
discussion of the model developed by Wang (1972). 
The 1972 model of Wang 
The 1972 model of Wang has a density near 100 km of 3 · 36 km s - i, a low shear 
velocity zone which is consistent with surface wave phase velocity observations, and a 
shear velocity profile near 400 km which is only marginally outside Press's limits 
(see Fig. 3). It also satisfies Kanamori's group velocity data (see Fig. 7), the JB travel-
time data to within (JB + 8) s for 20° ~ Ll ~ 90° and other recent eigenperiod data 
adequately (see Wang 1972). The question of the validity of Wang's shear velocities 
around 400 km is crucial, for Dziewonski (1970) has shown that a change in shear 
velocity of as little as 0·05 km s - 1 at this depth may result in a density perturbation of 
almost 0·2gcm- 3 at a depth of lOOkm. 
We attempted a density search which was identical in all respects to the one that 
resulted in the non-uniqueness bounds of Fig. 5, except that the Wang shear velocity 
values for the first 800 km of the mantle were substituted for the model 508M values. 
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The result, obtained from six solutions after 250 000 trials is shown in Fig. 8. All 
acceptable models now have lithospheric densities less than 3·4 g cm- 3 . Indeed, our 
results suggest that the density of the Wang model is a little high in this region. We 
would wish to undertake a much longer density search in order to confirm this state-
ment. However, it is clear that the Wang lithosphere density has not been biased too 
low. In view of the lack of knowledge concerning S velocities particularly beneath 
oceanic regions, there seems to be no compelling reason why Wang 1972 could not 
be an acceptable model. 
Two further criticisms of Press's results may be considered here. The first is that 
a shear velocity minimum should coincide with a density minimum and not a density 
high. However, Anderson & Spetzler (1970) have shown that there is no necessity for 
a density minimum to correspond with a low velocity zone, because an appropriate 
velocity decrease can be obtained from a 1 ·0 per cent or even 0· 1 per cent melt, 
depending on the shape of the liquid inclusions, and the effect on density of such a 
fraction would be negligible. A mechanism proposed by Wang (1970) can explain 
the existence of a density reversal at depths greater than 200 km without a corres-
ponding shear velocity decrease. 
The second objection relates to the models which have low densities near 300-km 
depth. Ringwood (private communication) has suggested that a density of less than 
3·4 g cm- 3 below 200 km would indicate that the silicates in this region contain too 
little FeO. From considerations of basalt genesis, mantle inclusions in the Kimbelite 
diamond pipes and the degree of convective ' stirring ' in the upper mantle required 
by modern theories of plate tectonics, Ringwood considers this implication to be very 
improbable. It should be noted that the imposition of the condition that density 
should not fall below 3·4gcm- 3 below 200km would eliminate some of Press' 
models but would not alter his conclusions concerning the density of the lithosphere. 
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No estimates of the reliability, as described in Paper I, have been quoted for the 
non-uniqueness bounds shown in Figs 2, 5, 6 and 8. The regions would possibly 
expand if many more models were to be generated. However, our conclusions would 
not be invalidated by a slight increase in the non-uniqueness region. We have been 
more concerned to show the relative effect of one assumption or non-uniqueness 
bound on another, and have assumed that Press confirmed his conclusions with a 
sufficient number of trials (cf. Paper I). 
3. Conclusions 
Our chief concern in the foregoing discussion has been to analyse the reasons for 
the large differences in upper mantle density found by various investigators, in the 
hope of determining the most acceptable model. It is apparent that the question 
cannot be resolved by reference to free oscillation and body wave travel-time data 
alone. On these criteria the results of Press, Haddon & Bullen, and Wang, are equally 
acceptable. It seems equally apparent that the solution hinges on the upper mantle 
shear velocity distribution as foreshadowed in the work of Dziewonski (1970). 
The Haddon & Bullen model fails in this respect, because their upper mantle shear 
velocity profile does not conform to the results of surface wave group velocity 
observations and this in turn casts doubt on their shear velocity distribution in the 
deeper region of the upper mantle. The same criticism cannot be levelled at Press: 
his shear velocity bounds (at least above 650 km) are in concurrence with all the 
available seismological evidence. Nevertheless it can be argued that his lower bound 
on shear velocity is too severely constrained in this region, on two counts. Firstly, 
the derivations of shear velocity profiles from observational data are notoriously 
non-unique. This is exemplified by Nuttli's (1969) observation that the S data from 
explosions could be fitted equally well with or without a low velocity region near 
350 km. We would not argue for the existence of such a layer; nevertheless, the data 
obviously do not preclude some perturbation in this critical region. Secondly, the 
lack of knowledge about the S velocity distribution in the oceanic upper mantle is 
sufficient to cast doubt on the validity of a lower bound which is just sufficient to 
contain models derived from other regions. The S velocity model of Wang was 
inferred from equation of state arguments, and its validity is beyond the scope of 
this discussion. Nevertheless, the fact that it results in a density below 3·4 g cm- 3 
at 100 km depth while only marginally failing Press's bounds give added cause for 
treating the Press model with some suspicion. 
It is our view that the MCI procedure is open to improvement in the adoption of 
criteria based on S wave data. In its present formulation, the shear velocity bounds 
are redundant to the extent that they are based on S travel-time data, and unjustified 
to the extent that they exceed the limits imposed by these data. A careful assessment 
is required of limits within which the available S data can be considered to represent 
world averages. Once these limits have been ascertained, they can be applied in con-
junction with surface wave phase and group velocity constraints as criteria for the 
acceptance of shear velocity profiles derived from MCI. It may turn out that our 
present knowledge of S in the upper mantle is insufficient to derive a useful estimate of 
the average density in the lithosphere. If so, we should accept this result pending 
the acquisition of more definitive information. Alternatively, we may attempt to 
refine the MCI estimate by the use of additional constraints based on equation of 
state arguments. It will be necessary, however, to provide very careful justification 
of these arguments if the results are to be meaningful. 
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Orientation of contemporary stress within plates of lithosphere, inferred mainly from earthquake mechanism solu· 
lions, is an important constraint to be satisfied by proposed driving Jlicchanisms for global tectonics. Axes of maximum 
cornpressivc stress in western Australia, India and the intervening oceanic region arc nearly horizontal. In the NW pan 
of this region, adjacent to the Burmese, Andaman and western Sunda arcs, axes of minimum compressive stress are also 
horizontal. Herc stress axes arc oriented in such a way as to suggest interaction of two strc'ss fields; one generated by 
continental collision along the Himalayas and the other generated by body forces acting Ofl parts of this plate that arc 
descending into the upper mantle. We spccubtc that release of tectonic stress within large plates is to some ex rent lo-
calized by cpirogcnic processes some of which may operate independently of mechanisms that drive the plates. 
1. Introduction 
Mechanism solutions to three earthquakes in west- . 
ern Australia, discussed in this paper, and solutions 
to five earthquakes in the NW part of the Indian 
Ocean plate, discussed elsewhere, are shown schemat-
ically in fig. 1. Each solution is represented by those 
axes of maximum and minimum compression that ·are 
horizontal. Different styles of faulting seen in this fig-
ure may result from mechanical inhomogeneity with-
in the plate and underlying upper ma11tle as well as a 
complex distribution of source regions for tectonic 
stress. 
Resistance of the Indian Ocean plate to subduction 
beneath the eastern end of the Alpine-Himalayan oro-
genic belt, for mainly intuitive reasons, is believed to 
be a major source of tectonic stress [5, 8-10]. This 
orogenic belt, including the Himalayas, and the Bur-
mese, Andaman and Sunda arcs, has evolved to its 
present form as a result of convergence between the 
Eurasian and Indian Ocean plates fl 1, 12]. Average 
rates of convergence for the last l 0 my arc 5 to 6 
cm/yr [ 12]. Consequently subduction and deforma-
tion within the plates must account for several hun-
dred kilometers of convergence since mid-Tertiary 
collision between India and Tibet [ 13 J. 
Seismicity in adjoining parts of these plates may 
have .reached present levels of intensity after a marked 
decrease or even a halt in the rate at which northern 
India is descending beneath the Himalayas. A mosaic 
of stable platforms separated by broad regions of late 
Cenoz9ic to Recent movements encompasses large 
parts of central Asia and western and south-western 
China (8, 10]. Seismicity within the Indian Ocean 
plate is at a much lower level generally and includes 
a band of shallow earthquakes in oceanic lithosphere 
[5]. Sykes [5] suggested that this activity marks a 
nascent subduction zone that will eventually replace 
the one farther north. 
General features of intra-plate tectonics in the 
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Indian Ocean plate can be recognized in other regions· 
of whi..:h the more. avtive, including East Africa [14], 
eastern North Ai'nerica [ 15, 16], western United 
States [I 7, IO] as well as central Asia and China. [19, 
JO], are continental. Mechanism solutions to the 
larger earthquakes in these regions generally show 
that :Lxcs of either maximum or minimum compres-
sion arc consistently horizontal. In some regions hor-
izontal stress axes show a nearly uniform trend [ 14, 
I 6-18, I OJ. Such preferred orientations arc condu-
cive to simple inte'rprctations jn terms of stress COil· 
ditions at the nearest plate margin [ 10] or tractions · 
near the bottom of the plate [16]. 
Epicenters in these rcgions"gcnerally reveal patterns 
of activity that are diffuse by comparison with nar-· 
row bands of shallow earthquakes marking active 
plate margins [9]. Nevertheless seismic trends that 
with varying degrees of coi,ncidencc follow elcmen'ts 
of ancient fabric are apparent in some continental 
regions [20, 21]. · 
2. Australian seismicity 
Fig. l shows three proposed trends [20] generally 
stri~ing in a northerly direction across Australia. Epi-
centers are for the larger earthquakes occurri.ng be- · '. .. 
tween the end of the last century a,nd 1966 [20] plus 
those for more recent activity [2]. Most if not all of 
this activity is crustal, if foe.al-depths of locally re-
corded earthquakes in south-eastern and south-cen-
tral Australia [20] arc taken as typical for activity 
elsewhere in the continent. 
The south-west trend crosses the ancient Darling 
fault at an acute angle [20]. This fault, that is appar-
ently inactive, marks the western limit of exposed 
Precambrian shield in this region [20]. A central trend 
(dashed in fig. 1) is inferred with considerable uncer-
tainty from a concentration of small earthquakes in 
south-central Australia, a cluster of larger events in 
the Simpson desert of central Australia und the Lake 
l\fackay series in the north-west [2 ]. This trend paral-
lels but is generally not coincident with an ancient 
geosynclinal zone [3]; the north-south limb of which 
is marked by a weak gravity through [22]. This trough 
can be followed along a north-northwest strike for 
about 500 km from the north end of the Adelaide 
Geosyncline, a fold belt of Precambrian-Cambrian age 
[3]. 
The sou th-cast trend, unlike those farther west, 
may be an expression of contemporary stress that is 
locally generated. Basaltic volcanism and cpeirogcny 
in this part of Australia [3] are effects of plate move-
ments that include separation of New Zealand and 
Australia and concomitant opening of the Tasman 
basin [23]. These effects reached a peak in activity 
during late Tertiary [ 3 J. Quaternary volcanic fields 
in Victoria and Queensland, the fornier no more than 
5000 yr old [3[, suggest that residual effects are still 
occurring in eastern Australia. 
3. Mechanism solutions to Australian earthquakes 
With few exceptions an earthquake that is large 
enough to record clear P-wave first motion on long 
· ·period records will yield a reliable mechanism solu-
tion [24 ]. In regions of poor station coverage over 
a wide range of azimuths from the epicenter such as 
the Aleutians [25, 26] a_nd Australia, a well controlled 
solution is often salvaged by S-wave polarizations. 
Long period data have been available on a world wide 
basis since the installation of the World Wide Stan-
dardized Seismograph Network (WWSSN) beginning 
in 1961. Since that time two earthquakes of suffi-
. : cicnt size. have occurred in Australia. They arc the 
. 1968 Meckering and the 1970 Lake Mackay earth-
. quakes. Both are located in western Australia (fig.I). 
· The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey 
(USCGS) computed a surface wave magnitude of 
6.8 for the former and 5.9 for the latter. In addition 
the smaller C'alingiri earthquake (body phase mag-
nitude ol"5.7 computed by USCCS) is induded in 
this study even though it was only well recordeu by 
short pctfod instruments, because it provides addi-
tional insight into complex fault movements in south· 
west Australia. This event was located about 80 km 
north-west of the Meckcring focus [27]. 
In figs 2-4 P-wave polarities or S-wavc polariza-
tions or both for each event arc plotted on equal area 
projections of the lower half of the'focal sphere. In 
addition to WWSSN data, data are included 'from sta-
tions in south-east Australia operated by the Austra-
lian National University and from stations through-
out Australia and adjacent regions operated by the 
Australia Bureau of Mineral Resources. Seismic rays 
are brought back to the focal sphere through an 
Earth model based on P-wave travel times of Jeffreys-
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Fig. 1. Contemporary tectonic activity within the Indian Ocean plate. Accrcting margin is marked by epicenters computed by 
the USCGS for the years 1961 to 1969. TI1c northern margin, which is mainly convergent, is marked by a heavy curve where 
it is wdl-defined by recent scismicity [6]. Dashed continuation of this cum; shows that part of the plate margin where Aus-
tralia-New Guinea is interacting with adjacent parts of neighboring plates. Margins of minor plates east of New Guinea are taken 
from Johnson and Molnar [ 1 ]. Epicenters in and near Australia are from Clearly and Simpson [2]. Locations of Quaternary vol-
canism are from Brown ct al. [ 3 ]. Sections A, Band C of the south-cast Indian Ocean ridge have disti,nct magnetic and topogra-
phic expression from which different spreading histories arc inferred [ 4 ]. Numbered stress axes refer to earthquake mechanism 
solutions reported by Sykes' [SJ (land 3), Fitch [6] (4 and 5), Banghar [7] (2) and this work (6, 'J and 8). 
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Bullen. An adjustment is made for crustal foci by 
adding a layer 30 km thick with a uniform crustal 
velocity. A velocity of 7 km/sec for this layer was 
chosen for.stations outside Australia and 6 km/ses:; 
was chosen for Australian stations. As seen in fig. 2 
this adjustment becomes substantial at epicentral dis 
tances less than 30°. 
The Meckering earthquake was unusually comple; 
for its size. The character of the P-waves is strongly 
suggestive of a multiple rupture. The onset of this 
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rupture occurred approximately 3.5 sec before the 
main shock and was well recorded at teleseismic as 
well as sliort distances. The focus is in the Precam-
brian shield near its western edge j 28]. An arcuatc 
pal tern or cracks fnrn1cd in surCa,·c layers cornposcJ 
of soil and weatht~red rnck on tlH~ order of several 
meters thick [28j. f<'auJting in the basement WJS not 
ex posed I 28]. Surface obse1va lions ·suggest a maxi-
mum of about 2 m slip in the rcvcrsc-dextral sense on 
a fault indined toward the NE at a low angle l27]. 
Gordon and Wellman [29J suggest that surface defor· 
mation was generated by sinistral slip on a nearly ver-
tical fault in the basement. A fault depth of less than 
l 0 km can be infcm:d from after shock locations, con-. 
trolled to some extent by local stations (30]. 
Seismic evidence presented in this work favours 
movement on a steeply dipping fault with a large com• 
ponent of reverse as well as sinistral slip. These results 
are dependent on the fault having a NNW strike. The 
proposed fault, inclined toward the NE with the SW 
side down-dropped, is consistent wi!h a tendency for 
aftershocks to be located east of the surface cracks <. 
and with.vertical movement inferred from leveling 
surveys (27]. 
The mechanism solution to the main shock is shown 
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l·'ig. 4. Medianisrn solution !'or Lakl' l\lal'kay <'arthquakc. 
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by the curves in fig. 2. Slip on the fault pl::me repre-
sented by the nodal plane with the NNW strike is 
reverse and sinistral in nearly equal amounts. This 
so!'t1iio11 is controlled by strong cornpressional first 
motions at stations beyond the P-wave shad,1w znnc 
caused by the earth's core (data points near ihc cen-
ter of fig. 2), S-wave polarization (arrows in fig. 2) 
and displacelllcnt spectral Jensities COlllputcd from 
Rayleigh waves (fig. 5). 
'Each Rayleigh wave spectrum is cmrectcd for 
spherical spreading, intrinsic attenuation [31] and 
instrument response. Corrected spectral estimates 
E 
arc fitted by trial and error to radiation patterns com-
puted from a dislocation model for the source (32, 33]. 
To minimize interference effects due to source size 
and progagation path, it is desirable to stl)dy spcdral 
estimates for the longest periods that response of the 
instrument and signal to noise ratio of the dat:i will 
allow. These estimqtes at a period of 80 sec are plotted 
in fig. 5. The observed radiation pattern is not signi· 
ficantly different from others in the period range from 
60 to 100 sec. Below 60 sec, both radiation patterns 
and individual spectra are more complex. 
Variation of source depth within the first 30 km 
of our simple crustal model has little effect on radia-
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the slip vc•ct,>r makes with the lwri1.011tal (e.g. 90° means pure 
dip-slip), dip and strike of the fault plane rcspcclivdy. 
tion patterns in the period range from 60 to 100 sec. 
Conscqucri tly, a surface focus is assumed. The longest 
continuous series of surface cracks extend for a dis-
tance of 3 7 km and no aftershock zone was recorded. 
Consequrntly, no finiteness correction [34] is intro-
duced si11ce the s1mll degree of asymmetry resulting 
from a fault length of 40 km and a rqpture velocity 
of 3 km/sec was of no advantage in our attempts to 
satisfy the data. 
Dispbccmcnt spectra for Rayleigh waves in the 
long period limit arc a measure of seismic moment 
[35]. lf the seismic source is spccii'ictl by a displace-
ment dislocation ( U0 ). tangcntial to a fault surface 
dS, then the average ratio of path corrected to theo· 
retical amplitudes is a measure of(U0(w) dS) [34]. 
If the source acts like a step function, 
(U0(w) dS) = (~o dS) 
Seismic moment (M0 ) is ·expressed in terms of source 
size and foul t slip by the eqtiation: 
!H =µU dS==µU Lil 0 o. 0 
' 
' 
whereµ, U0 , L and h are shear modulus, slip, fault 
length and depth respectively [35]. A moment of 
6.1 (± 5.0) X 1025 dyne/cm was computed from bet-
ter fitting data points in fig. 5. Estimated fault depth 
is 5 km' assuming L = 30 km [27] and D = 1.5 m [27]. 
Stress drop (L'.1.a) can be estimated using expressions 
derived by Starr [36] and Knopoff (37] and discus-
sed by Brune and Allen [38): 
UOµ 
b.a = ri IZ-
where ri '.::::'. ~ for pure dip-slip (36) and T/:::::: t for pure 
strike-slip [37]. Either expression yields a !J.a of abou 
100 b. This value is near the middle of the range of 
values computed from large shallow earthquakes [38] 
Interference effects arising from a very shallow 
focus and slip on a non-planar fault surface, as sug-
gested by the pattern of surface cracks [27], can in· 
dividually or in combination help to explain emergen 
first motions typical of P-waves from the initial and 
main shocks. When focal depth is only a few kms, 
waves reflected from the free surface interfere with 
direct waves to produce emergent arrivals at nearly 
all stations. Record sections in fig. 2 illustrate the 
difficulty in locating nodal pbncs for a solution to 
the main-shock from P-wave first motions alone. 
Our study of P-wavc first motions, summarized 
in fig. 2; strongly suggests that the initial event had a 
mechanism tha l was, significantly di ffcrcn t frnm tlw t 
of the main shock. The strongest evidence for such 
a disparity comes from a field of dilat:11ions north· 
east and cast of the focus that are in conflict with 
the preferred solution to the rn:iin shock. These data 
points are for the initial l'J!Cllf recorded at stations in 
and near Australia. ln these records first motions 
from the main shock arc nearly impossible to rcaJ 
wifh confidence. Short pcri,id instruments at these 
stations were generally overdriven and upper mantle 
discontinuities can account for strong second :irrival 
in the distance rangt: from 12° to 30° [39] th:it en-
compasses a number of these st:itions. First motions 
from both the initial and main shocks are compres-
sional north oft he focus. 
A strike-slip solution to the initial event is con-
sistent with data points in fig. 2. The B axis for this 
solution lies near the tip of the heavy arrow drawn 
on the nodal plane with the NN\V strike. ln ::iclditioi 
to this event nwny aftershocks recorded dilatationa 
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first notions at Australian stations. Thus it seems like· 
ly that these events also have mechanisms that differ 
from that for the main shock. 'tie suggest without 
proof that movements on different parts of an appar· 
ently accuate fault surface as well as movements on 
adjacent faults ac'count for many of these disparities. 
The remaining solutions arc to the Calingiri and Lake 
Macby earthquakes (figs 3 and 4). The .former is 
constrained to be similar to the solution to the Meck· 
cring main shock. The latter is mainly controlled by 
S-wave polarization. Stress axes for the Meckering 
main shock and the Calingiri earthquake together 
with those from th.e solution to the Lake Mackay 
earthquake suggest that axes of maximum com pres· 
sion throughout western Australia are horizontal. 
4. Previous interpretations of Australian seismicity 
Cleary [40] and Underwood [41] inferred an orien· 
tation for maximum compressive stress in south-east 
Australia that is horizontal with a NW strike, i.e:, nor· 
ma! to the regional trend of epicenters. Their result 
comes from poorly-controlled solutions for locally 
recorded earthquakes. Doyle [ 42] suggests that hori· 
zontal compression can explain this result and some 
geologic evidence for Quaternary to contemporary 
movement in this and other seismic regions of Austra· 
lia. · 
Stewart and Mount [43] used amplitudes of S-
waves recorded by short period instruments to infer 
the style of faulting extant in the Adelaide Geosyn-
cline (fig. I). An in!'crred sense of motion on many of 
the more prominent Caul ts or this region is consistent 
with axes or maximu111 comp1'L'ssive stress that lie in 
tlw hori1.lmtal plallL' and strikl' in a nurthL•rly di1'L'L'tion. 
Altliough data useJ in their stuJy arc not yet publish-
ed, seismic amplitudes in the band pass of short period 
instruments arc difficult to reduce to amplitudes at 
the source. For example, differences in station sensi· 
tivity that possibly arc a1.i111uthally dependent in this 
period range may be large eno.ugh t;i 111ask the radia-
tion p:t!tl'rn from the source. We arc unaware of other 
measures ot" contc111por:iry stress in Australia, such as 
in situ measurements, that could be compared with 
se~smic results. At this time results presented in this 
work are clearly the most reliable measures of con-
temporary stress in Australia. 
Speculation on the origin of Australian seismic 
. trends includes proposals thai these trends are in 
some sense plate margins. Clearly and Simpson [2] 
speculated that oi.1e or more of these trends partition 
the Indian Ocean plate into a number of sub-plates, 
distinguished frorn major plates solely by their small 
relative displacement. This speculation is contrary to 
·substantial evidence from regions of intra-plate tect-
onics outside Australia [ 14-19] stJggesting that such 
activity is better understood as an expression of con· 
temporary stress than slip between plates. Although 
mechanism solutions presented in this paper do not 
preclude the sub-plate hypothesis, it is difficult to 
believe such an hypothesis when neither seismicity 
·nor field observations give any indication of recurrent 
displacement on faults that extend through the lith-
osphere. Furthermore continuity of the proposed sub-
plate margins beyond the continental slope is not ap-
parent from recent epicenters. In particular epicenters 
on the sea floor south of Australia give almost'no"in· 
dication of active fault zones joining the Grest of the 
south-east Indian Ocean ridge to seis1nic trends on the 
continent. 
Fig. 1 shows several discontinuities in shallow 
earthquake activity near the ridge crest south of Aus-
tralia. Cleary and Simpson [2] suggested that these 
discontinuities markt>d junctions with sub-plate mar· 
gins. Recently Weisse! and Hayes [ 4 ], using topo· 
graphic profiles and magnetic anomaly patterns, con· 
firmed the sectioning of the ridge crest inferred pre-
viously from seismic evidence. However, their re.::on· 
st ruction of the ridge reveals a long period of spread-
ing from an unbroken crest beginning in the Eocene 
and lasting until mid-l'v!iocene. Present offsets in the 
Cl'L'St evnlved during 1111.' last 20 my and thus arc nnt 
remnants 11f s1rnct11rL's l'Xtant at tht' time of th(• ini- · 
tial separation between Australia and Anrnrctica. 
5. New speculation on origins of stress 
. Snurcc regions for tectonic stress arc generally dif-
ficult to h1cak prc,·isl'IY and generation ol"strl'Ss 
withi1i thl•sc l'L'giuns is llllWhL't'L' 111Hll'l'stond in a rig· 
orous way. The com·cpt of th.:- lithosphere as a stress 
guide [ 44, 45] admits tho possibility that these re~ 
gions are great distances from regions where stress i:s 
released. In general external sources can give rise to· 
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stress in ;i plate of lithosphere through tractions at its 
base or llllundary stress at its margins or both. Seismic 
regions within the pl:itc reveal stress ernicenlrations or 
zones nf relatively low strength or l1'1th. 
Axcs·ur maximum compressive stress, that arc con-
sistcntiy lwrizontal throughout the lnlliaa Ocean plate, 
strongly suggest that source regions i·or this stress gen-
era tc horizontal com prcssion. Resistance to su bduc-
tion at the northern margin of this plate is considered 
the most likely source for this stress. Tractions at the 
base of this plate may be substantially altered by this 
resistance; however, at present there is no compelling 
evidence for such an effect. Greatest resistance is ex-
pected along the Himalayas where India and Tibet 
arc in collision. North of this mountain belt, in parts 
of central Asia including western China, mechanism 
· solutions to the larger earthquakes reveal axes of 
maximum compressive stress that are predominately 
horizontal with strikes that vary from north to north-
east [10, 19]. In India and adjacent oceanic regions , 
these axes arc also horizontal and also have northerly ' 
strikes. In contrast continental regions adjoining parts 
of the Indian Ocean plate that arc descending beneath 
the Burmese, Andaman and Sunda arcs show little evi-
dence of contemporary tectonic activity. By implica-' 
tion mechanical coupling between the overriding and 
down-going plates is weak somewhere behind the sub-
duction zone or stress fields maintained by subduc-
tion are such that little stress is transmitted great dis-
tances behind this zone. 
In !lat-lying parts of this plate adjacent to these 
island arcs axes of minimum compression arc horizon-
tal and strike nearly normal to the nearest of these 
arcs. This orientation strongly suggests that extensio-
nal stress from inclined parts of this plate beneath 
these arcs is transmitted throughout the NW part of 
this plate. Most rnechanis.m solutions to earthquakes 
at intermediate depths beneath the Burmese [46] and 
western Sunda [47] arcs have a.xes of minimum com-
pressive stress that parallel the local dip of the seismic 
zone. Evidence such as this suggests that subduction 
is at least parli:.illy driven by a pull on parts of the 
plate that arc descending into the upper mantle" [48]. 
Plate convergence can give rise to high levels of 
horizont:.il compression even where subduction is 
taking place. Hanks [49] has argued, that as much as 
several kilo bars of horizontal compression are neces-
sary to maintain a rise in the sea-floor along the sea-
ward margin of the Kuril arc. Bathymetric data taken 
in c;onjunction with the classical gravity surveys of 
Vcning Meincsz ISO! reveal an outlier rise marginal 
to the Sumatran section of the Java trench. This rise 
disappears adjacent lo .lava, where this trench reaches 
its greatest depth [50]. The trench axis adjacent to 
Sumatra. is only about l km beneath the crest of the 
outer rise. Solution 5 in fig. 1 suggests that if horizon-
tal compressive stress is required to maintain this rise 
its strength is not great enough .to mask extentional 
stress from parts of this plate inclined beneath Suma-
tra. In contrast the axis of the Kuril trench is as much 
as 3.75 km beneath the crest of its outer rise [49]. 
We have speculated that horizontal shear in the NW 
part of the Indian Ocean plate arises from horizontal 
compression along the Himalayas and extension in in-
clined parts of this plate beneath the Burmese, Anda-
man and Sunda: arcs. If relative plate motion is greatly 
slowed or stopped where India and Australia are inter-
acting with adjoining plates then continued subduction 
along the seaward margin of these arcs will increase th' 
level of tectonic stress within this plate until the 
strength of the lithosphere is exceeded locally. Even-
tually the plate may break up as Sykes has suggested 
[5]. Important implications of these speculations are 
that flat-lying and inclined parts of this plate are me-
chanically coupled and that inclined parts of this plate 
are themselves mechanically coupled down to inter-
mediate depths. 
In western Australia seismic expression of contem-
porary stress· may be associated with selected elcment5 
of ancient fabric; how.ever, a general lack of coinci-
dence between seismic trends and outstanding struc· 
tural elements in the same region makes this associa-
tion obscure. In keeping with the foregoing specula-
tion, major source regions for horizontal compres-
sion in this part of the·platc arc expected ll) lie near 
the north coast of New Guinea :md along the eastern 
end of the Suncla arc. At these pl:itc margins shallow 
earthquake activity is so low [6] as to suggest that 
subduction has slowed or, in some places, nearly stop 
pcd. If the ridge south of Australi:.i was a major sourci 
of tectonic stress seismic iictivity in Antarctica and 
Australia would be expected to be more nearly com-
parable. Predrift reconstruction of these continents 
[ 51 J places so.uth-cast Australia, including Tasmania, 
and, the Adelaide Geosyncline next to seismically 
quiet Victoria land and George V land respectively. 
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Fig. 6. Global gravity anomalies, the Ganges cone of sediments and seismic trends. Free-air anomalies in milligals, referred to an· 
ellipsoid of flattening 1/298.25, arc:takcn from Kaula [59]. Plate margins and major seismic regions within the plate are marked 
as in fig. 1. 
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However, Antarctica is not aseismic. Small earthquakes 
arc locally recorded in Victoria land [52]. 
For recurrence of earthquakes in a given focal re-
gion processes arc needed for regeneration of a critical 
levd of stress during a time interval that may be as 
short as a few years or as long as a few thousand years. 
At plate margins friction between the moving plates 
can adeqtiate!y account for such recurrences. Within 
plates various processes, that are classed as epeirogenic, 
can give rise to mechanical instabilities conducive to 
stress release. Processes such as formation of sedimen-
tary basins [53, 54], local convection beneath the li-
thosphere arising from upwelling in the mantle [55] 
and forementioned resistan.ce to subduction can in-
duce regional deforrnation in plates of lithosphere. 
Another process for regeneration of stress may be rel-
ative movement· bet\veen stable regions that is.analo-
gous to that occurring between the plates [2]. Se'{eral 
of these processes may be active within a large plate. 
Effects arising from such processes can lead to release 
of tectonic stress from a distant source. E.g. reservoir 
filling at Koyna in western India precipitated release 
of tectonic stress (solution 1 in fig. I). Failure may 
have occurred as a direct result of loading stress or by 
reduction of normal ·stress result}ng from increased 
pore pressure beneath the reservoir. 
Although effects of resistance to subduction may 
be sufficien.t to explain locations and levels of seis-
mic activity within the Indian Ocean plate [5], other 
processes may contribute to mechanical-instability 
within this plate. Recently imprqved determination 
of the global gravity field [56,J. when referred to a 
fifth degree figure of the Earth generally reveals mass 
excess beneath active plate margins and· mass deficicn, 
cy beneath ocean basins and some of the major shield 
regions [57, 58]. The resolution of these anomalies 
is about 1200 km [57 j. Kaula [57, 58], argues that 
these anomalies are of sufficiently large magnitude 
and long wave length to be maintained only by flow 
beneath the lithosphere. . · 
Regibnal dcfonna ti on of the Indian Ocean pl~·te: · r. 
may result from flow in the underlying mantle. Fig. 6 
shows a large negative anomaly cen tercd in the hight 
south of Australia and another one south-cast of India. 
These anomalies are larger than 'most negative anoma~ 
lies in other oceanic regions. The anomaly south-east 
of India parallels the southern limit of the Ganges cone 
of sediments [ 59] and one of the more active seismic 
regions within this plate [5]. Folds and faults in this 
part of the cone generally strike parallel to the Hima-
layas [60]. Bott [53] and Walcott [54] speculated 
that negative gravity anomalies hundreds of kms wide 
can develop near seaward margins of advancing sedi-
mentary basins. To some extent such anomalies must 
be maintained by flow in the upper mantle [53, 54]. 
To what extent if any flow induced by the growth 
of the Ganges cone contributes to this global gravity 
anomaly is unknown. Nevertheless the spatial coinci-
dence between seismicity and inferred flow beneath 
the lithosphere suggests the possibility of a cause and 
effect relationship. Similar coincidences ·do not occur 
elsewhere in this Indian Ocean plate with the possible 
exception of southern Australia. There it is possible 
to correlate earthquake activity with instability marked 
by the gravity anomaly covering the bight south of 
Australia .. However recent epicenters trend normal t.o 
·this coast and concentrations of activity in south-
central and south-western Australia are to some ex-
tent a consequence of networks of seismic stations 
in these regions. 
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